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Preface

This book is for ZX8l users who feel competent at writing
programs in BASIC but now want to take their ZX8l, and themselves,
further.

Assembly language programming takes you into the heart, or
should we say brain, of the ZX8l and lets you program it in much
finer detail than is possible with BASIC.

The usual reason for writing programs in assembly language is
to gain increased processing speed either to give better moving
graphics or faster processing of calculations that are repeated
often.

Assembly language programming is also used to enable a better
program to fit into a small area of memory. All readers will be
aware of the limitations of the ZX8l when used with IK of memory
and programmed in BASIC. As you will see later, IK of memory means
that the computer has approximately 1000 places in its memory,
which can be used to store data.

If you write a BASIC program, approximately 30 lines of program
will fill this memory. If the program is written in assembly lan
guage and then translated into machine code, 30 lines of program
will only fill about forty or fifty of the places in memory.
However, to be truly comparable an assembly language program which
is equivalent to the 3D-line BASIC program, will probably need to
be 100 or 150 lines long. This will still only use something like
200 places in memory, leaving enough memory for a display which
fills all of the screen.

Until you have written and run some assembly language programs,
it is difficult to appreciate the increase in speed which it will
give. As a rough guide an assembly language program will run at
least twenty times faster than the equivalent BASIC program.

The main problem with programs in assembly language is that you
are working directly with the microprocessor of the computer and
you are not protected from it, or it from you, as you are when you
write BASIC programs. This means that if you make an error in your
program, and everyone does, then instead of stopping and waiting
for your correction, the computer is likely to go off on its own
and it will try to run anything that is in the memory, as though
it was a program. This is a computer 'crash' and the only way of
regaining control of the ZX8l is to switch off the machine and
start again.
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Before an assembly language can be run on a computer it must be
translated into the language used by the computer. This is known
as machine code language and consists of a series of numbers; all
programs that run on the computer, even BASIC programs, are trans
lated into this form before they are run. The translation from
assembly language to machine code language can be performed manu
ally or it can be performed by the computer using a program called
an assembler. The assembler program used and described in this
book is called ZXAS and I consider it to be the best assembler
available for the Sinclair ZX81.

Because machine code language does not have any facilities for
finding program errors, finding and correcting errors can be a long
and difficult task. Many of the problems involved in correcting
a machine code program can be eased by using another computer prog
ram which enables you to see what is happening lnside the computer
while your program is running. The ZXDB program has been used in
producing this book and it carries out this function admirably.

Remember that assembly language is just another programming
language, like BASIC. You will find that it is no more difficult
to learn than BASIC, and possibly easier.

After the first two chapters, each chapter consists of a series
of short sections. Each section introduces a new idea and usually
includes an exercide on the idea. The exercises are meant to be
challenging and they encourage readers to make many discoveries
for themselves. Some of the exercise answers include notes on the
answers, to extend the reader's understanding.

At the end of each chapter the reader is asked to write a
program; the program should be coded, run and tested before start
ing the next chapter. Each program is designed, as far as possible,
to include the ideas introduced in the chapter.

All exercises should be done when they are encountered, before
continuing with the text. The whole text is designed on the
premise that the best way to learn a programming language is by
plenty of practical experience. Proficiency in programming is only
achieved by programming.

Finally I would like to express my thanks to my wife, Marilyn,
for typing the text and her support during the preparation of the
book. Thanks are due too to Stephen for acting as a guinea pig
and working through the text; by his efforts he has helped to
remove the worst of the errors in the text.

Anthony Woods
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1 Inside the computer

1.1 MICROCOMPUTERS

Computing, like many other processes, has three main parts:

input - processing - output

In a computer system, data (numbers and words) is input by an
input device, the processing is performed by a central processing
unit and data is output by an output device.

000

Display

I IMemory

Central
Processing
Unit

DDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDD

Figure 1.1
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A computer can use many types of device but as far as the
Sinclair 2X8l is concerned the normal system is shown in figure
1.1.

The keyboard is used to input programs, and data for the pro
grams. A program is a list of instructions to tell the computer
what to do during the processing stage. The television set is used
to output information, such as results from a program. The memory
is used to store programs and data.

If you are not familiar with binary and hexadecimal number
systems and signed (two's complement) and unsigned numbers, you
should work through Appendix A before continuing with the text.

1.2 THE zao CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT

There are several different microprocessor central processing
units available. This book is concerned with the Sinclair ZX8l
which uses a 280 microprocessor.

The components of the 280 which are of most importance to a
programmer are the registers, shown in figure 1.2.

Accumulator

A F

B C

0 E

H L

SP

PC

IX

IV

I

Flag register

Stack pointer

Program counter

X index register

Y index register

Interrupt vector
register

Figure 1.2

A register is a memory area which is built into the central
processor. It is used to hold data on a temporary basis while it
is being processed, or is waiting to be processed. Each register
can hold a single item of data in the form of a binary number.
Registers which can hold a binary number with 8 digits are called
8-bit registers and those which can hold l6-digit binary numbers
are called l6-bit registers. The term bit is a shorthand way of
referring to binary digits.

The accumulator is an 8-bit register which is used for arith
metic and logical operations. For example, to add two numbers in
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the Z80 microprocessor the first number must be in the accumulator,
and the second number is added to the accumulator, leaving the sum
in the accumulator.

The flag register is used to hold information about the results
of some operations. When arithmetic and logic operations are
carried out, the processor automatically tests the result and sets
particular bits, or digits, in the flag register to 1 or O. For
example, there are bits in the flag register which indicate
whether the result of adding a number to the accumulator is
positive, zero or negative.

The B, C, D, E, Hand L registers are often referred to as
secondary registers and are used mainly to store data temporarily.
They can be used as single 8-bit registers or in pairs as l6-bit
registers when they are referred to as Be, DE and HL. These
secondary registers tend to be used, by convention, in particular
ways as you will see throughout the book. In particular, the HL
register pair is usually used to point to data in memory.

The 16-bit stack pointer is used to provide a stack facility 
this will be explained later.

The 16-bit program counter is used by the central processing
unit to keep a trace of the place in memory where the next
instruction to be obeyed is located. The program counter normally
changes automatically to point to the next instruction, but it
can be modified by the programmer to allow the program to jump to
an instruction out of the normal sequence. The use of the IX and
IY index registers and the interrupt vector register will be
explained later.

EXERCISE 1.1

Which register would you expect to be used to subtract one
number from another, and which register would you expect to
indicate whether the result is positive, zero or negative?

1.3 MEMORY

The memory of a Z80 microprocessor system consists of locations,
usually called bytes, which are 8 bits long. Look at figure 1.3.

The number of bytes in a memory varies from one system to
another but will normally be 9K or 2SK of which lK or 16K
respectively are available to the programmer. lK is equivalent to
1024 locations or memory bytes.

EXERCISE 1.2

How many bytes are there in a 16K memory expressed as a decimal
number and a hexadecimal number?
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The bytes of a memory are numbered sequentially starting at
zero; the number of a memory byte is referred to as its address.
In the ZX8l, the bytes at the beginning of memory are used by the
ROM and the memory which is available to the programmer starts at
address 16509.

Each byte contains an 8-bit binary number which is referred to
as the contents of the byte. The 8-bit number may represent any
one of several quantities such as an instruction, a number or a
character.

EXERCISE 1.3

Referring to figure 1.3, what is the content (in hexadecimal)
of the byte whose address is 2?

0 o 1 o 1 o 0 1 0

o 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

~Locations2 1 0 1 1 0 0 o 0

3 o 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Address Contents

Figure 1.3

A shorthand form of writing 'the content of a byte whose address
is' is to enclose the address in brackets so that, for example,
(3) is hexadecimal 7E.

In the remainder of this text binary numbers are denoted by a
suffix B and hexadecimal numbers with a prefix $. Numbers with no
letter may be assumed to be decimal.

1.4 INSTRUCTIONS

Have a quick glance at Appendix E where you will see the
complete Z80 instruction set.

In general, an instruction consists of an operation and an
operand. The operation indicates what has to be done and the
operand indicates what is to be used in the operation. For example,
the binary number 100l00l0B can represent an instruction. The five
digits 100l0B represent the operation code Cop-code) which
specifies that the operand has to be 'subtracted from the accumu
lator' and the digits OIOB are the operand which specifies the
'contents of the register D' are to be used in the subtraction.
This means that the binary number 100100l0B represents the
instruction to subtract the contents of the D register from the
accumulator, leaving the result in the accumulator.
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An instruction may occupy 1, 2, 3 or 4 bytes depending mainly
on how the operand is specified. Look at the first five instruc
tions listed in table E.S of Appendix E. All five instructions
have an op-code of 'add to the accumulator'. Look down the column
headed No. of Bytes and you will see that the number of bytes
occupied by the instructions varies from one to three. This is
because there are differences in the specification of the operand~

address. The different ways in which operands may be specified are
called 'addressing modes'.

EXERCISE 1.4

What is the instruction 'add register C to the accumulator' in
binary? Use table E.S in Appendix E.

1.5 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

In the computer itself instructions are held in binary.
Fortunately few computers can be programmed directly in binary
since this would be very tedious and error-prone. We could use the
POKE statement to put the decimal form of our instruction directly
into memory. For the instruction 10010010B we could POKE into
memory the number 146. This is an improvement but it is still
tedious and error-prone for any reasonably sized program.

A more convenient way of writing programs is to use an assembly
language. An assembly language has many facilities to make program
ming easier.

To start with, mnemonics may be used in place of operation
codes. Mnemonics are usually chosen to help a programmer by
indicating what the operation is. For example, the instruction
referred to in the previous section, 'subtract register 0 from the
accumulator' may be written as:

SUB 0

which is easier to remember than 10010010B, or even $92. Notice
also that the operand part of the instruction, in this case
register 0, may be specified as the letter 0 in place of the code
OlOB.

There are many more facilities provided by the ZX8l assembly
language; these will be introduced to you throughout the text.

EXERCISE 1. 5

What is the assembly language instruction to 'increment register
B by one'? Use table E.5 in Appendix E.

Assembly language programs cannot be executed directly by the
computer - they have to be converted to their equivalent binary
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codes. This conversion can be performed by a program such as ZXAS,
or it can be converted by hand into decimal or hexadecimal numbers
and POKEd into memory, either directly or for hexadecimal numbers
using a simple program such as the example in Appendix B. A pro
gram which carries out the conversion from assembly language to
binary is called an assembler.
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2 Assembly language programs

2.1 ASSEMBLING PROGRAMS

The most convenient way of writing and running assembly language
programs on the ZX81 computer is to use an assembler program to
carry out the translation from assembly language to machine code.
A suitable assembler program is ZXAS. If an assembler is not
available, programs can be translated manually; this process is
known as hand assembly and is described in detail in Appendix B.
After the program has been translated into machine code it can be
run by the computer and any errors in the program can be found and
corrected. This is a more difficult process with assembly language
programs than it is with BASIC programs. The process can be made
easier by the use of a program which helps you to examine what is
happening inside the computer while your program is running. A
program of this type is called a debugger and for the ZX81 the
program ZXDB performs this invaluable task.

One of the major problems with machine code programs is that
pressing the break key has no effect on the program, unless this
facility is specially written into the machine code program. The
method of doing this is described later in this chapter. If a
program goes into an indefinite loop or appears to be doing
nothing, the only way of recovering control is to switch off the
computer.

On the ZX81 all machine code programs must be run as subroutines
of a BASIC program and they must always end with the instruction
RET, which returns control back to the BASIC program.

The main part of this chapter describes the use of the ZXAS
assembler program and the ZXDB debugger program. Although the
details are specific to these two programs, the general ideas
presented will apply to any assembler/debugger programs.

2.2 THE ZXAS PROGRAM

ZXAS is a program which will translate a program written in
assembly language into machine code so that it can be executed by
the computer. It uses SK of memory, at the top of memory. When it
is loaded and run, it automatically resets the ramtop variable so
that it is protected from being overwritten. The program recognises
all the standard Z80 mnemonics although some details of the format
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of the instructions have been modified to facilitate entry of the
instructions. Table 2.1 gives a full list of all the instructions

TABLE 2.1 LIST OF INSTRUCTIONS RECOGNISED BY ZXAS

ADC A.nun CP nun IN A.port LD r.data
ADC A.r CP r INC nun LD r.DlID
ADC A.data CP data INC r LD A.I
ADC HL. rr CPD INC xx LD A.R
ADC HL.SP CPDR IND LD xx, (mem)
ADD A.nun CPI INDR LD xx. data
ADD A.r CPIR INI LD I.A
ADD A.data CPL INIR LD R.A
ADD HL.rr DAA JP ( HL) LD SP.HL
ADD HL.SP DEC rnrn JP (IX) LD SP. IX
ADD IX.Be DEC r JP (IY) LD SP.IY
ADD IX.DE DEC xx JP mem LDD
ADD IX.IX DI JP c.mem LDDR
ADD IX.SP DJNZ.dis JR dis LDI
ADD IY.Be EI JR C.dis LDIR
ADD IY.DE EX (SP).HL JR NC.dis NEG
ADD IY.IY EX (SP). IX JR NZ.dis NOP

ADD IY.SP EX (SP). IY JR Z.dis OR nun

AND rnrn EX AF.AF' LD (mem) .A OR r

ANDr EX DE.HL LD (mem).xx OR data
AND data EXX LD (rr).A OTDR
BIT n.DUD HALT LD rnrn.r OTIR

BIT n.r IMO LD rnm.data OUT (C).r

CALL mem IMI LD A. (mem) OUT port.A

CALL c.mem 1M2 LD A. (rr) OUTD

CCF IN r. (C) LD r.r OUTI

POP AF RL mm RST 00 SET n.JDm

POP rr RL r RST 08 SET n.r

POP IX RLA RST 10 SLA mm
POP IY RLC nun RST 18 SLA r

PUSH AF RLC r RST 20 SRA mm

PUSH rr RLCA RST 28 SRA r

PUSH IX RLD RST 30 SRL mm
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PUSH IY RR mm RST 38 SRL r

RES n.mrn RR r SBC A.mm SUB mm

RES n.r RRA SBC A.r SUB r

RET RRC rom SOC A.data SUB data

RET c RRC r SBC HL.rr XOR mrn

RETI RRCA SBC HL.SP XOR r

RETN RRD SCF XOR data

The format of the instructions is very important; they should
be entered exactly as shown here. Extra or missing spaces can
cause the instruction to be illegal.

Abbreviations used in the list of instructions:

r any single 8-bit register, i.e. A, B, C, D, E, H, L

dis a one byte displacement, in the range -128 to +127

data immediate data

mm memory pointing registers, i.e. HL, IX + dis, IY + dis

rr any register pair, i.e. Be, DE, HL

mem the address of a location in memory

xx any l6-bit register, i.e. BC, DE, HL, SP, IX, IY

n the position of a bit in a memory byte, 0 to 7

c a tested condition, i.e. C, NC, M, P, Z, NZ, PO, PE

recognised and their format. The main change is the use of full
stops in place of commas. All the programs in this book have been
written using this assembler. All numbers used in the programs are
taken to be decimal unless they are preceded by $ where they are
taken to be hexadecimal. As programs are assembled a listing is
displayed on the screen, as shown in figure 2.1.

0005 61A& SA Be 62 LD R. ($620
C)
0006 61AB C6 0A ADD A.10
0007 61AD 32 00 62~ LD ($62-00)
.A
0008 6160 -C9 RET
0905 61A8 3A 9C 62 LD A. ($620
C)
0e0S 61AB C6 0A ADD R.10
0007 61AD 32 0D 62 LD ($620D)
.A
0008- 6160 C9 RET

ERROR e

Figure 2.1
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The first column is the line number of the instruction, the
second column is the address of the memory byte which holds the
first byte of the instruction, the third column gives the machine
code for the instruction, in hexadecimal, and the final column is
the assembly language instruction.

When the screen is full you have to press any key for assembly
to continue. Pressing the break key at any time during assembly
stops the program.

2.3 USING ZXAS

Load the program from cassette tape, using the file name ZXAS.
Run the program; this transfers the assembler program to the top
of the memory and sets the RAMTOP variable so that the program
cannot be overwritten with a BASIC program or deleted by the NEW
command. Lines 10, 20 and 30, which are used to hold the assembler
as a machine code program, can now be deleted and the assembler is
ready for use.

The assembly language instructions are entered into the BASIC
program inside REM statements. Instructions can be entered with
line numbers up to 8999. Although all the example programs in this
book show only one instruction to a line, this is for clarity only.
More than one instruction per line is allowed if the instructions
are separated by semicolons. The entire assembly language program
must be enclosed in brackets which are themselves in REM state
ments, as shown in figure 2.2.

:1 REM
2 REH
3 REH
4. REH
5 REH
6 REH
7 REM
S REM
9 REM

10 REH
11 REH
12 REH
13 REH
:1~ ReM
15 REH
16 REH
18 REH
19 REM

(
*,PROG TO ADD 10
*TO A NUHBER IN MEHOR'l

*LD A. ($620C)
RDD R.10
LD (S620D).A
RET
)

Figure 2.2

To translate into machine code enter the command GOTO 9000. The
computer will then wait for a memory address to be entered before
translating the instruction; this will be the first byte of the
machine code program. The address should be entered as a decimal
number. (Section 2.7 discusses suitable areas of memory for the
machine code program.) When the screen is full, assembly stops
until any key is pressed; if the break key is pressed at any time
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during assembly, the program stops. When the assembly is completed,
an error message is displayed at the bottom of the screen. The
meanings of these messages are given in table 2.2.

Message

ERROR 0

ERROR I

ERROR 2

ERROR 3

ERROR 4

ERROR 5

ERROR 6

TABLE 2.2 ASSEMBLY ERROR MESSAGES

Meaning

No mistakes, assembly is error free.

No ( found, no opening bracket in a REM statement.

No ) found, no closing bracket in a REM statement.

Illegal label, jump to non-existent label.

Illegal instruction, next instruction is not
understood. Check with table 2.1.

Number out of range.

Relative jump out of range.

When assembly is finished one of the above error messages will
be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

Not all the instructions can be completely translated immedi
ately; for example, a jump can refer to a label which is further
on in the program, and the assembler processes every instruction
twice.

The machine code program can be run by a USR call to the
address of the first byte of the program. This is carried out by
using a BASIC statement such as:

RAND USR 16514 or

GOTO USR 16514

Either of these statements will start the machine code program,
beginning at memory byte 16514.

2.4 THE ZXDB PROGRAM

ZXDB is a program which is used mainly to help find any errors
in a program. It is used in two major ways: to look at or change
what is in the computer's memory and to run programs under the
control of the programmer. When the program is loaded it occupies
the first 4K of memory. The program is then ready to accept a
command; each command has a single letter assigned to it and the
letter, when entered, calls the appropriate command. If more data
is required by the command, the program will display a further
prompt or prompts. All inputs to the program must be made in
hexadecimal, and if more than four characters are input only the
last four are used. Entering EDIT during any input will return you
to the command prompt. The best way to learn how to use ZXDB is to
experiment with all the commands.
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2.5 ZXDB COMMANDS

When ZXDB is run, it displays an asterisk prompt, *, to show
that it is ready for a command. This section describes the com
mands available in ZXDB, with the exception of the single stepping
command which is described separately. Some of the commands require
further inputs after the single command letter has been entered.
These are indicated on the computer by either = or > being dis
played as a prompt. This section shows the command letter, a brief
description of the command and then any further prompts which will
be displayed, followed by the input required by the prompt.

V Display memory in hexadecimal

Input the starting address

This command displays on the screen the contents of the eight
consecutive memory bytes, starting from the address t~at has been
input. The contents are given as eight hexadecimal numbers. Enter
ing NEWLINE will display the contents of the next eight bytes of
memory. Entering Q will return to ZXDB for the next command.

A Display memory as characters

Input the startfng address

This command displays on the screen the contents of the 32
consecutive memory bytes starting from the address that has been
input. The contents will be displayed as characters, using the
Sinclair character codes (Appendix D), if possible. If the contents
of a memory byte do not give a valid character code a space will
be displayed. Entering NEWLINE will display the contents of the
next 32 memory bytes. Entering Q will return to the = prompt for
input of a new starting address. Input of Q in response to the =
prompt returns to ZXDB for the next command.

G Execute a program

Input starting address of program

This command is very useful when developing and testing a
program. It means that a machine code program can be run inde
pendently of any accompanying BASIC program. The program should
end with JP 4100 to return to ZXDB or JP 410 to return to BASIC.

Q Leave ZXDB and return to BASIC

F Fill a block of memory

> Input value to be placed in memory

Input starting address of block of memory

Input end of block of memory

This command enables the user to fill all of the bytes in a
block of memory with the same value.

12



E Hexadecimal loader

Input the starting address

This command allows values or machine code programs to be
entered into memory bytes. The values should be hexadecimal
numbers. Only inputs consisting of two-digit hexadecimal numbers
followed by NEWLINE will change the value in memory. Inputting a Q
will return to ZXDB command mode. Any other input will leave the
value in the displayed memory byte unchanged and display the
address and value of the next memory byte.

M Move a block of memory

Input the start of block to be moved

Input the end of the block to be moved

Input the starting address for the new block

This command will move a copy of the values in the original
block of memory bytes to the new block of memory bytes. If the
starting address of the new block is less than the starting
address of the original block, then end the input of the starting
address of the new block with I. If the starting address of the
new block is greater than the starting address of the original
block, then end input of the starting address of the new block
with a NEWLINE.

C Compare two blocks of memory

Input the start of the first block of memory

Input the end of the first block of memory

Input the start of the second block of memory

This command compares the contents of two blocks of memory and
displays the differences between the two blocks. Whenever a
difference is found the program displays the addresses and values
in the two memory bytes and then waits for an input. Entering
NEWLINE will continue the comparison. Entering EDIT will return
to ZXDB for the next command.

S Search memory

After entering S, ZXDB waits for the user to input the string
that it is to search for; there is no prompt for the input of the
string. The string must be input as a series of hexadecimal numbers
separated by full stops and ending with NEWLINE; the character
before NEWLINE must be a full stop. The characters in the string
must be converted into their code numbers using the table of
character codes in Appendix D. After the string has been input,
the program prompts with "=" for the address of the first memory
byte to be examined. Each time it finds the string in memory it
will display the address of the first character in the string and
then pause. At each pause enter NEWLINE to continue the search, or

13



enter Q to return to ZXDB command mode. If when the string of
hexadecimal numbers is input, a four-digit hexadecimal number is
input instead of a two-digit number, then the first two digits are
taken as a mask for the second two digits. The effect of this is
that if the bit in the binary equivalent of the mask is 1, then
the corresponding bit of the input does not need to match the
memory byte for a 'match' to be displayed. For example, typing
CD.FFOO.IFOO. will cause a search to be made for the string of
binary numbers 1100llOl.bbbbbbbb.OOObbbbb where b is either binary
value, 0 or 1. When a match has been found and the program pauses,
entering C allows the string in memory to be changed by entering a
new string in the same way as the original search string was
entered. The new string may be longer, shorter or the same length
as the original string.

W Set a display window

Input number of lines to be used

This command sets the number of lines, counting from the bottom
of the screen, used by ZXDB for its display. When a program is

TABLE 2.3 DISASSEMBLER EXCEPTIONS

Disassembler Standard

LD B,IX + dis LD B, (IX + dis)

LDA mem LD A, (mem)

STA mem LD (mem),A

LDAX rr LD A, (rr)

STAX rr LD (rr),A

LHLD mem LD HL, (mem)

SHLD mem LD (mem) ,HL

SPHL LD SP,HL

XCHG EX DE,HL

EX EX AF,AF'

PCHL JP (HL)

XTHL EX (SP),HL

IN port IN A, (port)

OUT port OUT (port),A

COUT r OUT (C),r

CIN r IN r, (C)

In addition (HL) is always referred to as M.

The dissassembler option uses the standard 280 mnemonics
(instructions) with the above exceptions.
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being single stepped (see next section) this command allows the
program to use the screen in addition to the ZXDB display.

D Disassemble memory contents

Input the start address

The effect of this command is to interpret the contents of
memory as instructions and to display the instructions using the
standard Z80 mnemonics with the exceptions shown in table 2.3.
After an instruction has been displayed the computer waits for an
input. Entering NEWLINE will display the next instruction in
memory. Entering a new address in hexadecimal, followed by NEWLINE,
will cause the instruction at the new address to be displayed. To
end the disassembly enter Q, which will cause a return to ZXDB
command mode.

2.6 SINGLE STEPPING

The most important command in the ZXDB program is the B command.
This command allows a program in memory to be run until it reaches
a breakpoint specified by the user. At the breakpoint the program
stops and the contents of the registers, the state of any flags,
the instruction which has just run, the next instruction to be run
and the values in eight consecutive memory bytes are all displayed
on the screen. Figure 2.3 shows the format of the display, and
figure 2.4 shows a typical display.

PC SP IX IY

XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX Flags set

(XXXX) (XXXX) (XXXX) (XXXX) Present Instruction

AF BC DE HL

XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX

(XXXX) (XXXX) (XXXX) (XXXX) Next Instruction

Address XX XX xx xx xx xx xx xx

The display shows the value in each register pair and in the
pair of memory bytes pointed to by each register pair. It also
shows the contents of the eight memory bytes starting from address
in the display; this address is set by the window command.

Figure 2.3

IS



pes P I X I Y
6lA8 7FEC 028F 4000 C
FF21 4100 29C3 COFF LO HL,FFFF
A F BCD E H L
5701 73FF OOOA FFFF
0000 0000 2240 033E LO BC,FEFE
5300 76 00 OA OE 00 F5 04 10

P C S P I X I Y
61AB 7FEC 028F 4000 C
FEOI 4100 29C3 COFF LO BC,FEFE
A F BCD E H L
5701 FEFE OOOA FFFF
0000 0000 2240 033E CIN A
5300 76 00 OA OE 00 F5 04 10

Figure 2.4

The format of the breakpoint command is as follows:

B Set a breakpoint

Input the address of the instruction on which the program
is to stop

Input the starting address of the program to be tested

When the program has stopped at the breakpoint, continuation of
the program can be in single step mode or according to one of the
single step commands. Single stepping means running the program
one instruction at a time with an updated register display, as
shown in figures 2.3 and 2.4, after each instruction. Running a
program in single step mode is a useful way for a programmer to
determine exactly what the program is doing.

The following is a list of the commands which can be used when
the program is in single step mode, that is, after a breakpoint
has been reached or when the program is already running in single
steps. These commands are completely separate from the main ZXDB
commands described in the previous section.

NEWLINE

G

nW
R

nP

Q

Execute the next instruction (single step)

Run the program normally

Display the eight memory bytes starting at n

Can only be used at a CALL instruction, executes
the subroutine and returns to single step mode
after the subroutine

Sets a breakpoint at address n

Return to the command (asterisk) prompt
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L Sets a breakpoint at the current instruction and
then runs the program normally until the current
instruction is reached again. This is very useful
when finding errors in a loop. This command can
only be used if the current instruction is three
bytes long.

o Only the instructions are displayed

nN Runs the next n instructions in single step mode

Z Contents of any of the 8-bit registers can be
changed by entering the name of the register
followed by the required contents, for example,
AlB puts the number IB in the A register. The
register changed can be any of A, B, C, D, E, F,
H, L or M which is the memory byte pointed to by
the HL register. Enter NEWLINE to return to single
step.

nT Runs the program normally until one of the 16-bit
registers contains the number n or a call is made
to memory byte number n; the program then returns
to single step mode.

2.7 PROGRAM STORAGE

A problem for the assembly language or machine code programmer
is deciding where in the computers memory to store a program so
that it can be run.

There are essentially three different areas of memory which can
be used for storing machine code programs. The safest area is at
the top of memory. The assembler program ZXAS uses memory from
location 27648 to location 32767, the area immediately below this
can be used for your machine code programs. By resetting the
system variable RAMTOP, to the memory byte just below the start of
your program, the program is protected from overwriting.

The second area is a spare area of memory in the middle of
memory. When ZXDB is being used there is a free area of memory
from $SOCO to $S2FF (20672 to 21247). From BASIC the spare memory
is pointed to by the system variable STKEND.

The main disadvantage of the areas discussed so far is that the
machine code program cannot be SAVEd. Memory is only saved as far
as the memory location contained in the system variable E-LINE.
Saving the program will, of course, save the assembly listing
which is in the BASIC program in REM statements; but you should
remember that to run the program you will need to have the
assembler program in your ZX81.

These areas of memory are used mainly for storing programs while
they are being tested. When the program is error free it can then
be transferred to an area of memory within a BASIC program so that
it can be saved as a machine code program.
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If the machine code program is to be saved it must be stored
within the BASIC program area and this is most conveniently done
by storing the program in a REM statement at the beginning of the
BASIC program. The detailed procedure is to make the first line of
the BASIC program a REM statement, which should contain as many
characters as there are bytes in the machine code program. Usually
it is easier to make the REM statement longer than will be needed.
The assembly language program should then be assembled, starting
at location 16514 which is the location of the first character
after REM. The program may now be saved with the machine code
inside the program.
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3 Some simple instructions

3.1 THE BASIC OPERATIONS

In this chapter we shall look at the operations of loading
registers, adding to the value in the accumulator, subtracting
from the value in the accumulator, incrementing and decrementing
the value in a register, and taking the negative of the value in
the accumulator. These instructions allow us to carry out simple
arithmetic with 8-bit numbers.

3.2 LOADING A REGISTER

Any of the single 8-bit registers can be loaded directly with a
numeric value by using an instruction with the form

LD r.n

where r can be any of the registers A, B, C, 0, E, H or L, and n
is a positive whole number in the range 0 to 255. For example the
instruction LO B.99 will put the value 99 into the B register. The
computer can be programmed so that it recognises positive and
negative values, in which case the range of values which can be
loaded into a register is -128 to +127.

EXERCISE 3.1

Why must the value in a register be within the quoted ranges?

3.3 SIMPLE ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

Numbers can be added to, and subtracted from, the value in the
accumulator using the instructions

ADD A.n and SUB n

Although the accumulator is the only register which can be used
for 8-bit arithmetic, 16-bit addition can be carried out using one
of the 16-bit registers. This means that in the ADD instruction the
use of the accumulator must be specified, whereas subtraction can
only be from the accumulator and so it does not have to be
specified in the SUB instruction.
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The following sequence of instructions shows the use of these
instructions:

LD A.15

ADD A.46

SUB 22

The effect of these instructions is to put the value 15 into the
accumulator, add 46 to this - giving the value 61 in the accumula
tor, subtracting 22 from this - leaving the value 39 in the
accumulator. This is equivalent to calculating 15 + 46 - 22.

EXERCISE 3.2

Write a program segment to calculate 73 - 21 + 55.

The value in any of the single 8-bit registers, including the
accumulator, can be added to or subtracted from the value in the
accumulator using the instructions

ADD A.r and SUB r

This allows values which have been stored temporarily in one of
the registers to be added to, or subtracted from, the value in the
accumulator.

3.4 MOVING BETWEEN REGISTERS

The value in a register may be loaded into another register
with the instruction

LD rl.r2

which loads register rl with the value in register r2. The value
in register r2 is not affected by this instruction which puts a
copy of the value in r2 into register rl. This instruction is used
mainly for saving the contents of the accumulator temporarily
while the accumulator is used for other purposes.

EXERCISE 3.3

Write a program segment to compute 3 x (56 - 22). Do this by
adding (56 - 22) to itself twice.

3.5 INCREMENT AND DECREMENT

The instructions

INC r and

20
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are used to increase, or decrease, the value in a register by one.
The main use for these instructions is to enable a count to be
maintained of the number of times a particular group of instruc
tions are carried out, as we shall explain later. However, they
can also be used to add one to, or subtract one from, the value in
a register during an arithmetic calculation. In particular INC A
or DEC A execute faster and use less memory than ADD A.l or SUB 1.

3.6 FINDING A NEGATIVE

The instruction

NEG

gives the negative of the value in the accumulator. For example,
if the accumulator contains the value 78 and a NEG instruction is
executed the accumulator will then contain -78.

It is essential that the value in the accumulator is treated as
a number in the range -128 to +127. A NEG instruction must not be
executed with a value which is defined as a number in the range 0
to 255 since the effects are difficult to define.

EXERCISE 3.4

What is the value in the accumulator after each of the instruc
tions in the following program segment?

LD A.27

NEG

INC A

3.7 ADDRESSING MODES - IMMEDIATE AND EXTENDED

The way in which an instruction refers to the value to be used
by the instruction, is called the addressing mode. Several of the
instructions that we have used so far have the value to be used
specified in the instruction, and this is known as immediate
addressing. Some examples of immediate addressing are:

LD B.35, ADD A.15 and SUB 20.

Another addressing mode - extended addressing - is used when
the value in a particular memory byte is required. For example:

LD A. ($S27A)

specifies that the value in memory byte $S27A is to be loaded into
the accumulator. Similarly, the value in the accumulator can be
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stored in a memory byte using the instruction

LD (n).A

where n is the address of the memory byte.

EXERCISE 3.5

If memory byte $35 contains 79, what will be the value in the
accumulator after the instructions

(i) LD A.$35

have been executed?

~d (ii) LD A. ($35)

Of the single 8-bit registers, only the accumulator may be
loaded and stored using the extended addressing mode.

3.8 AN EXAMPLE PROGRAM

The example program is shown in figure 3.1. It is a small
program which adds 10 to the value in a memory byte and stores the
result in another memory byte.

Figure 3.1 shows the listing written in REM statements and the
listing produced by the ZXAS assembler after the program has been
assembled. The first column of the assembler listing is the line
number of the BASIC program which contains the assembly language
program, the second column is the address in hexadecimal of the
first memory byte used to store the instruction, the third column
is the machine code program in hexadecimal, and the fourth column
is the assembly language instruction. This listing shows that some
instructions use one memory byte, some use two memory bytes and
some use three memory bytes to hold a single instruction.

All machine code programs on the Sinclair must be run from
within a BASIC program and they should always -end with a RET
instruction as this returns control to the BASIC program.

This program can be tested after assembly into the locations
shown either by running the ZXDB program or by running the follow
ing BASIC program. The program has been assembled in memory
starting at location 25000 ($6lA8).

10 INPUT A

20 POKE 25100,A

30 RAND USR 25000

40 PRINT PEEK 25101

Line 10 inputs the number to which we wish to add 10; it should
be an integer in the range 0 to 245.
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Line 20 puts the input number into memory byte number 25100.

Line 30 transfers control to the program starting in memory
byte number 25000, which is equivalent to $61A8. This is the line
which tells the computer to run our machine code program.

Line 40 prints out the value in memory byte number 25101, which
is where the machine code program stores its result.

Because assembly language programs are more difficult to follow
and understand that programs in BASIC, it is a good idea to
include plenty of comments in a program when it is being written.
Comments included in the assembly language program can start any
where on a line, following an asterisk.

1 REM (

2 REM *PROG TO ADD 10
3 REM *TO A NUHBER IN MEMORY
4- REM *'5 RE~t LD R. ($620C)
5 REM RDD A.10
7 REM LD ($620D) .A
B REM RET
9 REM )

10 REM
11 RE....1
12 REM
13 REM
14- REt"
15 REM
16 REM
18 REM
19 RE....1
20 REt-.
~, QFH

0005 6:lR8 3R 0C 62
C)
0006 6:lRB C6 0A
0007 51.RI) 32 00 62
-~0008 6:1.60 C9
0005 6:lRS 3A 0C 62
C)
0006 SiRS C6 0A
0007 53-AD 32 0D 62
.A
0008 61.B0 C9

ERROR 0

Figure 3.1

LD R. ($620

ADD A.10
LD ($.6200)

RET
LD A. ($620

ADD A.10
LD ($6200)

RET

3.9 PROGRAM

Write a program which calculates

C = A - 3 (B + 1) - 1
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Assemble the program either by using an 'assembler program such as
ZXAS or by hand assembly. Hand assembly is described in Appendix B.

Load the program into a suitable area of memory and test it in
a similar way to the program described in the previous section. If
you are running it from a BASIC program you will need to POKE
values for A and B into memory bytes before the machine code
program is run. Readers using the ZXDB program will find it
instructive to single step through the program to see what happens
during the execution of the program.
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4 Subroutines and output to the screen

4.1 SUBROUTINES

Subroutines are a very important feature of programming,
especially assembly language programming, which are usually left
until near the end of any course on programming. Because of their
importance, this chapter will show why they are used and how to
use them. It will not look at the details of how they work; this
will be covered in chapter 8.

First we take a look at the reasons for using subroutines.
Suppose a program contains two or more groups of statements which
carry out the same function, as indicated by the shaded areas on
the left of figure 4.1. It is, obviously, wasteful to keep repeat-

Main
program

Subroutine

Figure 4.1

ing the same group of statements within the program, so instead we
write the group of statements once, as a separate block on their
own. We call this block of statements a subroutine, as shown on
the right of figure 4.1. The program now consists of a main pro
gram, followed by the subroutine. In the program run, when the
group of statements in the subroutine are required to be run, a
special jump instruction is used to jump to the start of the sub
routine. After the subroutine has been run, another jump
instruction is carried out which returns control to the main
program and carries on running the main program from the instruc-
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tion after the instruction which called for the jump to the
subroutine.

It is important to notice that jumps from the main program to
the subroutine can be made from anywhere in the main program and
they will always jump to the start of the subroutine. When the
subroutine has been run, the jump back to the main program will
always be to the instruction after the instruction which called
for the jump to the subroutine. This means that the subroutine
can jump back to several different places in the main program
depending upon where the jumps to the subroutine occurred. In
chapter 8 we will look at the method used by the subroutine to
find the correct instruction for the jump back to the main pro
gram. When a program makes a jump to a subroutine we say that it
is calling the subroutine.

4.2 THE CALL AND RET INSTRUCTIONS

Subroutines are called in the Z80 microprocessor by using the
instruction CALL. CALL must be followed by an indicator to the
first instruction of the subroutine. In a machine code program
this will be the address of the memory byte which contains the
first instruction of the subroutine. In an assembly language pro
gram this address will be calculated by the assembler program, but
in order to carry out this calculation it must be able to identify
the first instruction in the subroutine. This is done by giving
the instruction a label, similar to giving a house a name. The
assembler can then refer to the memory byte holding the instruction
by either its label or its numeric address. Figure 4.2 shows a
program which calls a subroutine twice from the main program. The
subroutine, which is called by its label LID, mUltiplies the
number in the accumulator by four.

1
2
:3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
:13
14
.15
16
17
18
:19
20
~1.
22
23
~.4

REM
REH
REM
REH
REM
REH
REM
REM
REH
REM
REH
REH
REH
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
01=''''

(

*PROGRRH USING
,*SUBROUTINE TO
*LD A. ($620C:)
CALL L10
LD ($620E).R
LD A. ($620D)
CRLL Li0
LD ($620F).A
RET* SUBROUTiNE
:L:J.0 ADD A.A
ADD A.A
RET
)

Figure 4.2
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Going through the program will show how it runs. First the
accumulator is loaded with the value in memory byte $620C and then
the subroutine starting at LIO is run. The subroutine first adds
the value in the accumulator to itself; this is the same as multi
plying the value by two. This instruction is then repeated, which
multiplies the new value by two, so that the original value is
multiplied by four. The last instruction in the subroutine is RET
which returns control to the main program and it then loads the
value in the accumulator into memory byte $620E.

The main program then continues with the next instruction which
loads the value in memory byte $620D into the accumulator. The
next instruction calls the subroutine for a second time to multiply
the new value in the accumulator by four. At the end of the sub
routine control is again returned to the main program which loads
the new value in the accumulator into memory byte $620F. The final
instruction in the main program is also a RET which is a return
from a subroutine. This is used because the USR function from
BASIC is also a jump to a subroutine, in this case your machine
code program. The whole of your assembly language program must be
written as a subroutine to a BASIC program, which could be similar
to the program shown in chapter 3.

The accumulator is used by the subroutine just examined to take
data from the main program to the subroutine and to return the
result from the subroutine back to the main program. Any of the
registers, memory bytes or the stack may be used to pass data
between programs and subroutines, and to pass data back to a
program at the end of a subroutine.

EXERCISE 4.1

Write a subroutine to add together the contents of registers B,
C, D and E and leave the result in the accumulator.

A program may need to use more than one subroutine. All that is
required is that the start of each subroutine is indicated by a
different label and each subroutine ends with a RET instruction.
When more than one subroutine is used it is usually easier to
understand the program if all the subroutines are located at the
end of the main program, one after the other.

4.3 ANOTHER SUBROUTINE INSTRUCTION

In addition to the CALL instruction, the Z80 microprocessor has
an instruction which allows subroutines stored in the first few
bytes of the memory to be called with a single byte instruction.
The instruction to call these subroutines is RST; this is followed
by one of eight allowed starting addresses. In the ZX81 all of
these subroutines are used by the monitor ROM and only a few of
them are useful to the assembly language programmer. For example,
the instruction RST 18 calls a subroutine which is used by BASIC
to collect the next character in a program line.
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4.4 SOME USEFUL SUBROUTINES

One big advantage of subroutines is that a programmer can use
someone else's subroutines without necessarily knowing the details
of how the subroutine works. A fruitful source of subroutines for
the ZX81 assembly language programmer is the Sinclair ROM.

Usually outputting to a display in an assembly language program
needs a complex set of instructions, but by using a subroutine
from the Sinclair ROM we can output a character by loading its
character code into the accumulator and then calling a subroutine
using the instruction RST 10. Incidentally, the character code is
still in the accumulator after the return from the subroutine. The
character codes are given in Appendix D.

EXERCISE 4.2

What is the character code for the letter G, and which character
has the code of $15?

A major problem with assembly language programs is that under
normal circumstances the break key has no effect, so that the only
way of stopping a program which is not working properly is to turn
off the computer. However, when running BASIC programs the ZX81
calls a subroutine to check for the break key and this subroutine
can be used at strategic places in your program; for example, in
any program loop, this can be used to enable the program to be
stopped without haVing to turn off the computer. This subroutine
is called by the instruction CALL $F43. Table 4.1 gives a list of
a few of the useful subroutines in the ZX81 monitor.

Calling
instruction

TABLE 4.1 SUBROUTINES IN THE MONITOR

Description of the routine

RST 0

RST 10

CALL 02B8

CALL 07BD

CALL 02F6

CALL 0340

CALL OA2A

CALL OF20

CALL OF28

CALL OCBA

CALL OF43

This is equivalent to switching off and on again.

Display the character in the accumulator in the
next screen position.

Keyboard scan, check for key press.

Keyboard decode routine.

This is the SAVE routine.

This is the LOAD routine.

Clear screen.

FAST mode.

SLOW mode.

Start BASIC.

Check for BREAK key.
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4.5 LABELS

Labels are chosen by the programmer and for the ZXAS assembler;
they consist of the letter L followed by a number between 0 and
255. When used at the beginning of an instruction the label must
be preceded by a colon (:). The main use of labels is to identify
instructions for jumps and subroutines, but they can be used for
other purposes. An interesting use of labels is to set up data
storage areas in memory.

One of the instructions available in the ZX8l is a do nothing
instruction; this has the mnemonic NOP which stands for No
Operation. The main use of the NOP instruction is to provide a
delay in a program, by including it in a loop. Since the instruc
tion occupies one byte in memory, one or more NOP instructions
identified by a label can be used to save data. For example, the
following program segment loads the value from HL into the two
memory bytes pointed to by the label L30 and occupied by the two
NOP instructions

LD (L30).HL

:L30NOP;NOP

4.6 PROGRAM

Using the subroutine in the ROM write a program to output your
initials followed by NEWLINE.
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5 Unconditional jumps and keyboard
input

5.1 UNCONDITIONAL JUMPS

You have so far only seen programs which carry out their
instructions in the sequence in which they are written. However,
as you know from your BASIC programs, it is usual to include in
programs some instructions which allow the sequence to be changed.
This is done by jumping from the present instruction in the pro
gram to some other instruction. There are two types of jump
instructions - unconditional and conditional. This chapter will
only look at unconditional jumps. An unconditional jump has the
form

JP nn

where nn is the address of a memory byte. The instruction causes
the computer to take the instruction at address nn as the next
instruction. Because it can be quite difficult to calculate the
address for the required jump, the address to be jumped to is
usually specified to the assembler program by means of a label, as
shown in figure 5.1.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1.9
20
2:1.
2:2
23
'0"",

REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REff
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
OI='M

(

*PROGRRMHING FOR
*AN INDEFINITE LOOP
'* )'* ) IN.IT IAL PART
* ) OF PROGRAM
* ):L1 RDO A.R*STRRT OF
oJ- LOOP
% INSTRLICT IONS
* TO BE* REPEATED
JP L1 *~UHP TO STRRT'* OF LOOP

*)

Figure 5.1
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Without conditional jumps the use of the JP instruction is
limited to providing indefinite loops; this is also shown in
figure 5.1.

When the JP L1 instruction is reached the program jumps back to
the instruction with the label LI.

The programming of indefinite loops is not recommended because the
only way to stop the looping is to switch off the computer.

Of course, if the subroutine to check for the BREAK key is
called in the loop then the BREAK key can be used to stop the
program. However, as we shall see in the next chapter, the use of
conditional jumps overcomes the need to program indefinite loops.

EXERCISE 5.1

Write a set of instructions to output repeatedly an asterisk
character to the display until the BREAK key is pressed.

The JP instruction specifies the address, or a label which
allows the assembler to calculate the address, of any byte in the
memory of the computer. However, because most of the jumps found
in programs are to instructions only a few memory bytes away from
the memory byte holding the jump instruction, a faster jump
instruction is also available. This is the JR instruction known as
a relative jump, because the data part of the instruction specifies
the number of bytes of memory from the end of the jump instruction
to the beginning of the instruction which is to follow the jump.

The form of the JR instruction is

JR n

where n is the number of bytes and is a number in the range -128
to +127 as in JR -27. The instruction can specify the label of the
instruction to follow the jump instead of the number of bytes.
When specifying a jump to a label the assembler will determine the
address of the labelled instruction and calculate the number of
bytes to be jumped.

EXERCISE 5.2

Using the tables in Appendix E find the number of memory bytes
occupied by a JP instruction and by a JR instruction.

5.2 KEYBOARD INPUT

In the same way that you can use a subroutine to output to the
display, you can include the following subroutine in your programs
to accept input from the k'eyboard. The subroutine is shown in
figure 5.2.
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AND

19~eH
:l.9? REH
198 REH
199 REM
20e REH
2e1 REH
aea REM
203 REM
204. REM
205 REH
206 REH
207 REH
Ci08 REH
209 REf1
210 REH
211 REM
~1Q REH
213 REH
214- REM
a1B REM
81e R~t1
217 ReM
218 REM
219 REt!
229 REM
Q21 ReM
222 RI!H
&&3 A~..,
ea.. ReM
225 REK
aae R~hIe? RJ::t"t
Q~~ A~.,

~ REtt
&30· ReH

(

*SUBROUTXNE FOR
..KEYBOARD INPUT
"ECHO'
:L200 PUSH Be
PUSH HL
LB2:~HCALL $0288
LD C.L
LD E.C
:INC E
vR Z.L201
CALL S07BD
LD A. (HL)
RST 10
PUSH AF
3:~~0r CALL $02B.B

~~pNZ.L2e-a
POP AF
POP S~
RET
)

Figure 5.2
On return from the subroutine the accumulator contains the

character code of the character which was input from the keyboard.
In the figure the start of the subroutine is indicated by the
label :L200 and it would be called by the instruction CALL L200.

When a character is input from the keyboard in an assembly
language program it is not automatically displayed on the display
unit. This can be a useful feature, since you can make the running
of a program dependent on the input of a password which will not
be displayed on the screen for other people to see. Normally you
will wish to display the character which has been input on the
screen; this is done by immediately calling the output subroutine.
The output routine, RST 10, has been included in figure 5.2. This
technique is known as echoing the input.

Groups of statements which are required more than once in a
program, or which are likely to be used by more than one program,
should always be written as subroutines.

5.3 CHARACTER CODES AND VALUES

You must be careful when working with numbers that you do not
confuse the character code for a digit with its value. The two
are quite different.

The values of the decimal digits 0 to 9 are represented in the
registers and memory bytes of the computer by the numbers $00 to
$09.
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The character codes of the digits 0 to 9 are represented in the
computer by the numbers $lC to $25.

When carrying out arithmetic in the computer, obviously the
values of the digits should be used, but for input and output of
digits the character codes are used. The character code of a digit
which is input must be converted to its value before it can be
used for arithmetic, and after the arithmetic has been completed
the value of the answer must be converted back into its character
code before it can be output.

Figure 5.3 shows a subroutine which converts the character code
of a digit input into the accumulator into its value .

EXERCISE 5.3

.1 REM
2 REH
S REM
~ REM
5 REM
6 REH
7 REM
a REM
9 REM

197 REM
19B REH
199- REM
20'S REM
201 REM
202 REM
203 REM
204 REM
:::UlJ& ~&.M
aca& REM
207 REM
ass REM
209 REM
210 REM
211 REM
212 REt-1
213 REM
214 REM
215 REM
216 REM
21.7 REM
2-1-8 REM
219 REH
220 REM
22~ REM
222 REM
223 REM
224 REff
225 REM
225 R!!H
~~7 REH
228 REM

(
*PROGRAH TO CONVERT
..CODE TO VRLLIE
01-
CRLL L200
SUB $1C
RET

*''*-.SUBROUTl:NE FOR
*KEYBOARD INPUT AND
.-ECHO
:L200 PUSH Be
PUSH HL
:L201 CALL $02BB
LD B.H
LD C.L
LD &..c
XHC E
JR Z.L201
CRLL $0760
LD R. (HL)
RST 10
PUSH RF
:L202 CALL $0266
:INC L
JR NZ.L202
POP RF
POP HL
POP Be
RET
)

Figure 5.3

The program shown in figure 5.3 is run and the key marked 8 is
pressed. What will the contents of the accumulator be immediately
after the input, and what will its contents be at the end of the
program?
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So far only the use of single digit numbers has been discussed.
Numbers with more than one digit are input as a series of
character codes, and it is a more lengthy process to convert them
into their numeric value; this is considered in detail in
chapter 7.

5.4 PROGRAM

Write a program which repeatedly inputs, and echoes, two decimal
digits from the keyboard and outputs their sum. The sum of the two
digits must not exceed 9. A typical run of the program would give
the display shown in figure 5.4. To move the display to a new line

2 + a = 4
5 + 3 ~ a
4 + 1 = 5

Figure 5.4
before outputting the next sum, you should output the character
code for NEWLINE.

It is the program's responsibility to output the + and =
characters, the input to the program will be the decimal digits
only.
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6 Conditional jumps and comparisons

6.1 THE FLAG REGISTER

Inside the Z80 microprocessor there is a register, the F
register, which is only used to hold information concerning the
result produced by the last arithmetic or logic instruction. Of
the eight bits in the register only six are used. Figure 6.1 shows
the information held in these bits.

S - Sign flag

Z - Zero flag

H - Half carry flag

P/V - Parity/overflow flag

N - Add/subtract flag

C - Carry flag

X - These bits are not used

Figure 6.1 The flag register

The bits in this register, which are used, are known as flags,
because they are used to signal the result of a previous instruc
tion. The two main flags to consider at this stage are the SIGN
FLAG and the ZERO FLAG.

The SIGN FLAG is set to 1 if the result produced by an instruc
tion is negative; otherwise the flag is reset to O. For example,
after execution of the instructions

LD A.23

SUB 56

the accumulator will contain -33 and the sign flag will be set to
1.

The ZERO FLAG is set to 1 if the result produced by an instruc
tion is zero; otherwise the flag is reset to O. The zero flag
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would be reset to 0 after the execution of the two instructions
given above.

The operation of the remainder of the flags will be dealt with
later in the book.

Not all instructions affect the flags. For example, none of the
LD instructions affects any of the flags, whereas the SUB instruc
tion affects all of the flags. You can discover which instructions
affect which flags by looking in the tables in Appendix E.

EXERCISE 6.1

Give the contents of the accumulator and the S and Z flags
after the execution of each of the following program instructions:

LD A.120

SUB 122

LD B.A

SUB B

ADD A.70

NEG

6.2 CONDITIONAL JUMP INSTRUCTIONS

One of the main uses of the flag bits is the control of
conditional jump instructions.

Conditional jump instructions allow a program either to continue
executing the instructions following the jump instruction, or to

1 REM (
e ReM it-A COND:E.TXO....AL uUMP
3 REH *PROGRA~t
4 REM *'5 REM LD A. (Sc2Se)
6 REM SUB 10- REM JP Z.L1.~

8 REM LD A.1.
9 REM JP L2

10 REM :L1 LD A.a
11 REM· :L2 RDD R.$1C
12 REM RST 10
13 REM RET
14- REM )

15 REI'-1
16 REM
17 REM
18 REM
19 REM
20 REM
21 REM
22 REM
23 REM

Figure 6.2
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obey the jump and continue execution with a set of instructions
elsewhere in the program. The program goes one way or another
depending upon a condition, which is indicated by the state of a
flag bit. The program segment in figure 6.2 shows the use of a
conditional jump instruction.

The program resets the accumulator to 0 if the value in the
memory byte is equal to 10, or sets it to 1 if the value is not
equal to 10. The SUB instruction subtracts 10 from the value in
memory and sets the flags, in particular the sign and zero flags,
according to the result of the calculation. The JP Z.L1 instruc
tion causes a jump to the instruction with the label :Ll if the
result of the subtraction is zero, that is, if the zero flag is
set to 1, or to execution of the following instructions, LD A.l,
if the zero flag is O. The LD A.l instruction is followed by the
unconditional jump, JP L2, to allow the program to leapfrog the
instructions which are carried out when the zero flag is set to 1.

EXERCISE 6.2

Referring to the program in figure 6.2, in what order will the
instructions be executed if the value in memory byte $620C is 10?

Four of the conditions which can be tested by a conditional
jump are

Zero - jump if zero flag is 1 e.g. JP Z. L1

Non-zero - jump if zero flag is 0 e.g. JP NZ.L6

Minus - jump if sign flag is 1 e.g. JP M.L4

Positive - jump if sign flag is 0 e.g. JP P.L23

All of the arithmetic conditions used to control jumps in BASIC
must be rewritten, when used in assembly language programs, as
tests for the sign or zero. For example, the program segment shown
in figure 6.2 is equivalent to the following BASIC program segment:

30 IF X = 10 THEN 60

40 LET A = 1

50 GOTO 70
60 LET A = 0

70 PRINT A

By carrying out a subtraction, and then testing for one of the
four conditions shown above, you can carry out tests for =,<,>, or
<>. Using more than one test, the assembly language programmer can
carry out any test which can be programmed in BASIC.
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EXERCISE 6.3

Write a program segment which outputs the letter N if the sum
of two numbers, already stored in the B and C registers is
negative, the letter Z if the sum is zero, and the letter P if the
sum is positive, but not zero.

The state of the zero flag can also be tested by relative jump
instructions. Thus the JP Z and JP NZ instructions have equivalent
relative jump instructions, JR Z and JR NZ. There are no relative
jump instructions equivalent to the JP M and JP P instructions.

6.3 THE COMPARE INSTRUCTION

The main problem with conditional jumps using subtraction is
that the original value in the accumulator is lost by the sub
traction; it could, of course, be restored by carrying out an
addition, but this is often inconvenient. To overcome this problem
the Z80 microprocessor includes a compare instruction with the
form CP n. It allows the accumulator to be compared with another
value without affecting the contents of the accumulator. The
compare instruction subtracts the value of the operand from the
accumulator and sets the flags, according to the result of the
calculation. The result of the subtraction does not replace the
value in the accumulator; when the flags are set the result of the
calculation is discarded. The operand to the instruction can be
either a register or a numeric value.

The following program segment shows the straightforward use of
the CP instruction to determine if the accumulator contains a
specific value:

CP 50

J R Z. L4

This causes the zero flag to be set to 1 if the accumulator con
tains 50 and reset to 0 if it contains anything else. It is
followed by a relative jump to the instruction labelled L4 if, in
fact, the accumulator does contain the value 50.

EXERCISE 6.4

Write a program segment which causes a jump to an instruction
labelled :Ll if the value in register B is less than 100, to an
instruction labelled :L2 if the value in B is 100, or to an
instruction labelled :L3 if the value in B is greater than 100.

The instruction CP 0 is useful for setting the flag register,
according to the value in the accumulator, after an instruction
which does not affect the flags. For example, in the following
sequence:

LD A. ($S27A)

CP 0
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the LD instruction does not affect the flags but the instruction
CP 0 sets the flags to give the status of the accumulator.

6.4 CONDITIONAL LOOP TERMINATION

The loops which were used in the previous chapter were referred
to as indefinite loops, because there were no instructions in the
programs to stop the looping.

There are several different methods of stopping loops and many
of them will be detailed in subsequent chapters. At this stage we
will consider the method which uses the occurrence of a specific
condition, which is tested, to stop the loop. The program in
figure 6.3 contains a loop to input characters, using the input
and echo subroutine which you have already been given, until a
space is input.

1 REH (
~ REM *PROGRAM TO INPUT
3 REH *CHARACTERS UNTIL A... REM *5PACE IS :INPUT
5 REM *6 REM :L1 CALL L200
7 REH CP 0
8 REM ,JP NZ.L1
9 REM :L2 RET

10 REM -§

11 REM ~

197 REM ",SUBROUTINE FOR
198 REM *KEYBOARD :INPUT AND
199 REM ..ECHO
200 REH :L200 PUSH Be
201 REM PUSH HL
202 REM :L201 CALL $02BB
203 REM LD B.H
204- REH LD C.L
205: REH LD E-.C
206 REH INC E
207 REH JR Z.L20::L
208 REM CALL $07BD
209 REH LD A. (HL)
210 REH RST 10
211 REM PUSH AF
212 REM :L202 CRLL $02B6
213 REM INC L
214 REM JR NZ.L202
215 REM POP RF
216 REH POP HL
217 REM POP Be
216 REM RET
219 REM )

220 REM
221 REH
222 REH
223 REt1
224- REH
225 REM
226 REH
227 REM
228 REH
229 REM

Figure 6.3
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The instructions in the program will be repeatedly executed
until a space is input; this puts the character code for a space,
$00, into the accumulator. When the CP instruction is executed a
zero result will be produced, and then the conditional jump
JP NZ.ll will be ignored and program execution will continue with
the instruction labelled L2. Note that this program is not using
or storing the input characters, it is only searching for an input
of a space. The program could be easily modified so that it stored
the input characters in successive memory bytes until a space was
input.

6.5 PROGRAM

First write a subroutine to put characters into three different
categories. On entry to the sUbroutine the accumulator contains the
character code. The subroutine should end with the accumulator
unchanged and register B containing:

-1

o
or 1

if the character is a decimal digit

if the character is a letter of the alphabet

if it is any other character

Use the subroutine to write a main program which repeatedly
inputs and echoes a character from the keyboard, and then outputs
a space followed by one of the letters D, A or N indicating that
the character just input was a decimal digit, an alphabetic
character or neither, respectively. After the letter you should
output a NEWLINE.

The program should stop if the NEWLINE key is pressed.
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7 Counting loops

7.1 COUNTING LOOPS

There are many different forms of loops used in programs. The
indefinite loop and the conditional termination loop have already
been used and several more forms will be used throughout the book.
One of the simplest and most useful is the counting loop. The
counting loop allows a sequence of instructions to be executed a
set number of times. The program in figure 7.1 is an example of
this; it is a program to input and StDIl four numbers.

The sequence of instructions between, and including, the
instructions CALL L200 and LD C.A will be executed four times. The
loop counter, register B, is initially loaded with the number of
times that the loop is to be executed using the instruction LD 8.4.
The instruction DJNZ causes the value in register B to be decreased
by one and a jump made to the specified label if the value in B is
not zero. When the value in B becomes zero the loop will have
executed four times and execution will continue with the instruc
tion following the DJNZ instruction.

Other registers, or memory bytes, can be used as loop counters
as well as the B register. The B register is normally used as the
loop counter because of the DJNZ instruction, which can only be
used wi,th the B register. The DJNZ instruction which stands for
Decrement and Jump if Non Zero is equivalent to the two separate
instructions, DEC B followed by JR NZ label.

EXERCISE 7.1

With the B register used to store the loop counter, what is the
maximum loop count that can be used?

When writing programs it is good practice to make them as
general as possible. The program in figure 7.1 would be better if
instead of using a fixed value for the loop counter it had taken
its initial value for the loop from a particular memory byte. The
value in the memory byte could have been put there previously by a
main program which uses this subroutine for summing numbers.
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EXERCISE 7.2

~..
3
4
5
6
7
s
Q

10
1.1
12
13
14
15
16

3,,97
198
1.99
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
21.7
2~a
&2.9
220
221.
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
~~£i\

R .......- ....
REM
REM
REI'-'
REt-1
REM
REM
REM
REt-1
REM
REM
REM
REM
RE1'"1
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REH
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
RFM

c
~~--~~~~~ ~~ Z~~~~

*AND SUM FOUR NUMBERS

*'LD C.0
LI) B. 4.
:L1 CALL L200
SUB ..~C
RCe R.e
LD C.R
DJNZ.L1
LD R.e
RDD A.$ie
RST 1.0
RET

*"*SUBROUT INE FOR
~KEYBORRD INPUT RND
*ECHO
:L200 PUSH Be
PUSH HL
:L201 CRLL $02BB
LD B.H
LD C.L
LD E.C
:tHe E
JR Z.L201
CRLL $07BI>
LD R. tHL)
RST 10
PUSH AF
:L202 CRLL $02B6
I:NC L
JR NZ.L202
POP RF
POP HL
POP Be
RET
)

Figure 7.1

Write a program which inputs a digit n from the keyboard and
displays n asterisks.

Aithough the B register is the natural choice for the loop
counters, other registers are used occasionally and an example of
a counting loop using the accumulator for the loop counter is
shown in figure 7.2.
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1 REM
2 REM
3 REM
4. REt-1
5 REM
6 REM
7 REM
S REH
9 REM

10 REM
11 REM
1.2 REM
13 REM
14 REM
15 REH
16 REM
17 REH
18 REM
19 REM
20 REH
21 REM
22 REM
23 REM
24 REM

(

~RCCUHULRTOR USED FO~

*A LOOP COUNTER
LD R.10
:L1 RDD HL.BC *BODY
~ OF
~ LOOP
DEC A
JR NZ.L1
RET
)

Figure 7.2

It is sometimes convenient to use the value of the loop counter
within the sequence of instructions controlled by the loop.
Figure 7.3 shows a program to find the sum of the numbers from 1
to n. It does it by adding the value of the loop counter to a
running total each time that it goes through the loop. The loop
counter is being used to count the number of times the loop is
executed, and also as the value to be added each time the loop is
executed. After looping is complete, the accumulator will contain
the final sum. Notice that the accumulator must be set to zero
before starting, because unused registers and memory bytes are not
automatically set to zero.

1 REH (
2 REM *SUH OF NUMBERS 1 TO N
3 REH *
4. REM LD R.0
5 REM LD B. ($620C)*UALUE OF N
6 REH :L1 ADD A.B
7 REM D~INZ .L1
6 REM LD ($620D) .A*FINAL SUM
9 REM RET

10 REM )
11 REM
12 REM
13 REM
14- REH
15 REM
16 REH
17 REM
18 REH
19 REM
20 REH
21 REM
22 REM

Figure 7.3
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When the loop counter is being used as a value within the loop
it is often inconvenient to count down to O. If the lowest value
taken by the loop counter is not zero, then a compare instruction
must be used to detect the end of looping. As the compare instruc
tion can only be used with the accumulator, this means that the
accumulator must be used as the loop counter in these circum
stances.

EXERCISE 7.3

Write a program which outputs the decimal digits 9 to 0, in
descending order.

7.2 NUMBER INPUT

So far we have only considered the input of a single digit
number from the keyboard. Inputting a number with more than one
digit is not so straightforward, even if the numbers to be input
are restricted to positive whole numbers.

If, for example, you wanted to input the number 123 you would
have to press the three keys '1', '2' and '3'. This means it would
be input as three separate digits. It would be done by three calls
to the input and echo subroutine and loading the character codes
for the three digits 1, 2 and 3 into successive memory bytes. Then
these three character codes held in three separate memory bytes
must be converted into the value 123 held in a single memory byte
or register.

First the character code for each digit must be converted to
the value of the digit. Then the first digit's value is multiplied
by 100, the second digit's value is multiplied by 10 and these two
products are added to the value of the third digit to give the
total value of the number. Thus for the number 123 the calculation
will be:

1 x 100 + 2 x 10 + 3.

A more efficient method of calculating the value of a three
digit number, especially on the computer, is first to convert all
of the character codes to the values of the digits. Then multiply
the value of the first digit by 10 and add to this product the
value of the second digit; multiply this sum by 10 and add to this
product the value of the third digit. For the number 123 the
calculation is:

(1 x 10 + 2) x 10 + 3.

EXERCISE 7.4

Repeated addition can be used as a crude method of multiplying
two numbers together since, for example, 3 x 4 is equivalent to
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3 + 3 + 3 + 3. So to multiply p by 10, P is added to itself 9
times. Write a subroutine to multiply the value in the accumulator
by ten and leave the result in the accumulator.

Although this seems to be a complex process, the method can be
extended to give a method which can be used to input a number
consisting of any number of digits. The only problem with extend
ing the method is that, at the moment, the numeric value which has
been calculated can only be stored in a single memory byte or
register, which means in eight bits. Since consideration has not
yet been given to storing negative numbers, a memory byte or a
register can only hold numbers in the range 0 to 255.

A further problem which arises when inputting numbers with more
than one digit is how to indicate to the program that all of the
digits have been input. The normal method is to use the input of
any non-numeric character as marking the end of the number. Before
you store the character code as part of the number, it is checked
to see that it is the character code of a numeric digit.

7.3 STACKS

A stack is a method of storing data in memory bytes such that
the data items form a list. Data can only be added to the end of
the list and only the last item in the list can be used. A stack
is often referred to as a Last-in-First-Out list.

Every stack has a top and a bottom. The bottom of the stack is
the memory byte which contains the first data item on the stack
and the top of the stack is the memory byte which contains the
last data item added. A special register, called the SP or stack
pointer, is used to hold the address of the memory byte at the top
of the stack. Initially, when the stack is empty, the stack
pointer contains the address of the memory byte just below the
bottom of the stack.

On the ZX8l, each data item which is put onto, or removed from,
the stack is two bytes long. This means that two memory bytes are
allocated for each data item and when data is added to, or removed
from, the stack the address in the stack pointer register is
automatically increased or decreased by two.

Figure 7.4 illustrates the working of a stack in the ZX8l. As
you can see the stack is actually stored in memory upside down,
so that the stack bottom is at a higher address than the stack top.
The stack is usually located at, or close to, the top of memory so
that as items are added to it and the size of the stack increases
it is not until memory is completely full that the stack can over
lap into the program and other data areas.

Stacks are used mainly for the temporary storage of data and
addresses. One use of stacks will be discussed in the next chapter
when looking at the way in which subroutines are controlled; the
following sections will show another common use of the stack.
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Top of the stack

gh addresses

waddresses

Bottom of the stack

-r---- - --'
Hi

-

~

Lo- ~

Stack pointer I-.
SP register

Figure 7.4

7.4 STACK INSTRUCTIONS

To enable stacks to be used easily by the programmer there is a
set of special stack instructions. Adding data to a stack is known
as pushing the stack, and the instruction to do this is PUSH rp;
removing data from the stack is known as popping the stack, and
the instruction to do this is POP rp. The rp in the above instruc
tions stands for any of the register pairs AF, BC, DE, HL, IX and
IY. The instruction, PUSH AF, means put the contents of the
register pair AF onto the stack and decrease the value in the SP
register by two. Similarly the instruction, POP BC, means take the
data item at the top of the stack and load it into the register
pair Be and increase the value in the SP register by two.

Any operation on the stack increases or decreases its size by
two bytes.

You can start a stack by loading the SP register with a value
at the top of an area of unused memory. So, for example,
LO SP.$7000 will set the bottom of the stack to the byte with
address $7000.

EXERCISE 7.5

What will be the contents of the registers A, B, C, 0, E and SP
after the execution of the following program segment?
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LD A.$OA

LD B.$OB

LD C.$OC

LD D.$OD

LD E.$OE

LD SP.$7000

PUSH AF

PUSH BC

PUSH DE

POP BC

POP DE

Another useful stack instruction is EX (SP).HL which exchanges
the data item at the top of the stack with the contents of the HL
register pair. Exchanges may also take place with the IX and IY
registers using the instructions

EX (SP).IX and EX (SP).IY

7.5 SAVING AND RESTORING REGISTERS

A subroutine should normally leave all registers with the same
contents, when it returns, as they had when the subroutine is
entered, except when the registers are being used to pass values
back to the main program. This technique is known as saving and
restoring registers. On entry to the subroutine, the subroutine
will save in memory the present contents of any registers that it
is going to use. Then, just before returning, it will reload or
restore those values into the correct registers. The simplest
method of saving and restoring registers is to use the stack. For
example, if a subroutine uses registers B, C and 0 then the start
and end of the subroutine would look .like:

:Ll PUSH BC

PUSH DE

POP DE

POP BC

RET

When using the stack in this way care must be taken to ensure
that registers placed on the stack are removed before the return
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to the main program. Registers that are saved on the stack must be
removed in reverse order so that the last one saved is the first
one removed. This method of saving registers is used in the input
subroutine. A subroutine which does not save registers should have
a comment statement at the beginning of the subroutine indicating
which registers are affected by the subroutine.

7.6 PROGRAM

Write a subroutine which inputs an unsigned decimal number
consisting of any number of digits. The number is terminated by
any non-digit character and may have leading spaces which are
ignored by the subroutine. On return from the subroutine, the
accumulator should contain the value of the number, and the B
register, the number of digits in the number.

Using the above subroutine, and any previous subroutines, write
a main program which repeatedly inputs, and echoes, a decimal
number terminated by a comma and outputs either the message OK, if
the number is less than 50, or the number of digits. The program
should return to BASIC when the number 99 is input.
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8 Loops within loops

8.1 NESTED LOOPS

A natural follow-on to the loops which have been used so far is
to put a loop inside another loop. This type of construction is
known as a nested loop. The terms outer loop and inner loop are
then used to describe the loop forming the outside of the nest and
the loop which is on the inside of the nest. Figure 8.1 shows a
program which has two loops, one inside the other. This program
outputs four lines of six asterisks. The outer loop uses the C
register to count the number of lines and the inner loop uses the
B register to count the number of asterisks.

EXERCISE 8.1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
e
9

10
11
12
:s.a
14.
15
1.6
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REH
REM
Re:M
REM
REH
REM
REM
REH
REt-!
REH
REM
REM
REH
REH
REM
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM

(

*PROGRAH TO OUTPUT FOUR
*LXNES OF SIX ASTERISKS..-
LD C.4-
:L1 LD A.$76*OUTER LOOP
D'-'NZ.L1
R~T 10
LD A.$17
LD B.6
:L2 RST 10*rNNER'LOOP
DuNZ.L2
DEC C
\.lP NZ.L1
RET
)

Figure 8.1

During a complete run of the program in figure 8.1, how many
times will each of the instructions LD A.$17, :L2 RST 10 and DEC C
be executed?

Although the example program shows two standard counting loops,
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there may be more than two loops nested and each of the nested
loops may be any type of loop. The way in which a loop is used,
and the way in which it ends, does not in any way affect the
ability of the loop to be nested inside another loop, or to have a
loop nested inside it.

8.2 MORE ADDRESSING MODES

The 280 microprocessor has ten different addressing modes, that
is, ten different ways of stating the operand to be used by an
instruction.

Immediate and extended addressing have already been discussed
in chapter 3, but three other modes have also been used without
any special mention. These are register, implied and relative
addressing.

Immediate addressing mode has the value of the operand included
in the instruction, as the second byte of the instruction.

Extended addressing mode has the address of the memory byte,
which contains the operand value, included in the instruction. In
assembly language, extended addressing is indicated by brackets
round the operand. Extended addressing is also known as indirect
addressing.

Register addressing mode has one of the registers as the
operand and the value in the register is the value used by the
instruction.

Implied addressing mode has the operand implied, that is, no
operand is actually stated because the operand to be used is
included in the instruction.

Relative addressing mode is only used for jump instructions
which contain a displacement between a jump instruction and the
instruction to which the jump is to be made. This is used for JR
instructions with or without conditions.

EXERCISE 8.2

Which addressing modes are used by the following instructions?

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

NEG

INC 0

CP 50
LD A. ($6352)

Two more addressing modes - register indirect and immediate
extended - will be considered now.
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In register indirect addressing mode the address of the memory
byte, which contains the value to be used by the instruction, is
held in a register pair and the name of the register pair is used
as the operand. For example, the instruction LO A.(HL) causes
the accumulator to be loaded with the value which is in the memory
byte whose address is in the HL register pair. When loading the
accumulator any of the register pairs may be used to point to the
memory byte, but for loading any other single 8-bit register only
the HL register pair may be used as a pointer to memory. The
register indirect addressing mode can also be used in arithmetic
instructions, for example:

ADD A.(HL)

SUB (HL)

Only the HL register pair can be used to point to the memory
byte when using arithmetic instructions. This addressing mode can

SUB 73 LO A. ($5678)

Op code SUB LA A

Operands 73 78

56

Immediate Extended
addressing addressing

LO HL.$1234 LO A. (HL)

Op code LO HL ILD A. (HL) I

Operands 34

12 H 9A

L 2B

Immediate Register
extended indirect
addressing addressing

Figure 8.2 Addressing modes
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also be used to put a value into memory, so that, for example, the
instruction LD (BC).A causes the memory byte, whose address is in
the Be register pair, to be loaded with the value in the accumula
tor. Any of the register pairs BC, DE and HL can be used to point
to a memory byte to be loaded from the accumulator, but only the
memory byte pointed to by HL can be loaded from the other single
registers.

Immediate extended addressing mode is, as its name suggests, an
extension of the immediate addressing mode. Immediate addressing
refers to 8-bit values, whereas immediate extended addressing
refers to l6-bit values.

The operand in the immediate extended addressing mode is the
l6-bit value given in the last two bytes of the instruction. For
example, the instruction LD BC.$4985 would cause the register pair
BC to be loaded with the hexadecimal value $4985, which when con
verted to binary will give a l6-bit or two-byte value. Any of the
register pairs BC, DE, HL, SP, IX and IY may be loaded with a
value; the exception is the AF register pair, which should never
be used as a register pair for loading. You will find that the HL
register pair is most used in this way. Figure 8.2 shows the main
addressing modes.

1 REM
2 REM
3 REM
4. REM
5 REH
6 REM
7 REM
B REH
9 REM

10 REM
11 REH
12-::. REH
13 REM
14 REM
15 REM
16 REM
17 REM
18 REM
1~ REM
20:- REM
2-~ REH
22 REt"
23 REH
24 REM
25 REM

(
*PROGRAH TO F~ND THE
~SU" AND D IFFEREt~CE OF
*TUO NUHBERS
*LD HL.$620D*SECOND NO.

*'LD A.($620Cl*FIR5T NO.
'*"SUB (HLl
LD ($620E).A*DIFFERENCE
t-
LD A. ($620C)
ADD R. tHL)
LD ( $620F) • A-4 SUM
RET
)

Figure 8.3
The program in figure 8.3 shows the use of immediate extended,

and register indirect addressing modes. The program computes the
sum and difference of two numbers. The first instruction in the
program loads HL with the address of the memory byte which holds
the second of the two numbers, using immediate extended addressing.
Then the first number is loaded into the accumulator, using
extended addressing, and the subtraction is carried out using
register indirect addressing. The addition is carried out in a
similar way.
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8.3 TEXT OUTPUT

When only one, two or three characters are being output to the
screen it is usual to output them with separate sets of statements,
each of which loads the accumulator with a character and calls the
output subroutine. However, for more than three characters this is
a very inefficient way to output them to the screen.

A more efficient method of displaying a message on the screen
is to output it using a loop. The message must be loaded, as
character codes, into memory in consecutive locations and then a
program, such as figure 8.4, can be used to output the message.

1
2
'3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
18
19
20
2'1
22
23
24.
25
~i::.

REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
R'Eli
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
R'E11
REM
REM
REM
REM
DS=N

(

*PROGRAH TO OUTPLlT R
4HESSRGE STORED IN
*HEHOR,\'
of-
LD HL.S620C *5TART OF* MESSAGE
LD B.11 *LENGTH OF
-I- MESSAGE
: L1 LD A. (HL)
RST 10
INC HL
DJNZ.L:L
RET
)

Figure 8.4

When the program is run, the first instruction loads the HL
register pair with the address of the memory byte containing the
first character, and then the B register is loaded with the number
of characters to be output. The next few instructions form a loop
which loads each character in turn into the accumulator, calls the
output subroutine, increments the HL register pair to point to the
next character and finally tests the B register to check whether
the end of the message has been reached. This method can be used
to produce animated graphics on the ZX8l. The required picture can
be stored in an area of unused memory and then output when
required.

EXERCISE 8.5

The program in figure 8.4 would be more generally useful if
instead of counting the characters, characters were output until a
memory byte containing an unused value, for example, the value $50,
was encountered. Rewrite the program to do this.
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The INC HL instruction in the program in figure 8.4 is a new
instruction for you to note. All of the register pairs BC, DE, HL,
SP, IX and IY can be increased by one using an INC rp instruction,
and also decreased by one using a DEC rp instruction. One important
difference between incrementing and decrementing register pairs,
and incrementing or decrementing single registers, is that none of
the flags is affected by the register pair instructions.

8.4 THE DISPLAY FILE

When information is to be output to the screen, it is first of
all stored in an area of memory known as the display file. It is

r
HELLO

76 (O-FILE)

00 space
00 space

20 H

2A E

31 L

31 L

34 0
00 space

00 space

00 space

76 NEWLINE at end of line

00 space

00 space

Figure 8.5
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then copied from the display file to the screen. The display file
contains the character codes of the characters to be displayed on
the screen, in the format that will be used on the screen. In a
ZX8l with less than 4K of memory the display file initially holds
25 NEWLINE character codes only, but with a computer with more
memory the display file initially holds a NEWLINE character,
followed by 24 lines each consisting of 32 spaces and a NEWLINE
character. This is the display file for a clear screen.

Data can be displayed on the screen by loading it, as character
codes, into the display file in memory. Figure 8.5 shows a screen
display and the layout of the corresponding display file. When
loading data into the display file it is important to see that
each line ends with a NEWLINE character code. This is the best
method of producing animated graphics on the ZX8l. However, when
producing animated graphics in assembly language, it is usually
necessary to include a delay in the program to slow it down to a
viewable speed.

1. REM (
2 REM *USZNG THE DISPLAY FILE
3 REM LD HL. (16396)*5TART OF

DISPLR"';'
.... REH LD DE.35
5 REM ADD HL.DE
6 REM LD (L10) .HL
7 REM CRLL L1 *TOP LINE
8 REM LD HL.(16396)
9 REM LD DE.728

10 REM RDD HL.DE
11 REM CALL L1 +BOTTOH LINE
12 REM LD HL. (L10)
13 REM CALL L2 *LEFT HAND SIDE
14 REM LD HL. (L10)
15 REM LD DE.29
3.6 REM ADD HL.DE
17 REM CALL L2*RIGHT HAND SIDE
18 REM :L5 CALL $026B
19 REM ::INC L
20 REM \-oIR Z« L5
2:1 REH RET
22 REM :L10 NOP;NOP*DATA AREA
23 REM :L1 LD B.30*HORIZONTALS
24 REM :L3 LD (HL).$BB
25 REM INC HL
26 REM DJNZ.L3
27 REM RET
28 REM :L2 LD B.21*VERTICALS
29 REM :L4 LD (HL).$68
30 REH LD DE.33
31 REH ADD HL.DE
32 REM D~tNZ«L4
33 REM RET
34- REM )
35 REH
36 REM
37 REH
38 REM
39 REM
4-0 REM

Figure 8.6
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The display file can also be used to check whether a character
is in a particular position on the screen by loading the character
code from that position in the display file into the accumulator
and comparing it with the code of the character.

Since the display file is not static in memory, its starting
position is determined by looking at the system variable.

Figure 8.6 is a program to draw a square on the screen using
the whole of the screen and keep it there until any key is pressed.

8.5 THE SUBROUTINE MECHANISM

Having used subroutines we are now going to see how they work,
that is, what happens inside the computer when a call is made from
a program to a subroutine and a return is made to the program from
the subroutine. Reference should be made to figure 8.7 when read
ing the following description. The return address is saved by the
computer on the stack. When the program reaches a CALL instruction,
the address of the instruction following the call (in this case
labelled L2) is automatically pushed on to the top of the stack.

CALL L1

Main
program L2

L1

Subroutine RET

The
stack L2

Program
counter

o After execution of CALL L1

~ After execution of RET

Figure 8.7

Execution of the subroutine is then started by loading the program
counter register with the address of the start of the subroutine.
This address is specified by the CALL instruction, in this example
it is labelled LI. When the subroutine is completed the RET
instruction is executed. The effect of the RET instruction is to
POP the return address off the stack and load it into the program
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counter register so that it is the next instruction to be
executed.

If a 'subroutine uses the stack for any reason, then it must
ensure that it has POPped off all that it has PUSHed on, so that
when the RET instruction is executed the top of the stack contains
the return address.

8.6 PROGRAM

Write a program which clears the whole screen by loading the
character code for space into the display file. Using nested loops
write 32 spaces and a NEWLINE character to one line and then write
that line 24 times. After clearing the screen output your name and
address to the centre of the screen by loading the correct
character codes into the display file in memory. The start address
of the display file is stored in the system variable D-FILEo
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9 Carry and overflow

9.1 ARITHMETIC CONDITIONS

Two conditions, which are of particular importance when per
forming addition and subtraction, are carry and overflow. They are
conditions which affect bits in the flag register so that they can
then be tested by conditional jump instructions. The carry and
overflow conditions are used as an aid in determining whether an
arithmetic operation has been carried out correctly.

9.2 CARRY

Carry refers to the extra digit produced by the most significant
bits, that is the digits on the extreme left, during the addition
of two numbers. For example, the sum

00110011

+ 00011100

01001111

(+51)

(+28)

(+79)

does not produce a carry because the result is within the range of
numbers which can be held in an 8-bit binary number. However the
sum

(1)

11100010

+ 10100001

10000011

(+226)

(+161)

(+131)

does produce a carry and gives the wrong result because the answer,
which should of course be +387, is outside the range of numbers
which can be held in an 8-bit number.

This last sum is only incorrect if it is the addition of two
unsigned integers. If the 8-bit numbers are signed integers, in
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two's complement form, then the sum

11100010

+ 10100001

(-30)

(-95)

(1) 10000011 (-125)

gives the correct result and the carry can be ignored.

EXERCISE 9.1

Does 11000000 + 01000000 produce a carry? Does it produce the
correct result?

9.3 THE CARRY FLAG

When an ADD instruction is executed, the CARRY FLAG is set to 1
if carry occurs, that is, if an extra digit is produced; otherwise
it is reset to O. The carry flag can then be tested by using one
of the conditional jump instructions

JP C. label

JP NC.label

JR C. 1abe 1

J R NC. 1abe 1

where C stands for carry, that is, the carry flag set to 1, and NC
stands for no carry, that is, the carry flag reset to o.

The carry flag is also used to indicate that a SUB instruction
needed to borrow a 1 during subtraction of the two most significant
bits.

EXERCISE 9.2

Will the instruction labelled L4 or LS be executed after the JP
instruction in the following sequence?

LD A.7
SUB 8

JP NC.Lq

:LS ----

The carry flag is also involved in the execution of shift,
rotate and decimal adjust instructions, all of which are dealt
with later in the book.

There are two instructions which may be used to change the
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value of the carry flag directly. The instructions are SCF which
sets the carry flag to 1 and CCF which complements the carry flag,
that is, makes it the opposite to its present value.

EXERCISE 9.3

Write a sequence of instructions to reset the carry flag to
zero directly.

9.4 OVERFLOW

Overflow occurs when the result of an operation is outside the
range of numbers allowed. For the 8-bit registers and memory bytes
the ZX81 expects this range to be -128 to +127.

The addition of a positive and a negative number will never
cause overflow because the result will always be within the
expected range. However, when adding two positive numbers or two
negative numbers overflow mayor may not occur. For example the
sum

01100100

+ 00110001

10010101

(+100)

(+49)

(-107)

does not produce the correct arithmetic result because the real
sum of the two numbers, +149, is greater than +127; it is there
fore outside the expected range and will produce overflow. When
two negative numbers are added and the result is outside the
expected range, then carry will occur as well as overflow.

Overflow can only occur on subtraction if the two numbers have
different signs. For example the subtraction

(1)

01111110

- 11000000

10111110

(+126)

- (-64)

(-66)

does not produce the correct arithmetic result because the real
result is outside the range. This particular example produces
carry as well as overflow.

9.5 THE OVERFLOW FLAG

The parity/overflow flag is used to indicate overflow or parity
depending on the instruction. When used to indicate overflow for
arithmetic operations the flag is referred to as the overflow flag.
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The flag is set to 1 if overflow occurs and reset to 0 if over
flow does not occur. The overflow flag is affected by the ADD,
SUB, INC, DEC, NEG and CP instructions. The flag can be tested
using one of the conditional jump instructions

JP PO. label

JP PE.label

Unfortunately, because the flag is also used to indicate parity,
which will be discussed later, the PO and PE refer to this use and
are rather misleading when referring to overflow.

PO stands for overflow, that is, the overflow flag is set to 1,
and PE stands for no overflow, that is, the overflow flag is reset
to O. Notice that there are no JR, relative jump, instructions
which test for overflow.

9.6 CONDITIONAL CALLS AND RETURNS

In addition to the simple CALL instructions for subroutines,
CALL instructions can also be dependent upon a condition being met,
similar to the conditional JP instructions. For example, the
program segment

JP NZ.Ll0

CALL L20

:L10 ---

can be replaced by the single instruction

CALL Z.l20

thereby saving one instruction.

The conditions which can be tested by the conditional CALL
instructions are the same as those which can be tested by the
conditional JP instructions, that is, Z and NZ, M and P, C and
NC, and PE and PO.

There are also conditional RET instructions, which allow the
return from a subroutine to be dependent upon the result of a
condition. However, these should be used with great caution
because a subroutine should only have one return to the calling
program, to ensure that all that has to be done before returning
has been completed; in addition, the subroutine can easily be
modified without the possibility of forgetting that there are
other return instructions, other than the normal one at the end of
the subroutine. The end of the subroutine will usually consist of
several instructions, not just a RET instruction; for example,
normally registers have to be restored before the subroutine
returns to the main program.
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Conditional RET instructions should only be used if the return
from the subroutine is only made when the condition is met.

9.7 PROGRAM

In chapter 7 a subr~utine was produced for inputting decimal
numbers; amend this subroutine so that it will input signed two
digit decimal numbers such as -21, +84 and 53. This last number is
positive but does not include a positive sign. If the first
character input is a minus sign, then after the number has been
input it should be put into two's complement form using the NEG
instruction.

Write a program, which uses the subroutine, and requests two
numbers to be input with the prompts

INPUT FIRST NUMBER XX

INPUT SECOND NUMBER XX

and then outputs

XX + XX IS word

where word is ZERO, NEGATIVE or POSITIVE, followed if appropriate
on the next line by

PRODUCED OVERFLOW

and on the next line if appropriate by

PRODUCED CARRY

The program should repeatedly input pairs of numbers until END
is input in place of the first number, when it should RET to BASIC.
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10 Multiplication and division

10.1 SHIFTS

Shift instructions allow the bits of a register, or memory byte,
to be moved one bit place to the left, or to the right. There are
two types of shift instructions, logical and arithmetic. Logical
shifts consider the contents of the register, or memory byte, as a
pattern of binary digits when the shift is made. Arithmetic shifts
treat the contents of the register, or memory byte, as a signed
number, so that the effect of a left shift is equivalent to multi
plication by two and a right shift is equivalent to division by
two. The Z80 microprocessor in the ZX8l has one logical and two
arithmetic shift instructions.

10.2 THE SRL INSTRUCTION

The SRL, or Shift Right Logical, instruction moves the bits in
a register, or memory byte, one place to the right. The most
significant bit, bit 7, of the register, or memory byte, is reset
to 0 and the least significant bit, bit 0, is moved into the carry
bit. Figure 10.1 shows the operation of this instruction.

The form of the instruction is:

SRL m

where m is any of the single 8-bit registers, or a memory byte,
which must be pointed to by one of the register pairs HL, IX or IY.

EXERCISE 10.1

If the contents of the accumulator and carry flag are $A7 and 0,
respectively, what will be their contents after the execution of a
SRL A instruction?

In all shift instructions the bit which is moved out of the
register, or memory byte, is placed in the carry flag. This is
useful, because the value of the bit which has just been moved out
can be checked by any of the conditional jump instructions which
test the carry flag, such as JP C.label and JR NC.label.
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10.3 THE SRA INSTRUCTION

The SRA, or Shift Right Arithmetic, instruction is the same as
the SRL instruction, except that the most significant bit, bit 7,
is set to what it was before the shift. Figure 10.1 illustrates
the operation of the instruction. Since the value of bit 7 is un
changed by this instruction, it means that if the value in the
register or memory byte is a signed number the value of the sign

Shift right logical0--=-0
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 C~~

Register or memory byte flag

C'tIIriIJ5S-0
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Carrv

Register or memory byte flag

Shift left arithmetic0--=--0
Carrv 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
flag Register or memory byte

Figure 10.1

bit is unchanged by the shift. In other words, a positive value
will remain positive since bit 7 will stay 0, and a negative value
will remain negative since bit 7 will stay 1. The effect of the
SRA instruction is to divide the value in the register or memory
byte by two and leave the remainder in the carry flag.

The form of the instruction is:

SRA m

where rn is any of the single 8-bit registers, or a memory byte,
pointed to by the register pairs HL, IX or IY.

EXERCISE 10.2

Give the value in the B register, the C register and the carry
flag, in binary and decimal, after the execution of each of the
instructions in the following program segment:

LD B.ll

SRA B

LD C.F8

SRA C
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10.4 THE SLA INSTRUCTION

The SLA, or shift left arithmetic, instruction moves the bits
in a register, or memory byte, one place to the left. In doing so,
the least significant bit, bit 0, of the register, or memory byte,
is reset to 0 and the most significant bit, bit 7, is moved into
the carry flag. Figure 10.1 illustrates the operation of this
instruction.

The effect of the instruction is to multiply the value in the
register, or memory byte, by two.

The form of the instruction is:

SLA m

where m is any of the single 8-bit registers, or a memory byte,
which is pointed to by one of the register pairs HL, IX or IY.

As there is no difference between the shift left arithmetic and
the shift left logical, there is not a separate instruction for
the logical left shift.

EXERCISE 10.3

Using the SLA and ADD instructions, write a program segment
which multiplies the value in the accumulator by ten, using the
fact that 10 x N is equivalent to N x 2 + N x 2 x 2 x 2.

10.5 EIGHT-BIT MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

The repeated addition method of multiplication, which we have
been using so far, is very inefficient for multipliers greater
than five. A more efficient method for larger multipliers is
called 'shift and add'. This method is based on the normal method
of long multiplication, and the reason for using this method is
illustrated by working through the following multiplication:

10111

x 01010

00000

10111

00000

10111

00000

011100110
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Long multiplication in binary involves multiplying by either
one or zero.

Each bit in the multiplier causes the multiplicand to be
shifted one bit to the left; if the bit in the multiplier has the
value 1, then the shifted multiplicand should be added to the
product.

This can be stated as a method for multiplication by 'shift and
add' as follows:

For each bit of the multiplier, working from right to
left, add the multiplicand to the product if the
multiplier bit is one, otherwise do nothing. Shift
the multiplicand one bit to the left, and repeat for
the next bit of the multiplier, until the end of the
multiplier is reached.

Fig.10.2 shows a program segment which multiplies the contents
of the B and C registers, using the 'shift and add' method. The
product is left in the accumulator.

:l REH (

2 REH *PROGRRH TO COHPLlTE
3 REM * A = B ~ C
4- REM *'5 REM LD R.0
6 REM LD D.7
7 REM :L1. SRL C
8 REM 1..tp NC.L2*TEST FOR R 1 B

IT
9 REt1 ADD A.B

:1.0 REM :L2 DEC 0
11 RE~1

__'R Z.L4*TE5T FOR END
3.2 REM SLR B
13 REM 1..IR L1
14- REM :L4 RET
15 REM )
16 REM
17 REM
:1.8 REM
:1..9 REM
20 REM
2:1 REM
22 REM
23 REM
~4 QFH

Figure 10.2

The program segment only deals with positive signed numbers. It
could easily be extended to deal with negative signed numbers. One
method of doing this is first to multiply the positive values of
the two numbers and then, using the signs of the two numbers, to
compute the sign of the product. The sign of the product is simply
determined from the rule that equal (or the same) signs give a
positive product and unequal (or different) signs give a negative
value.
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Division can be performed by 'repeated subtraction', which is
similar to multiplication by repeated addition, or by a method
similar to long division, in which a check is made to see if the
divisor goes into (is smaller than) the remaining dividend. This
method is similar to multiplication by 'shift and add' and it can
be referred to as the 'shift and subtract' method.

10.6 PROGRAM

Write a new multiplication subroutine which uses the 'shift and
add' method and deals with all 8-bit signed numbers.

Write a subroutine which divides a signetl number in register B
by a signed number in register C, and leaves the answer in the
accumulator and the remainder in register D.

Using the division subroutine to divide by ten, write a sub
routine which will output the contents of the accumulator as a
signed number in the range -128 to +127. Leading zeros should not
be output and positive numbers should be output without a +
character.

Using the above subroutine and any previous subroutines, write
a program which inputs two signed numbers separated by either a *
character or a / character followed by a = character. The program
should then output either the product of the numbers or the
quotient and remainder, depending upon which symbol was input. A
typical display would look like:

-11*5 = -55

125/10 = 12 R5
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11 The logical bits

11.1 BIT INSTRUCTIONS

The Z80microprocessor has an extensive range of instructions
which use data bit by bit. There is a series of bit instructions
which allows individual bits of a register, or memory byte, to be
tested, set to 1 or reset to O. The number of the bit used in the
operation is specified in the instruction; for this purpose the
bits are numbered right to left as in figure 11.1. All bit

Figure 11.1 Bit positions

instructions operate on any of the 8-bit registers, or a memory
byte pointed to by HL, IX or IY.

11.2 THE BIT TEST INSTRUCTION

The BIT instruction tests a specified bit of a register or
memory byte and sets the zero flag accordingly. Pixel graphics are
produced by setting bits in the memory bytes which form the dis
play file, so by testing bits in the memory bytes in the display
file area you can find out if a particular pixel on the screen is
lit or not. The zero flag is set to 1 if the bit is zero and to 0
if the bit is not zero. For example, the instruction

BIT 6.E

tests bit number six of register E, and if register E contained
01000l00B the zero flag would be set to 0, because the bit is a 1.

A BIT instruction is usually followed by a 'jump on zero', or
'jump on non-zero' instruction, in which case, the zero and non
zero conditions refer to the value of the specified bit. So there
is normally no need to remember how the zero flag is set by a bit
instruction.
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EXERCISE 11.1

What will be the value of the zero flag if a BIT 1.A instruc
tion is executed when the accumulator contains $FD?

11.3 THE SET AND RES INSTRUCTIONS

The SET instruction allows a specified bit of a register, or
memory byte, to be given the value 1. For example, the instruction

SET 2.e

gives bit 2 of register C the value 1. The other bits of C remain
tmchanged.

The RES instruction allows a specified bit of a register, or
memory byte, to be reset to O. For example, the instruction

RES 5. (HL)

gives bit 5 of the memory byte pointed to by HL the value O. The
other bits of the memory byte remain unchanged. When using the SET
or RES instructions to give a specific value to a bit in a memory
byte, the memory byte must be pointed to by the HL, IX or IY
registers.

EXERCISE 11.2

Write a program segment which checks if the number in the
accumulator is odd or even, and then sets bit 7 of the B register
to 1 if the number is odd, or to 0 if the number is even, without
affecting the other bits in the B register.

11.4 THE INDEX REGISTERS

The two l6-bit registers, IX and IY, are called index registers.
They are normally used to store the address of the first byte in a
block of memory bytes; other bytes in the block can be used by
giving their displacement from the start of the block.

The program segment in figure 11.2 shows how an index register
can be used.

This program uses the block of ten bytes starting at $5100.
Before any bytes in the block can be accessed, the index register
is set to point to the first byte, using the LD IX.$5100 instruc
tion. Any particular byte in the block can now be referenced by
specifying the index register, plus the displacement from the
start of the block. For example, the fourth byte of the block is
referenced by (IX+3).
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:1. REM
2 REH
3 REM
4. REM
5 REM
6 REM
7 REM-
a REM
9 REH

10 REM
3.3. REM
12 REM
13 REM
14. REM
15 REM
16 REM
17 REM
18 REM
19 REM
20 REM
21 REM
22 REM
23 REM
24 REM
25 REM
26 REM

(
*USES OF AN INDEX
*REGISTER

*LD IX.$5100'* IX CONTAINS START
*ADDRES~ OF--- THE BLOCt~
LD R. (J:X+2)
~3RD VALUE IN BLOCK
*LOADED INTO ACCUHULTOR
oJ-
SET 3. (:IX +5 )
*SET BIT 3 OF BYTE· 6
*DEC (:rX+9)
*DECREHENT LRST BYTE
-I-
RET
)

Figure 11.2

The IY index register can be used in exactly the same way as
the IX index register.

The index registers are useful for referring to blocks of
memory in which the data in each byte is distinct, but related to
the other bytes in the block. For example, the block of memory
could hold a table of values.

In programs with no requirement to refer to blocks of memory
the index registers can still be used usefully. When used without
a displacement they can be used as pointers to particular memory
bytes, in much the same way as the HL register. Often it is
necessary to specify a zero displacement when using the index
registers as pointers to single memory bytes.

11.5 LOGIC OPERATORS

There are several instructions in the 280 microprocessor which
allow logical operations to be performed between corresponding
bits in the accumulator and an 8-bit operand.

To understand the operation of the logical instructions you
need to know the rules of the basic logical operators. The.basic
logical operators are AND, OR, XOR and NOT. The rules are normally
displayed in tabular form as follows:

o AND 0 0 o OR 0 0 0 XOR 0 0 NOT 0 1

o AND 1 0 o OR 1 1 o XOR 1 1 NOT 1 0

1 AND 0 0 1 OR 0 1 1 XOR 0 1

1 AND 1 1 1 OR 1 1 1 XOR 1 0
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These show how corresponding bits are combined by the logical
operators.

Apart from the NOT operator, the logical operators use two one
bit values for data and produce a one-bit result. For example, the
result of the AND operator is one, if and only if, the two data
bits are one; otherwise the result is zero.

EXERCISE 11.3

The logical operator XOR is known as the exclusive OR operator.
Express the operation of this operator in words.

11.6 LOGICAL INSTRUCTIONS

All of the logical instructions in the 280 perform a logical
operation between the bits in the accumulator and their corres
ponding bits in the operand, putting the result in the accumulator.
For example, if the accumulator contains OOIOIOlOB and register B
contains II00IIIIB, then the instruction AND B would produce a
result of OOOOlOIOB, as follows:

Contents of A

Contents of B

Contents of A after AND 8

00101010

11001111

00001010

Only where the bits of both A and Bare 1 is the bit set to 1 in
the result. Corresponding bits in the accumulator and the operand
are logically operated on, in isolation from the other bits.

The operand of a logical instruction may be a register, an 8-bit
value or a memory byte pointed to by the HL, IX or IY registers.

The logical instructions may be specified together as:

AND r

n

OR

XOR

(HL)

(IX)

(IV)

Since logical instructions can only be performed using the value
in the accumulator, the use of the accumulator is not specified
in the instruction.

Performing a logical instruction will set the sign and zero
flags in the same way as arithmetic instructions.
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The NOT logical operation is performed by the CPL instruction.
The mnemonic CPL stands for the word 'complement'. The effect of
the instruction is to change all the D's in the accumulator to l's
and all the l's to D's.

EXERCISE 11.4

Give the contents of the accumulator and the Sand Z flags, in
binary, after the execution of each instruction in the following
sequence:

LD A.$B5

LD C.$FO

AND $lF

OR C

XOR $eC

CPL

XOR A

The instruction XOR A is commonly used to give a zero value in the
accumulator.

11.7 PROGRAM

Two other common logical operations are NOR and NAND, which are
short for NOT OR and NOT AND respectively. The rules of these two
logical operations are:

o NOR 0

o NOR 1

1 NOR 0

1 NOR 1

1

o
o
o

o NAND 0

o NAND 1

1 NAND 0

1 NAND 1

1

1

1

o

from which it can be seen that the result of the NOR operation is
the complement, or NOT, of the OR result and the result of the
NAND operation is the complement of the AND result.

Write a Logic Operation Trainer program which repeatedly allows
input of the form:

a lop b = c

where a, b and care 0 or 1 and lop is one of:

OR (with a space input after the R)

AND

XOR
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NOR

or NAN (short for NAND)

Output should be on the same line as the input and will be TRUE if
the input is correct, otherwise FALSE.

A training session is ended by inputting a statement with END
in place of a lop.
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12 Rotate instructions and parity

12.1 ROTATE INSTRUCTIONS

Rotate instructions are similar to shift instructions, except
that the bit which is moved out of one end is carried round, and
put into the other end, hence the name rotate.

There are several rotate instructions available to the ZX8l
assembly language programmer. Four of the rotate instructions use
the accumulator, and the remainder use one of the single 8-bit
registers, or a memory byte.

Some of the rotate instructions include the carry flag in the
rotation; while others, referred to as rotate circular instruc
tions, do not include the carry flag in the rotation, although it
is still affected by the instruction.

Rotates may be to the left or right and they are movements of
one bit only. All rotations are similar to logical shifts.

12.2 ACCUMULATOR ROTATE INSTRUCTIONS

The accumulator is the register which is generally used for
arithmetic operations, so there are four rotate instructions which
use the accumulator without it having to be named as an operand.
These instructions are one-byte instructions, whereas the rotate
instructions using any other register are two-byte instructions.

Rotations of the accumulator can be to the left or to the right,
and for each direction the carry flag may, or may not, be included
within the rotation. This gives the four instructions:

RLA rotate left accumulator

RRA rotate right accumulator

RLCA rotate left circular accumulator

RRCA rotate right circular accumulator

Figure 12.1 shows the operation of these four instructions.

The rotate left accumulator instruction includes the carry flag
in the rotation. The contents of the accumulator move to the left
one bit position; in doing so bit 7 is moved into the carry flag
and the bit in the carry flag is moved into bit O.
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co=
Carry 7 6 5 4 3 2 0
flag Accumulator

RLA instruction

--=DJ
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Carry

Accumulator flag
RRA instruction

Carry
flag

765 432
Accumulator

RLCA instruction

o

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 Carry
Accumulator flag

RRCA instruction

Fi gure 12. 1

The rotate right accumulator instruction operates in a similar
fashion to the rotate left accumulator, except that the contents
of the accumulator move to the right. Bit 0 is moved into the carry
flag and the bit in the carry is moved into bit 7.

The rotate left circular accumulator instruction does not
include the carry flag in the rotation; however, the carry flag is
still involved. The contents of the accumulator are moved left one
bit position; in doing so bit 7 is moved into the carry flag and
also round into bit O. So after a left circular rotation the value
of bit 0 and the carry flag will be the same.

The rotate right circular accumulator instruction operates in a
similar fashion to the rotate left circular accumulator instruc
tion, except that all the bits in the accumulator are moved one
place to the right and bit 0 is moved into the carry flag and also
into bit 7.

EXERCISE 12.1

Assuming that the accumulator contains IOIOIOllB and the carry
flag contains 0, what will be the contents of the accumulator and
the carry flag, in binary, after the execution of each of the
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instructions in the following sequence?

RLA

RLCA
RM

RRCA

12.3 REGISTER AND MEMORY BYTE ROTATIONS

The four types of rotate that we have just seen for the accumu
lator can also be applied to any of the single 8-bit registers, or
a memory byte, using the instructions:

RL m

RR m

RLC m

RRC m

rotate left register or memory byte

rotate right register or memory byte

rotate left circular register or memory byte

rotate right circular register or memory byte

where m is any of the single registers, or a memory byte, pointed
to by one of the register pairs HL, IX and IY.

The operation of these instructions is exactly the same as the
corresponding accumulator rotate instructions.

Because a rotate accumulator instruction occupies only one byte,
whereas a shift accumulator instruction occupies two bytes, the
rotate accumulator instruction is often used to perform a shift
operation instead of a shift accumulator instruction. Although this
gives a saving in memory space, and in time of execution, it should
be used with care because it makes the program harder to under
stand.

12.4 PACKING AND UNPACKING

The term packing refers to the use of a register, or memory
byte, to hold two or more distinct data items. We say that the
items are packed into the memory byte or register. For example, a
memory byte could be packed with the sex and the age of a person.
Bit 7 of the memory byte could be used to indicate the sex of the
person, say 0 for female and 1 for male. Bits 0 to 6 of the memory
byte could be used to hold the person's age; this gives an age
range from 0 to 127. Figure 12.2 shows an example of a memory byte
packed in this fashion. The example is for a male aged 51.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 o

Figure 12.2 A packed byte
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Assuming that the sex and age of one thousand people are to be
held in memory, then packing the data into one byte means that one
thousand bytes will be used. If the sex and age were held in
separate memory bytes, then two thousand bytes would be needed to
hold the same information.

To be able to use packed data it is usually necessary to unpack
the memory bytes into separate data items. For example, to use the
sex and age packed as shown above, it would be necessary to unpack
the sex bit into one register and the age bits into another
register.

In general, packing is carried out using the OR and shift
~nstructions, while unpacking is carried out using the AND and
shift instructions. Figure 12.3 gives a program segment for un-

1 REH
2 R~M

3 REM
4. REH
5 REH
6 REM
7 REH
e REM
9 REH

10 REM
1:1 REH
12 REH
13 REM
14- REM
16 REH
17 REM
16 REM
19 REM
20 REM
21 REH

(
*PROGRAM TO UNPACK
*A BYTE
01-
LD A. ($620C)
AND $Be *1eeeSSe9a
RLCA
LO B.A
LD A. t $620C)
AND $7F *01111111B
LD C.A
RET
)

Figure 12.3

packing a memory byte holding sex and age. After unpacking, the
sex is in the B register and the age is in the C register. There
are many ways of unpacking data from memory bytes; some use fewer
instructions than others, while some are easier to understand. The
method used for unpacking also depends on the number, length and
position of the data items that have been packed.

EXERCISE 12.2

Write a program segment which packs into memory byte $620C, the
sex, from bit 0 of the B register, and the age, from the C registe~

12.5 PARITY

Parity refers to the number of l's in a binary number. A binary
number is said to have even parity if the number of l's is even
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and odd parity if the number of l's is odd. For example:

01101000 has odd parity

11110011 has even parity

and 10110011 has odd parity.

Parity is often used in computers when transferring information
from one part of the computer to another, or when transferring
information between computers. A parity bit is added to the infor
mation, before it is transferred, to make the number of 1 bits
either even or odd. At the destination, the parity of the informa
tion is checked to make sure that it is still correct. It is not a
foolproof check that the information has been transferred correctly,
since if an even number of bits have changed their value during
the transfer, the parity would remain correct. However, a parity
check will find the majority of errors.

12.6 THE PARITY FLAG

The parity/overflow flag is used to indicate the parity of a
result after most of the rotate instructions and the shift and
logical instructions.

If the number of l's in the register, or memory byte, is even
after any of these instructions has been executed, the parity flag
will be set to 1, but if the number of l's is odd the parity flag
will be reset to o.

EXERCISE 12.3

Assuming that the accumulator contains $B9, what will be the
value of the parity flag after each of the instructions in the
following program segment?

AND $FE

SLA A

RLA

The parity condition can be tested by any of the instructions:

JP PE.label

JP PO. label

CALL PE.label

CALL Po. label

RET PE

~d RET PO

The initials PE and PO stand for Parity Even and Parity Odd
respectively.
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EXERCISE 12.4

Write a subroutine which checks the parity of the accumulator.
On entry to the subroutine, register B contains either 0, to
indicate a check for even parity, or 1, to indicate a check for
odd parity. On exit from the subroutine, register C should contain
o if the parity was correct, and 1 if there is a parity error.

12.7 PROGRAM

Write a subroutine which outputs onto the screen the contents
of the accumulator as eight binary digits. The subroutine will
have to extract each bit, separately, from the accumulator and
output the character code for 1 or 0 depending on the value of a
bit.

Write a subroutine which packs the accumulator from four
consecutive memory bytes, as follows:

bits 0 and 1 of M to bits 6 and 7 of the accumulator

bits 0 and 1 of M + 1 to bits 4 and 5 of the accumulator

bit 0 of M + 2 to bit 3 of the accumulator

and bits 0 to 2 of M+ 3 to bits 0 to 2 of the accumulator.

M is the first of the four memory bytes.

The address of M is contained in the HL register pair on entry
to the subroutine.

Write a subroutine to unpack the accumulator by reversing the
previous subroutine.

Using these subroutines, and any previous subroutines, write a
main program which inputs ten sets of four numbers, and packs each
set of four numbers into the accumulator, as specified above. The
four numbers are input as decimal numbers in the ranges 0 to 3,
o to 3, 0 or 1, 0 to 7 respectively. The ten sets of packed
numbers should be stored in memory in ten consecutive memory bytes.
After the ten sets have been input, they should be output in the
packed form, in binary, for checking purposes.
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13 Multiple byte arithmetic

13.1 WHY MULTIPLE BYTE?

So far we have only been concerned with single byte arithmetic,
that is, arithmetic using 8-bit operands and giving 8-bit results.
The range of numeric values which can be manipulated by 8-bit
arithmetic is small, so we often need to use more than one byte to
hold our numbers; we then need to carry out arithmetic using
sixteen or more bits. The microprocessor inside the ZX8l has
assembly language instructions which allow l6-bit arithmetic to be
performed directly. These instructions can also be used to provide
32-bit arithmetic, 48-bit arithmetic and 50 on. The l6-bit arith
metic instructions also allow additional loop facilities.

All the l6-bit arithmetic instructions are detailed in
Appendix E.

13.2 THE 16-BIT ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS

The main l6-bit arithmetic instructions use the HL register
pair as an accumulator. For example the 16-bit addition instruction

ADD HL.DE

adds the value in register pair DE to the value in the register
pair HL, leaving the result in HL. The general form of the
instruction is:

ADD HL.ss

where 55 is anyone of the register pairs Be, DE, HL or SP.

The program segment

LD 8C.2054

LD HL.1362

ADD HL.BC

shows two 16-bit numbers added together with the result left in
the HL register pair. After execution of the ADD HL.BC instruction,
the HL register pair will contain the value 3416.
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EXERCISE 13.1

What is the range, in decimal, of unsigned and signed numbers
which can be dealt with by l6-bit arithmetic?

There is another l6-bit add instruction; this includes in the
addition any carry produced by a previous operation. The general
form of the l6-bit Add with Carry instruction is:

ADC HL.ss

where ss is the same range of register pairs as for the l6-bit ADD
instruction. The value in the register pair ss is added to the
value in HL, along with the value in the carry flag, and the
result is placed in HL.

The ADC HL.ss instruction can be used to provide a simple 32
bit arithmetic facility. Figure 13.1 is a program segment which
adds two 32-bit signed numbers. Since we are using 32-bit numbers,
each number to be added, and the result, is stored in four
consecutive memory bytes. When the program is run, the least
significant sixteen bits of the two 32-bit numbers are added using
the ADD HL.DE instruction and stored in the last two bytes of the
result. During this addition any carry will be recorded in the
carry flag. Then the most significant sixteen bits of the numbers
are added using the ADC HL.DE instruction, which will also include
any carry from the previous instruction in the addition. The
result from this addition is then stored in the first two bytes of
the result, to form a complete 32-bit, or four-byte, number.
Overflow is detected by checking the overflow flag after execution
of the ADC instruction.

EXERCISE 13.2

If, before running the program in figure 13.1, the four consecu
tive memory bytes, starting at $620C, hold the numbers $05, $Al,
$63, $82, and the four consecutive memory bytes, from $6210, hold
the numbers $00, $C6, $A5, $7E, what will be the contents of the
four memory bytes from $62l4?

The above technique can be extended to add multiple l6-bit
numbers.

There is only one 16-bit subtract instruction, a subtract with
carry instruction. The general form of the l6-bit subtract
instruction is:

sac HL.ss

where ss is anyone of the registe~ pairs Be, DE, HL and SP, the
same as for the 16-bit add instructions. The instruction causes
both the value in the register pair ss and the value in the carry
flag to be subtracted from the value in HL, with the result being
left in the HL register pair.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
:11.
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
:19
20
21.
22
e'3
24
25
~Fa

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REt'-1
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REt-l
REI'-1
REM
REM
REt-1
REM
REM
AI!:.H

REM
REM
~FM

(

*PROGRAM TO CRRRY OUT
*32 BIT RDD IT ION

'*LD HL. ($620E)
LD DE. ($6212)
ADD HL.DE
*RDD FIRST 16 BITS
LD ($62.1.6).HL
LD HL. ($620C)
LD DE. ($6210)
ADC HL.DE
*ADD SECOND 16 BITS
*AND RNY' CRRR~"
LD ($6a14).HL
RET
)

Figure 13.1

The SBC HL.ss instruction can be used, in a similar way to the
ADC HL.ss instruction, to perform subtractions with numbers which
are multiples of sixteen bits.

When subtracting single l6-bit numbers, it is necessary to set
the carry flag to 0, using the SCF and CCF instructions, before
executing the SBC HL.ss instruction to ensure that nothing, other
than zero, is subtracted from the true result.

EXERCISE 13.3

Write a program segment which subtracts the value in the BC
register pair from the value in HL, assuming single l6-bit
arithmetic.

One important point to note about the l6-bit ADD, ADC and SBC
instructions is their effect on the flags. The l6-bit ADC and SBC
instructions set the carry, zero, overflow and sign flags as you
would expect, but the l6-bit ADD instruction only causes the
carry flag to be set. A l6-bit ADC instruction, preceded by the
setting of the carry flag to zero, can be used if the setting of
the zero, overflow and sign flags is required during a single
l6-bit addition.

13.3 EXTENDED LOOPS

The l6-bit load, increment/decrement and arithmetic instructions
can be used for loops in which the loop counter has a range of 0
to 65535. However, there are special 16-bit instructions, involving
the IX and IY index register pairs, which can be used for such
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loops. The basic loop structure using one of the index registers
looks like:

LD IX.nn

:LS

INC IX
JP L5

The IX index register pair is first loaded with an initial
value, either directly as shown, or indirectly using a LD IX. (nn)
instruction. At the end of the set of instructions to be
repeated, the index register is incremented by one, using an
INC IX instruction, or decremented by one, using a DEC IX instruc
tion. A jump is then made back to the first of the instructions to
be repeated.

The loop must be terminated, either by a condition occurring
within the loop or by IX becoming a specific value. However, it
must be remembered that the INC IX and DEC IX instructions do not
affect any of the flags.

The IY index register can, of course, be used wherever the IX
index register can be used.

There is a special ADD instruction, relating to the index
registers, which allows, among other things, these registers to be
incremented and decremented by a value other than one, when used
as the loop index register. The form of the instruction is:

ADD IX.pp
ADD IY.rr

where pp is any of the register pairs BC, DE, IX and SP, and rr is
any of the register pairs Be, DE, IY and SP.

The use of the ADD IY.rr instruction is shown in the program in
figure 13.2, which outputs the numbers 1000 to 0 in decrements of
5.

The index register, IY, which is used as the loop counter is
given the starting value of 1000, and the DE register pair is set
to the decrement value. Each time through the loop a subroutine is
called which outputs the value in IY as an unsigned number in the
range 0 to 65535. After the repeated instructions, the value in IY
is decremented by 5, by adding -5, the value in register pair DE,
to IY. IY is then checked to see if it is zero. This check is not
so straightforward as you might think. There are several methods
of performing the check, none of them is particularly neat. In the
program, the check is made by splitting the sixteen bits in
register IY into the two 8-bit registers B and C, each of which is
then checked for zero.
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1. REt-1 (
2 REM *AN EXTENDED LOOP TO
S REM *DZSPLAV NUMBERS FROM
4 REM *1000 iN FIVES
5 REt-1 *'
6 REM LD DE.$FFFB * -5
7 REI'"1 LD IV. 1000
8 REM :L1 LD 6.20
9 REM :L3 CALL L50*NUMBER OUT

10 REM CALL L100 *NEULINE
11 REM RDD :IV.DE
12 REt"1 PUSH IV
13 REt-1 POP HL
14 REM LO R.H
15 REM CP 0
16 REM JP NZ.L2
17 RE.-., i.o A.L
18 REM CP 0
19 REM JP NZ.L2
20 REM RET
21 REM :L2 DJNZ.L3
22 REM CRLL $0R2A~CLEAR SCREEN
23 REM JP L1
24 REM '*
25 REM :L50 PUSH Be
26 REM PUSH IV
27 REt-. POP HL
28 REM LD BC.1000
29 REM CALL L51*DiG~T OUT
30 REM LD BC.100
31 REM CALL L51
32 REM LD BC.10
33 REM CALL L51
34 REM LD BC.1
35 REM CALL L51
36 REH POP Be
37 REM RET
36 REM *"
39 REM :L51 SCF
40 REM CCF
41 REM LD R.e
42 REM :L53 sec HL.BC
43 REH JP H.L52
44 REM :INC A
45 REM JP LS3
~6 REM :L52 ADD A.$1C
47 REH RST 10
48 REM ADD HL.BC
49 REM RET
50 REH *'
51 REM :L100 PUSH RF
52 REM LD R.$76
53 REM RST 10
54 REH POP RF
55 REM RET
56 REM )
57 REM
58 REM
59 REM
60 REM
61 REM
62 REM
63 REM
64 REH

Figure 13.2
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13.4 MULTIPLE BYTE ARITHMETIC

There are two instructions which can be used for multiple byte
arithmetic, in the same way that the ADC HL.ss and SBC HL.ss
instructions could be used for multiple l6-bit arithmetic.

The equivalent 8-bit add instruction is:

ADC A.s

where s is either a value, a single 8-bit register, or a memory
byte pointed to by HL, IX or IY. The instruction causes the value
from s to be added to the accumulator, along with the value in the
carry flag.

The equivalent subtract instruction is:

sec A.s

where s is the same as for the ADC A.s instruction. This instruc
tion causes the value from s and the value of the carry flag to be
subtracted from the accumulator.

The principle of multibyte arithmetic is that the two least
significant bytes, that is, the bytes on the right-hand side of
the numbers, are added or subtracted using the ADD or SUB instruc
tions and the remaining pairs of bytes, working from right to
left, are added or subtracted using the ADC or SBC instructions.

Depending on the number of bytes to be added, there are many
combinations of 8-bit and 16-bit arithmetic instructions which can
be used. However for a general routine, for numbers with any
number of bytes, an appropriate number of 8-bit arithmetic
instructions is most suitable.

1
2
:3
4
5
6
7
8
Q

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

REM
REH
REH
REH
REM
REM
REH
REM
REH
REH
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REM
REH
REH
REM
REH
REH

(
*HULTIPLE BYTE ADDITION
'*LD B.5*NO. OF BYTES
SCF
CCF
:L1 LD A. (IX+0)
RDC R. (::tY +0)
L.D (HL).A
DEC :IX
DEC :IV
DEC HL
D\-'NZ.L1
RET
)

Figure 13.3
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Figure 13.3 shows a program segment, for a general routine, for
the addition of multiple byte numbers. Initially, the register
pairs IX, IY and HL point to the least significant bytes of the
first number, the second number and the result, respectively, and
the B register contains the number of bytes in each number. The
numbers must be of equal length. The carry flag is initially set
to zero, before the loop is entered, so that the first ADC instruc
tion is equivalent to an ADD instruction.

EXERCISE 13.4

What modifications need to be made to the program segment in
figure 13.3 to make it subtract the second number from the first
number?

13.5 PROGRAM

Write a program which outputs to the screen the numbers from m
to n in steps of k.

The numbers m, n and k are unsigned hexadecimal numbers which
are input to the program from the keyboard.

The level of difficulty of this program may be varied by
restricting the values of m, nand k to fit into:

a bits (a-bit arithmetic)

16 bits (16-bit arithmetic)

24 bits {16-bit and a-bit arithmetic}

32 bits (double l6-bit arithmetic)

n x a bits (multiple byte arithmetic)

Additionally, the program could be made to input and output in
decimal, rather than hexadecimal, numbers.
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14 Block transfer and search

14.1 BLOCK INSTRUCTIONS

The microprocessor in the ZX8l has eight very powerful block
instructions, which allow operations on blocks of consecutive
memory bytes. Four of the instructions are block transfer instruc
tions, which allow the contents of one block of memory bytes to be
transferred to another block of memory bytes. One interesting use
of these instructions is to enable a graphics display to be stored
in memory and then transferred to the display file when it is to
be displayed on the screen.

The other four instructions are block search instructions which
allow a block of memory bytes to be searched for a specified value
in one of the bytes.

14.2 BLOCK TRANSFER

Suppose you wish to move the contents of a block of ten memory
bytes to the top line of the display; the program in figure 14.1
could be used. The program moves a block of ten memory bytes,

1 REM
2- REM
3 REH
4- REM
5 REM
6 REH
7 REH
8 REM
9 RE~1

10 REM
11 REM
12 REM
13 REM
14 REM
15 REM
16 REM
17 REH
18 REM
19 REM
20 REM
21 REM
22 REM
23 REM
24 REM

(
..BLOCK TRRNSFER
*THE HARD UAY

*'LD HL. (16396)
:INC HL
LD D.H
LD E.L
LD HL.$620C
LD 6.10
: L 1 LD A. (HL)
LD (DE).R
:INC HL
iNC DE
DNZ.L1
RET
)

Figure 14.1
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starting at address $620C, to the block of ten bytes at the start
of the display file. The register pairs, HL and DE, are set to
these two addresses and the B register is used to count the
number of bytes moved. The B register is initially loaded with the
value ten.

A loop is used to transfer a byte from one memory block to the
other, then increment the values in the HL and DE register pairs
to point to the next bytes in the original and new blocks of
memory bytes. When the loop has finished a copy of the original
block of memory bytes will have been moved to the new block of
memory bytes. This will overwrite any data which may have been
held in the new block of memory bytes.

EXERCISE 14.1

Using the BC register pair as a counter, what changes must be
made to the program, in figure 14.1, to enable blocks of thousands
of memory bytes to be moved instead of tens of memory bytes?

The microprocessor in the ZX8l has an instruction which can
replace all the instructions in the loop in figure 14.1. This is
the LDIR instruction, the name standing for Load, Increment and
Repeat. Prior to execution of the LDIR instruction, the HL
register pair must contain the address of the first of the memory
bytes to be moved, the DE register pair must contain the address
of the first memory byte to which they are to be moved, and the Be
register pair must contain the number of bytes to be moved.
Figure 14.2 shows a version of the program in figure 14.1 using

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

REM
REH
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REM
REt-'
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM

(

*BLOCK TRANSFER
*THE ERSY WAY..
LD HL. (16396)
XNC HL
LD D.H
LD E.L
LD HL.$620C
LD BC.10
LDl:R
RET
)

Figure 14.2

the LDIR instruction. The program in figure 14.2 is functionally
the same as the program in figure 14.1, except that blocks of up
to 65535 bytes can be moved, since it uses a register pair to hold
the value of the counter instead of a single 8-bit register. For
each byte which is moved, register pairs HL and DE are incremented
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by one, and the BC register pair is decremented by one; the move
is repeated until the value in the BC register pair is zero.

The LDDR instruction, which stands for Load, Decrement and
Repeat, is the same as the LDIR instruction except that the HL and
DE register pairs are decremented by one instead of incremented.
The value in the Be register pair is, of course, still decremented.

EXERCISE 14.2

Rewrite the pTOgram in figure 14.2 using the LDDR instruction
instead of the LDIR instruction.

Two other block transfer instructions LDI and LDD are similar
to the LDIR and LDDR except that they do not automatically test
the value in the BC register pair and move to the next byte of the
block.

The LDI instruction, which means Load and Increment, increments
by one from the beginning of the block of bytes to be moved,
whereas the LOO instruction decrements by one from the end of the
block of bytes to be moved. The LOI instruction moves a byte from
one block to the other and increments both the HL and OE register
pairs by one, whereas the LOO instruction after moving a byte
decrements the HL and OE register pairs by one. Both instructions
decrement the BC register pair by one.

It is important to know that the Be register pair becoming zero
is shown by the PlY, parity/overflow, flag not the zero flag. The
P/V flag is set to zero; test for PO, if Be is zero, otherwise it
is set to one.

EXERCISE 14.3

Rewrite the program in figure 14.2 using an LDI instruction
instead of the LOIR instruction.

The LDIR and LDOR instructions can only be used when the number
of bytes to be moved is known in advance. When the number of bytes
to be moved is not known in advance, the LOI and LOO instructions
must be used, and the program can contain tests for the end of the
block.

EXERCISE 14.4

Write a program segment which moves a block of memory bytes
from one place to another. A maximum of 400 bytes in the block
should be allowed for, although the move should stop when the
value in the next memory byte is zero. The memory byte containing
the zero should not be moved.

Care must be taken, during block transfers, when the two blocks
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of memory bytes overlap. Take as an example the following program
segment to move a block of memory bytes further up memory:

LD HL.20000

LD DE.20100

LD Be.soo

LDIR

The first one hundred bytes of the original block of memory
bytes will be copied into the first one hundred bytes of the new
block of memory bytes, but this also happens to be the second one
hundred bytes of the original block of memory bytes. So the last
four hundred bytes of the original block are overwritten, and
therefore lost, before they can be moved to the new block of
memory bytes.

EXERCISE 14.5

What changes can be made to the program segment above, to move
the block of bytes up memory correctly?

14.3 BLOCK SEARCH INSTRUCTIONS

There are four block search instructions which allow a block of
memory bytes to be searched to see if one of them contains the
same value as the accumulator. The operation of all four instruc
tions requires that the accumulator should contain the value for
which the computer is searching, the HL register pair should
contain the address of the first memory byte of the block of bytes
to be searched, and the BC register pair should contain a count of
the maximum number of memory bytes to be searched.

In a similar fashion to the block transfer instructions, two
of the block search instructions include an automatic repeat to
search through a block of memory bytes. The other two block search
instructions only look at one memory byte, and require extra pro
gram instructions to move onto the next byte of the block.

The two automatic block search instructions are CPIR, which
means Compare, Increment and Repeat, and CPDR, which means Compare,
Decrement and Repeat. The program in figure 14.3 shows the use of
the CPIR instruction to search for a memory byte, in a block of
memory, containing the value zero.

First of all the register pair HL is loaded with the address
of the first memory byte, the register pair Be is loaded with the
number of memory bytes in the block, and the accumulator is loaded
with the value to be found; in this example it is zero.

The CPIR instruction then searches through the block of memory
bytes until either a match with the contents of the accumulator is
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3. REM
2 REM
S REM
4. REM
5 REM
6 REH
7 REM
6 REM
9 REM

10 REM
11 REM
12 REM
13 REt'1
14 REM
15 REH
16 REM
17 REM
18 REM
19 REM
20 REM
21 REM
22 REM

(
..BLOCK SEARCH
01-
LD HL.$620C
LD BC.10
LD A.0
CPl:R
LD R.e
RDD R.$1C
R5T 10
RET
)

Figure 14.3

found, or the end of the block is reached, that is, the value in
the BC register pair becomes zero. For each byte, the value in the
accumulator is compared with the value in the memory byte; if they
are equal the zero flag is set to one, the HL register pair is
incremented by one and the BC register pair is decremented by one.
Finally, if the zero flag is set to one or the value in the BC
register pair is zero, the instruction is finished; otherwise the
next memory byte in the block is considered, and so on.

The CPDR instruction is used to search a block of memory bytes
starting from the highest address and working back to the lowest
address. In this case, the HL register pair is initially set to
point to the address of the last byte of the block of memory
bytes and during execution of the instruction the value in the HL
register pair is decremented by one.

The CPI, which stands for Compare and Increment, and CPD,
Compare and Decrement, instructions are similar to the CPIR and
CPDR except that they do not automatically go on to the next
memory byte. Extra instructions have to be used to test whether a
match between the accumulator and the memory byte has been found
and to detect if the whole of the block has been searched. If a
match is found the zero flag is set and can be tested; the end of
the block is reached when the BC register pair is zero and the P/V
flag is set to zero. These two instructions are used in place of
the CPIR and CPDR instructions whenever intermediate processing is
required as, for example, when more than one occurrence of the
value in the accumulator needs to be detected.

In the same way that the P/V flag is used to indicate that the
value in the BC register pair is zero after the execution of the
Lor and LDD block transfer instructions, the P/V flag is also used
to indicate that the value in BC is zero after the block search
instructions.
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EXERCISE 14.6

What changes must be made to the program in figure 14.3 to make
it output the value of the counter at every occurrence of zero?

It is sometimes useful to know the value in the HL and DE
registers when the block instructions LDIR, LDDR, CPIR and CPDR
have finished execution.

After the LDIR instruction, HL and DE will be pointing to the
memory bytes immediately following the ends of the blocks and after
the LDDR instruction, HL and DE will be pointing to the memory
bytes immediately preceding the beginning of the blocks.

After the CPIR instruction, HL will be pointing to the memory
byte immediately following the end of the block, and after the
CPDR instruction, HL will be pointing to the memory byte immediate
ly preceding the beginning of the block.

14.4 PROGRAM

This program is required to provide an internal filing system
which can hold up to nine records. Each record contains 20
characters.

The file will consist of a block of 180 consecutive memory
bytes. The program identifies each record by a record number,
which is its numerical position in the file, so the file has
records numbered I to 9.

A user of the program should be able to input any of the
following:

D n

I n 20-character
record

R n 20-character
record

L

F character
string

To delete the record numbered n, all the follow
ing records move up one record position.

To insert the input record, after the record
numbered n Cn can be 0 to B), any following
records move down one.record position.

To replace the record number n by the input
record.

To list the file on the display, for each
record display record number and the contents
of the record.

To find and display the first record in the
file containing the specified character-string,
which may be 1, 2 or 3 characters.
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15 Decimal arithmetic

15.1 BINARY CODED DECIMAL

Up to now we have only considered the binary representation of
numbers, and arithmetic has involved signed and unsigned binary
numbers. However, the microprocessor in the ZX8l also caters for
another representation of numbers, called Binary Coded Decimal,
or BCD for short.

The Binary Coded Decimal representation of numbers requires
that each decimal digit be expressed as a 4-digit binary number,
so that, for example, nine would be represented by the binary
nwnber 1001.

A 4-bit group is called a nibble, so a nibble is half a byte and
a byte can hold two digits of a BCD number. Figure 15.1 shows a

0 1 0 °1
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Left nibble Right nibble

Figure 15.1 A two-digit BCD number

representation of a byte which holds a 2-digit BCD number. The
left nibble, bits 4 to 7 inclusive, holds the binary representa
tion of the number 7 and the right nibble, bits 0 to 3 inclusive,
holds the binary representation of the number 4. The byte as a
whole contains the BCD number 74.

EXERCISE 15.1

Give the binary contents of a byte which holds the BCD number
57.

A nibble, when used for BCD numbers, contains the binary repre
sentation of a single decimal digit, that is, a number in the
range 0 to 9, but when used to hold a pure unsigned binary nwnber
a nibble can be used to represent numbers in the range 0 to 15.
So you can see that the BCD representation is wasteful compared to
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the unsigned binary representation, but, as will be explained, it
does have other advantages.

EXERCISE 15.2

Compare the range of BCD and unsigned binary numbers which can
be held in a byte.

Numbers are normally input from the keyboard and output to the
display as decimal digits. To enable arithmetic to be performed' on
the numbers, using the instructions we have seen so far, they must
first be converted to binary, and then the final results of the
arithmetic must be converted back from binary to decimal digits,
before being displayed on the screen.

When the computer has suitable instructions to allow arithmetic
to be carried out with numbers in their decimal digit form, then
the conversion from decimal to binary and vice versa.are unneces
sary. The ZX8l does have suitable instructions for decimal arith
metic, so sometimes it is more convenient to use the BCD repre
sentation of numbers rather than their binary representation. The
instructions required are a Decimal Adjust instruction, to allow
for the fact that each digit only uses one nibble and there can be
a carry from one nibble to the next, and rotates to allow nibbles
to be moved around.

15.2 BCD ARITHMETIC

As you would expect, BCD arithmetic is not so straightforward
as binary arithmetic on a computer which is expecting binary
arithmetic. The normal arithmetic instructions cannot be used
because they are meant to add binary, and they are not suitable
for BCD arithmetic. For example, if we take the BCD representation
of 28 and the BCD representation of 39 and add them together using
binary arithmetic and then interpret the result as a BCD number,
we get the incorrect result of 61, as follows:

BCD 28

BCD 39

00101000

00111001

01100001 = BCD 61

The error occurs because in BCD arithmetic if the sum of the right
nibbles is greater than 9 then a carry into the left nibble is
required. Binary arithmetic can also produce nibbles containing
binary numbers in the range 1010B to llllB, for which there is no
valid BCD digit.

Having performed a binary add operation on two BCD numbers, it
is possible to correct the erroneous result to give a correct BCD
result. The correction, after the addition of two BCD digits, is
as follows: if the nibble contains a value between 1010B and
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1111B, or a carry occurs from the most significant bit of the
nibble, then 0110B must be added to the nibble, otherwise nothing
needs to be done. The following examples show the effect of the
correction:

0110

+ 0111

1101

+ 0110

00010011

1000

+ 1001

00010001

+ 0110

00010111

EXERCISE 15.3

BCD 6

BCD 7

incorrect, not a valid BCD digit

BCD 13 correct BCD result

BCD 8

BCD 9

BCD 11, incorrect result

BCD 17, correct result

Show the addition of BCD 17 and BCD 69 as above.

A carry occurring from the left nibble of a two-digit BCD
addition would indicate overflow, that is, a value greater than 99.

When subtracting BCD numbers, the same correction factor 0110B
must be subtracted from the result if either a borrow occurs into
the nibble or the nibble contains a value in the range l010B to
ll11B.

EXERCISE 15.4

Subtract BCD 56 from BCD 82.

A borrow occurring into the left nibble of a two-digit BCD
subtraction would indicate overflow.

15.3 THE DAA INSTRUCTION

In order to provide decimal arithmetic, a computer can either
provide a completely separate set of decimal arithmetic instruc
tions, such as a decimal add, or it can provide a means of chang
ing a binary arithmetic result into a BCD arithmetic result,
using the methods shown in the previous section. The microprocessor
in the ZX81 uses the latter method and includes the instruction
DAA, which stands for Decimal Adjust the Accumulator.
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Whenever an arithmetic instruction is executed, two flags,
which we have not considered before, in the flag register, are
affected. The two flags are the half carry and subtract flags.
Although they are affected by every arithmetic instruction, they
are only used by the DAA instruction. Neither of these flags may
be used by a programmer, because there are no instructions to set
or test them directly.

Using the setting of the half carry and subtract flags, the DAA
instruction corrects the contents of the accumulator, if necessary,
to give the correct result in the accumulator for BCD arithmetic.
For example, the program segment

LD A.$43
LD B.$28

ADD A.B
DAA

loads the B register with the BCD representation of 28 and the
accumulator with the BCD representation of 43. It then adds them
together using the normal binary ADD instruction and then adjusts
the result to BCD representation using the DAA instruction. Notice
that for digits from 0 to 9, the hexadecimal representation of a
number is the same as the BCD representation; this is very useful
for writing BCD constant values in programs.

EXERCISE 15.5

What will be the contents of the accumulator in hexadecimal
after the execution of each of the instructions in the above
program segment?

The DAA instruction is used to give correct BCD arithmetic after
the ADD A, SUB, INC A, DEC A, CP, NEG, ADC A, SBC and the four
block search instructions. Notice that the DAA instruction only
operates on the accumulator.

The two flags, of most direct importance to the programmer,
which are affected by the DAA instruction are the carry flag,
indicating BCD arithmetic overflow, and the zero flag, indicating
a zero BCD value. The carry flag setting can also be used in
multiple digit BCD arithmetic, as we shall see later.

15.4 THE DIGIT ROTATE INSTRUCTIONS

Two instructions are available to give a direct rotation of
nibbles, or BCD digits; one to rotate to the left and the other to
rotate to the right.

Both rotations involve the right-hand nibble of the accumulator
and the two nibbles in a memory byte pointed to by the HL register
pair. Figure 15.2 shows the operation of the two instructions.
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Rotate left digit

mmt__IU
Accumulator

Rotate right digit

Memory byte

Accumulator

Figure 15.2

Memory byte

The Rotate Left Digit instruction, whose mnemonic is RLD,
operates by moving the right-hand nibble of the accumulator into
the right-hand nibble of the memory byte. The right-hand nibble of
the memory byte is moved to the left-hand nibble of the memory
byte, and the left-hand nibble of the memory byte is moved to the
right-hand nibble of the accumulator. The left-hand nibble of the
accumulator is unaffected by the rotation. The RRD instruction,
which means Rotate Right Digit, works in a similar fashion, using
the same nibbles, except that the rotation is in the opposite
direction. This is illustrated in the figure.

The RLD and RRD instructions are very useful for manipulating
BCD numbers. The program in figure 15.3 inputs two two-digit BCD
numbers, adds them and outputs the result.

1 REM
2 REM
S REJ'a'
4. REM
5 REt-1
6 REM
7 REM
B REM
9 REM

10 REM
11 AEH
12 REM
13 REM
14 REM
15 REH
16 REf'a1
18 REM
19 REH
20 REM
21 REM
22 REM
23 REM
24 REM
25 REM

(
..BCD RDDl:T:ION..
*INPUT FIRST NUMBER
LD HL.$620C
CRLL L200
SUB $1C
LD {HL).A
CRLL L200
SUB $1C
RLD
*ZNPUT SECOND NUMBER
INC HL
CRLL L200
SUB $1C
LD (HL).R
CALL L200
SUB $1C
RLD
*CARRV OUT ADD~TION
LD HL.$620C
LD R. (HL)
:tNe HL
ADD A. (HL)
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26 REM DRA
27 REM *,STORE RESULT
28 REM LD HL.$620E
30 REt-1 LD (HL) .A
31. REM *OUTPUT 1ST DIGIT
32 REM LD R.0
34- REM RLD
36 REM RDO A.$1C
36 REt-' RST 1.0
39 REH ~OUTPUT 2ND DIGIT
40 REM LD R.0
42 REI'-1 RLD
44 REI'-I RDD R.$1C
46 REta1 RST 10
46 RE...t RET
50 REM *CHRRACTER :IN AND ECHO
52 REM :L200 PUSH Be
54 REM PUSH HL
56 REM :L201 CALL $02BB
58 REM LO B.H
60 REM LD C.L
62 REt-1 LD E.C
64 REM :INC E
66 REM JR Z.L20:l
66 REI'-I CALL $07BD
70 RE...., LD R. (HL)
72 REt-1 RST 10
74 REM PUSH RF
76 RE"" :L202 CRLL $02BB
78 REM :INC L
80 REM JR NZ.L2e2
62 REM POP AF
84 REt-l POP HL
86 REt-l POP Be
88 REt-1 RET
90 REM )
91 REM
92 REM
93 REt-t
94- REM
95 REM
96 REt-l
97 REM
98 REf-t
99 REt"

Figure 15.3

The only point that needs explanation in this program is the
instruction that sets the accumulator to zero before the digits
can be output. This is to ensure that the left nibble of the
accumulator is zero; although the left nibble is not involved, you
must ensure that the contents of the left nibble are zero before
outputting the value in the accumulator.

15.5 PROGRAM

A program is required which inputs, adds, subtracts, and outputs
mUltiple digit BCD numbers.

A BCD number is held in a number of successive memory bytes.
The first byte specifies the sign of the number and the number of
BCD digits in the number; bit 7 is zero for a positive number, or
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one for a negative number, and bits 0 to 6 hold the number of
digits. Subsequent bytes contain the BCD digits packed two to a
byte.

Write a subroutine which inputs a signed BCD number from the
keyboard; no sign before the number implies a positive number. On
entry to the subroutine the HL register pair points to the first
byte to be used for storing the number.

Write a subroutine which outputs a signed BCD number to the
display; on entry to the subroutine the HL register pair points to
the first byte of the number to be output.

Write a subroutine which adds two signed BCD numbers and a
similar subroutine which subtracts the second number from the
first number.

Use the subroutines to write a main program which repeatedly
inputs two signed BCD numbers separated by either a + character or
a - character and followed by an = character and outputs the
result. The program should cater for BCD numbers containing up to
twenty BCD digits.
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16 Miscellaneous instructions

16.1 OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

There are several instructions which have not yet been con
sidered because they are only used rarely. For completeness, they
are discussed briefly in this final chapter.

16.2 THE AUXILIARY REGISTERS

Inside the microprocessor in the ZXBI there is another set of
eight registers called the auxiliary registers which are denoted
by A', F', B', C', D', E', H' and L'. These auxiliary registers
can be used in exactly the same way as the main registers, but not
at the same time.

To change over from using the standard registers to using the
auxiliary registers, the instruction EXX, which stands for
Exchange Standard and Auxiliary Registers, is used. After this
instruction has been executed subsequent instructions will refer
to the registers which were the auxiliary registers. The effect of
the instruction is to make the auxiliary registers become the
standard registers. To revert back to using the original standard
registers another EXX instruction must be executed.

Most programs need to use only the standard registers and it is
not usually necessary to exchange all eight registers. A more
frequent requirement is to be able to use the second accumulator.
The instruction

EXAF.AF 1

exchanges the standard accumulator and flag register with the
auxiliary accumulator and flag register.

16.3 EXCHANGE INSTRUCTIONS

The EX instruction can also be used to exchange the values in
some of the standard registers. When used for this purpose it is
available in two forms:

EX DE.HL
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In this form the instruction exchanges the values in the DE and HL
register pairs. The other form of the instruction is:

EX (SP).rr

where rr is one of the register pairs HL, IX or IY. The effect of
this instruction is to exchange the value in the register pair
with the value in the pair of memory bytes pointed to by the SP
register.

16.4 INPUT AND OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS

There are twelve input and output instructions altogether and
they are specified in Appendix E. On the ZX8l they are only used
when inputting and outputting data using the expansion port on the
back.

Input and output of data can be specified to be to, and from,
any of the single 8-bit registers using the

IN r , (C) and OUT (C).r

instructions, in which case the value in the C register identifies
the port to be used and r is the register used for input or output.

The remaining input and output instructions allow the input and
output of blocks of data. These instructions are similar to the
block search instructions except that, instead of comparing the
value in a memory byte, the value is either input to or output
from a memory byte.

These block input and output instructions appear very useful at
first sight, but they are only of very limited usefulness since
the repeat instructions can only be used with devices which operate
at the same high speed as the instructions; this does not include
keyboards, printers or most mechanical control devices.

16.5 INTERRUPT INSTRUCTIONS

An interrupt facility allows signals from outside to stop the
sequence of instructions in the central processing unit. The
interrupt instructions are given in Appendix E. The microprocessor
in the ZX8l has three different modes of interrupt, which can be
set by an

1M n

instruction where n is 0, 1 or 2. The other two instructions used
with the interrupts are El, which stands for enable interrupts and
turns on the interrupt facility, and Dl, which stands for disable
interrupts and turns off the interrupt facility.
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When an interrupt is received, and enabled, it causes the
normal program flow to stop and jump to an interrupt service
routine. The position of the service routine depends upon the
interrupt mode in operation. The last instruction of an interrupt
service routine is either a RETI instruction, which stands for
return from interrupt, or a RETN instruction, which stands for
return from non-maskable interrupt. The effect of both instructions
is to return control to the program which was running before the
interrupt.

16.6 THE HALT INSTRUCTION

This instruction is equivalent to the STOP instruction in BASIC.
Its effect is to make the computer repeatedly execute NOP instruc
tions until it receives an interrupt. Since an interrupt signal
cannot be produced on the standard ZX81 computer, this instruction
should not be used. The only means of regaining control of the
ZX8l after the execution of a HALT instruction is to switch off
the power.
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Appendix A Number systems

A.l OTHER NUMBER SYSTEMS

In order to use the computer with assembly language programs
you must understand how information is stored in the registers and
memory bytes. The numbers we use in everyday life are decimal
numbers. However, all the information stored inside the computer
is stored as binary numbers. Binary numbers are very awkward to
use, so normally we use hexadecimal numbers, which are a compact
way of representing binary, to represent the numbers stored in the
computer.

Put simply, decimal is counting in tens, binary is counting in
twos, and hexadecimal is counting in sixteens.

A.2 BINARY AND HEXADECIMAL NUMBERS

A decimal number, such as 453, may be broken down into its
constituent parts as

453 4 x 100 + 5 x 10 + 3 x 1

where 100 = 10 tens

Similarly, a hexadecimal number, such as 974, may be broken down
into

$974 = 9 x 256 + 7 x 16 + 4 x 1

where 256 = 16 sixteens

and the binary number 101 is expressed as

101B = 1 x 4 + 0 x 2 + 1 x 1

where 4 = 2 twos

The $ in front of the hexadecimal number is there to show that the
number is hexadecimal and not decimal or binary.

Hexadecimal numbers can also be indicated by an H following the
number, in the same way that a binary number is indicated by a B
following the number.
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Looking at the numbers above you can see that decimal numbers
work in powers of ten, which means that each digit position in the
number has a value of ten times the value of the digit position to
its right. Hexadecimal numbers work in powers of sixteen, so that
each digit position has a value sixteen times the value of the
digit position to its right and binary numbers work in powers of
two, so that each digit position has a value twice the value of the
next digit position to its right.

Ten, sixteen and two are said to be the bases of the numbers.
Decimal numbers have a base of ten, hexadecimal numbers have a
base of sixteen, and binary numbers have a base of two. Any number
can be used as a base, but nearly all computers work in binary,
and hexadecimal is a compact way of showing the equivalent to a
binary number; therefore base two and base sixteen are the most
cornmon number systems for computers.

EXERCISE A.l

By working out the expressions given above, what are the
decimal numbers equivalent to $974 and 101B?

You already know that decimal numbers use the ten digits 0 to
9, that is, zero to one less than the value of the base. Numbers
in any base use digits from zero to one less than the value of the
base.

EXERCISE A.2

What digits are used for binary numbers?

For hexadecimal numbers we need sixteen digits, that is, 0 to
something to represent the number 15. We can use the sarne digits
as are used for decimal numbers up to 9, but we need some new
symbols for the remaining six digits. The chosen symbols are the
letters A, B, C, D, E and F, so that hexadecimal A is equivalent
to decimal 10, and hexadecimal F is equivalent to decimal 15.

Figure A.l shows the hexadecimal and binary equivalents of the
decimal numbers 0 to 15.

A.3 BINARY~HEXADECIMAL CONVERSION

The main reason for using hexadecimal numbers is that conversion
to and from binary is very easy. The basis of the conversion is
that every hexadecimal digit can be replaced directly by a four
digit binary number and vice versa.

So to convert a hexadecimal number, say $6B, to binary each
hexadecimal digit is replaced by its four-digit binary equivalent,
as shown in figure A.l. Hence

$6B = 011010llB
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Decimal Hexadecimal Binary

0 0 0000

1 1 0001

2 2 0010

3 3 0011

4 4 0100

5 5 0101

6 6 0110

7 7 0111

8 8 1000

9 9 1001

10 A 1010

11 B 1011

12 C 1100

13 D 1101

14 E 1110

15 F 1111

Fi gure A.1

To convert a binary number to hexadecimal, the binary number is
separated into groups of four binary digits starting from the
right; if necessary, extra zeros can be added on to the left to
make the last group of four digits. For example, the binary number
1111100111 would become

0011 1110 0111

with two zeros added to make the last group into four digits.
Each group is then converted to its equivalent hexadecimal digit,
using figure A.l, so that the above binary number would become

3 E 7

so that lllll00lllB is equivalent to $3E7.

EXERCISE A.3

Convert $9AB3 to binary and 1100lll0l111B to hexadecimal.

A.4 DECIMAL TO BINARY CONVERSION

To convert a decimal number to a binary number, repeatedly
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divide the decimal number by 2 until you can divide it no more.
The remainders from the division make the equivalent binary
number; the last remainder is the first digit of the number.
Figure A.2 shows the method by converting 155 to binary.

Decimal to Binary Conversion

2 ) ISS ( 1

2 ) 77 ( 1

2 ) 38 ( 0

2 ) 19 ( 1

2 ) 9 ( 1

2 ) 4 ( 0

2 ) 2 ( 0

2 ) 1 ( 1

0

ISS is equivalent to 1001l01lB

Figure A.2

A.5 BINARY TO DECIMAL CONVERSION

To convert a binary number to a decimal number it is best to
expand the binary number in powers of two and add up the terms.
For example, the conversion of lOOllOlB to decimal would be
carried out as follows:

1001101 = 1 x 64 + 0 x 32 + 0 x 16 + 1 x 8 + 1 x 4 +

o x 2 + 1 x 1

64 + 8 + 4 + 1

77

the equivalent decimal number is 77.

A.6 DECIMAL-HEXADECIMAL CONVERSION

Conversions between decimal and hexadecimal numbers can be
carried out in the same way as decimal and binary conversions,
except that 16 is used instead of 2. For example, the conversion
of 745 to hexadecimal is

16 ) 74S

16 ) 46 r 9

16 ) 2 r 14(E)

0 r 2
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and the equivalent hexadecimal number is $2E9, and the conversion
of $3AB2 to decimal becomes:

$3AB2 3 x 4096 + A x 256 + B x 16 + 2 x 1

3 x 4096 + 10 x 256 + 11 x 16 + 2 x 1

12288 + 2560 + 176 + 2

15026

and the equivalent decimal number is 15026.

A.7 BINARY AND HEXADECIMAL ARITHMETIC

Addition and subtraction can be done using any base. The methods
of working are exactly the same as for decimal numbers, except that
instead of working in tens all working is done in terms of the base
of the numbers being used. For example, when adding two hexa
decimal numbers, a carry is only produced when the addition of two
of the digits results in a number greater than $F (or decimal 15).

Figure A.3 shows examples of addition and subtraction using
hexadecimal and binary numbers.

$3A7F
+ $lOBB

$4B3A

$3A7F
- $lOBB

$29C4

Figure A.3

EXERCISE A.4

Do the following arithmetic:

$C7BA

- $9FF8

A.8 BYTES

00110ll0B
+ OOOllOlOB

OlOlOOOOB

OOllOllOB
- 000110l0B

OOOlllOOB

01101l0lB

+ 01011ll0B

The basic unit of data in the Z80 microprocessor used in the
ZX8l is a byte, which is another name for a binary number with
eight binary digits (bits for short). It can also be represented
by two hexadecimal digits. The value of a byte can be used to
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represent anyone of several things, such as

a character

a positive whole number

or a signed whole number

The use of a byte to represent a character is dealt with in
chapter 4.

If the value in the byte is considered simply as a number, this
gives a representation for positive whole numbers only. For
example, a byte containing 01100110B represents the number l100ll0B
which is $66 or 102. The range of numbers which can be contained in
a byte is 0 to llllllllB C$FF or 255 decimal). This representation
is often referred to as the unsigned number representation, to
distinguish it from the representation discussed in the next
section.

EXERCISE A.5

What range of unsigned numbers can be represented in two bytes
(that is, 16 bits)?

A.9 SIGNED NUMBERS

Numbers which may have negative values as well as positive
values are held in the ZX81 in what is called 'Two's complement
form'. This form of representation depends upon all the numbers
having the same number of digits; in the ZX8l this will normally
be eight binary digits.

A negative number is represented by taking the two's complement
of the equivalent positive value; this is done by converting all
O's to l's and alII's to 0'5 and then adding 1. For example:

+ 5 is

so - 5 is

OOOOOlOlB

11111010B

+ 1

lllll0llB

To convert back to a positive value from a negative number, the
above process is repeated. This means that inside the computer, in
a single 8-bit register or memory byte, the decimal number -5 will
be stored as the binary number 11111011B.

When performing arithmetic with numbers using the two's comple
ment system, the numbers are added together digit by digit as
normal but any carry at the end is ignored. For example, adding
+ 5 and - 5 gives
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00000101

+ 11111011

carry(l) 00000000

+ 5

+ - 5

o

The one carried out at the end of the addition is ignored and the
result is given by the eight bits which are held in the register.

EXERCISE A.6

Calculate in binary using two's complement

(a) - 60

+ + 70

(b) - 23

+ - 46

(c) 85

- 96

Two's Complement Numbers

127

126

01111111

01111110

2 00000000

1 00000001

0 00000000

1 11111111

2 11111110

-127

-128

10000001

10000000

Values of the Bits in a Byte

I
Bit position 7 6 5 4 3 2

Unsigned numbers 128 64 32 16 8 4

Signed numbers -128 64 32 16 8 4

Figure A.4
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The range of numbers which can be held in a byte, using two's
complement, is from -128 to +127. Figure A.4 shows the binary
equivalent of some decimal numbers, and to help you in your under
standing of signed and unsigned numbers the figure shows the value
of each bit in a byte for both representations.

There are other ways which are used for representing negative
numbers in computers, but the two's complement method is the most
common and it is the one used by the ZX81. From now on instead of
always referring to 'two's complement numbers' we shall refer to
'signed numbers'.
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Appendix B

B.1 GENERAL METHOD

Hand assembly

After a program has been written in assembly language it must
be translated into a machine code program, before it can be run on
a computer. The translation from assembly language program to
machine code program is normally carried out by a special computer
program, called an assembler. This book describes how to write
assembly language programs for the Sinclair ZXBI computer and how
to use the ZXAS program to translate them into machine code. It is
not, however, essential to use an assembler program to carry out
the translation process; it can be carried out by the programmer.

A program that has been written in assembly language can be
translated into machine code using the tables given in Appendix E.
These give the machine-code instructions in binary and it is
possible to translate into binary numbers and then enter the binary
numbers into the computer. However, when dealing with a list of
binary numbers it is very easy to make errors; because of this it
is normal to translate the machine code instructions into hexa
decimal numbers and then enter the program into the computer as a
list of hexadecimal numbers. For example, the instruction LD B.D
when translated into binary becomes OlOOOOlOB, which is $42 when
written in hexadecimal. Figure B.l shows the input subroutine from
chapter 5 translated into machine code in binary and hexadecimal
numbers.

The final stage in hand assembly is to load the machine code
version of the program into the computer, so that it can be run.
This can be done using the facilities in the debugging program
ZXDB, or by writing a simple memory loading program such as the
one shown in figure B.2. This is a simple BASIC program which will
load into memory a machine code program in the form of a list of
hexadecimal numbers. The first line of the program is a REM state
ment which you should make long enough to take all of your machine
code program. When the program is run the machine code program
will be loaded into memory starting with the memory byte at
address 16514.

B.2 NUMBERS AND ADDRESSES

All of the numbers in your machine code program must be in the
same base that you are using for your instructions. For example,
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if you are loading your program into memory as a list of hexa
decimal numbers all of the data in your program must also be given
as hexadecimal numbers, so that the instruction LO A.12 becomes
$30, $OC, where $30 is the instruction code and $OC is the hexa
decimal equivalent of the decimal number 12.

Assembly Language Machine Code

Hex Binary

:L200 PUSH BC CS 11000101

PUSH HL ES 11100101

:L201 CALL $02BB CO 11001101

BB 10111011

02 00000010

LD B.H 44 01000100

LO C.L 40 01001101

LO E.C 59 01011001

INC E lC 00011100

JR Z.L201 28 00101000

F7 11110111

CALL $07BO CO 11001101

BO 10111101

07 00000111

LO A. (HL) 70 01111101

RST 10 07 11010111

PUSH AF FS 11110101

:L202 CALL $02BB CO 11001101

BB 10111011

02 00000010

INC L 2C 00101100

JR NZ.L202 20 00100000

FA 11111010

POP AF F1 11110001

POP HL El 11100001
POP BC Cl 11000001
RET C9 11001001

Figure B.1
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1 REM MACHINE CODE LOADER
10 PRiNT .. :INPUT START ADDRESS·'
15 PRINT ":IN DECIMAL"
20 INPUT 5
25 PRINT 5
26 PRINT
27 PR-rNT
20 PRINT a-rHPLtT y"OtJR PROSRRff N

Q(..J1tIl
3S PRINT uLI5ING DECIMRL OR HE)(

RDEC It-1AL ..
410 PRIt"T "HEX NLIMBERS STRRT tJI

TH ~~:

4-S PR INT _.. ENTER 7: TO ENf> IN:FUT

50 It~PUT A$
5.S PRINT A$.:
~·0 IF A$ (1) =HZ~~ THEN STOP
70 IF A$ (1) () U $l!~ THEN GOTO 100
B€l LET N=CODE A~(3) -28+1.6. (COD

E A$ (2) -28)
90 GOTO ~1-0

100 LET l""=\""'AL A$
11.0 POt-~E ~. It N
1.20 p;:;~ II",JT PEEK 5
125 5C:ROLL
1.30 LET 5=5+~
1.4-0 GOTO 50

Figure B.2

Whenever the program uses a number which occupies two bytes,
such as the address of a memory byte or a data value to be put into
a register pair, the number must be written as a four-digit hexa
decimal number and it will then be loaded into memory as two
2-digit numbers. Most importantly it must be loaded into memory
with the two right-hand digits first, followed by the left-hand
digits. For example, the instruction CALL $02BB must be entered
into memory as $CD $BB $02.

B.3 JUMP INSTRUCTIONS

Jump instructions can be considered in two groups: absolute
jumps which have the assembly language instruction JP, and relative
jumps which have the assembly language instruction JR. Although
conditional and unconditional jumps have different machine code
instructions, the method of translating the instruction does not
depend upon whether the instruction is conditional or unconditional.

Absolute jumps are always followed by the actual address of the
memory byte which holds the instruction to be carried out after
the jump has been made. Remember that this address will be held in
two consecutive memory bytes, with the bytes in reverse order, as
explained in the last section.

Relative jumps are more difficult to evaluate manually, and if
a hand-assembled program fails to run it is often worth re
evaluating the relative jump instructions. The operand of a rela
tive jump instruction is the number of bytes of program between
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the jump instruction and the instruction to be executed if the
jump is made, minus two bytes. The relative jump works by adding
the operand of the instruction to the value in the program counter,
to give the address of the next instruction to be executed. Because
the program counter always holds the address of the next instruc
tion to be executed, when the jump instruction is executed the
program counter points to the next instruction - this is why two
bytes must be subtracted. For a jump forward, that is, to an
instruction later in the program, the operand will be positive,
and for a jump back to a previous instruction, the operand will be
negative. A negative operand is entered as a two's complement
number. Figure B.3 illustrates two relative jumps in assembly

Assembly Machine Code Comment

:L1 LD A. (HL) 7E

CP 0 FE

00

JR Z.L2 28 Jump forward to label L2

03 Jump is 3 bytes

INC HL 23

JR L1 18 Jump back to label L1

F8 Jump is -8 bytes

:L2 RET C9

Figure B.3

language and machine code. Note in figure B.3 that the operand for
a jump backwards is the hexadecimal equivalent of the two's
complement of the jump.

B.4 BIT INSTRUCTIONS

The machine code instructions for testing, setting and resetting
depend upon both the register used and the particular bit of the
register. In the machine code for these instructions there are
three bits which are used to specify the register and another
three bits which specify the bit position. Extra care needs to be
taken when translating these assembly instructions into hexadecimal
machine code. For example, the instruction RES 5.0 translates to
110010llB, 10101010B in binary or $CB, $AA in hexadecimal.

8.5 INDEX REGISTER INSTRUCTIONS

Although index register instructions look more complex than
most other instructions they can be greatly simplified. The
instructions which operate on the value in the index register have
exactly the same machine code as the equivalent instructions using
the HL register pair, except that instructions for the IX index
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register are preceded by $DD and instructions for the IY index
register are preceded by $FD.

When the index registers are used as pointers to data in memory
bytes then not only must the equivalent HL instructions be preceded
by $DD or $FD, depending upon which index register is used, but
they must also be followed by a byte giving the displacement from
the address in the index register. This displacement is added to
the value in the index register to give the address of the memory
byte which holds the data.
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Appendix C Hexadecimal-decimal
conversion tables

The table below provides for direct conversion between hexa
decimal numbers in the range 0 to FF and decimal numbers in the
range 0 to 255.

o 1 234 5 6 7 8 9 ABC D E F

00 000 001 002 003 004 005 006 007 008 009 010 011 012 013 014 015

10 016 017 018 019 020 021 022 023 024 025 026 027 028 029 030 031

20 032 033 034 035 036 037 038 039 040 041 042 043 044 045 046 047

30 048 049 050 051 052 053 054 055 056 057 058 059 060 061 062 063

40 064 065 066 067 068 069 070 071 072 073 074 075 076 077 078 079

50 080 081 082 083 084 085 086 087 088 089 090 091 092 093 094 095

60 096 097 098 099 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111

70 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127

80 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143

90 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159

AO 161 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175

BO 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191

CO 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207

DO 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223

EO 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239

FO 240 241 24~ 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255
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For the conversion of larger numbers, use the following table
in conjunction with the preceding table.

Hexadecimal Decimal Hexadecimal Decimal

100 256 1000 4096

200 512 2000 8192

300 768 3000 12288

400 1024 4000 16384

500 1280 5000 20480

600 1536 6000 24576

700 1792 7000 28672

800 2048 8000 32768

900 2304 9000 36864

AOO 2560 AOOO 40960

BOO 2816 BOOO 45056

COO 3072 COOO 49152

000 3328 0000 53248

EOO 3584 EOOO 57344

FOO 3840 FOOO 61440
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Appendix D Character codes
Only the normal keyboard characters are shown here. A full list

of the Sinclair ZX81 character codes is given in the Sinclair
manual; many of these may be used in your assembly language
programs.

Character Code Character Code

Decimal Hex Decimal Hex

Space 0 00 1 29 1D

" 11 DB 2 30 IE

£ 12 DC 3 31 IF

$ 13 OD 4 32 20

14 OE 5 33 21

? IS OF 6 34 22

( 16 10 7 35 23

) 17 11 8 36 24

~ 18 12 9 37 25

<: 19 13 A 38 26

20 i4 B 39 27

+ 21 IS C 40 28

22 16 D 41 29

* 23 17 E 42 2A

/ 24 18 F 43 2B

25 19 G 44 2C

26 1A H 45 2D

27 1B I 46 2E

0 28 IC J 47 2F

K 48 30 V 59 3B

L 49 31 W 60 3C

M SO 32 X 61 3D

N 51 33 y 62 3E

0 52 34 Z 63 3F
p 53 35 cursor up 112 70

Q 54 36 cursor down 113 71

R 55 37 cursor left 114 72

S 56 38 cursor right 115 73

T 57 39 NEWLINE 118 76

U 58 3A
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Appendix E Summary of Z80
instructions

This appendix contains a sunnnary of the complete Z80
instructions.

The first table, E.1, gives a summary of the operation of the
flags.

In tables E.2 to E.12, the instructions are arranged in groups
by function. Each table shows the assembly language instruction, a
symbolic description of the instruction, the flags affected by the
operation, the machine code instruction in binary, the number of
bytes used by the instruction.

The following tables have been reproduced by permission of
Zi10g Inc. 1977. This material shall not be reproduced without the
written consent of Zi10g Inc.
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TABLE E.1 SUMMARY OF FLAG OPERATION

Instnaction
ADDA, s: AIX' A,s
SUBs; SBCA,s, CP 5, NEG

ANDs
ORs:XORs
INCs
DEem
ADDDD,ss
AOCHL,ss
SBCHL,ss
RLA; RLCA, RRA, RRCA
RL m; RLC m; RR m: RRC m

SLA rn; SRA rn; SRL m

RLD,RRD
DAA
CPL
SCF
CCF
IN r,(C)
INI; IND; OUfI; OUTD
INIR; INDR; OTIR; OTDR
LDI,LDD
LDIR,LDDR
CPI, CPIR, CPD, CPDR

LDA,I;LDA,R

BITb,s

NEG

c z \,S NH
t t V t o t
t t V t I t

0 t P t o 1
0 t P t o 0

• t V t o t

• t V t I t
t • • • o X
t t V t o X
t t V t 1 X
t • • • o 0
t t P o 0

• t P tOO
t t Pt. t
• • •• I

• •• 0 0
• • • 0 X

.tPtoo
• * X X 1 X
• I X X I X
.xtxoo
-txto rxroto
• t t * I X

• t FFt 0 0

• t xix 0 I
t t V tIt

Comments
8-bit add or add with carry
8-bit subtract, subtract with carry, compare and

negate accumulator
} Logical operations

And set's different flap
8-bit increment
8-bit decrement
16-bit add
16-bit add with carry
16-bit subtract with carry
Rotate accumulator
Rotate and shift location m

Rotate digit left and right
Decimal adjust accumulator
Complement accumulator
Set carry
Complement carry
Input register indirect.

}
Block input and output
Z =0 if B :f= 0 otherwise Z =1

)
Block transfer instructions
P/V =I ifBC:f= 0, otherwise P/V = 0
Block search instructions

Z =I if A = (ilL), otherwise Z =0
P/V =1 if BC:f=0, otherwise PfV =0

The content of the interrupt enable flip-flop (IFF)
is copied into the PfV flag

The state of bit b of location s is copied into the Z flag
Negate accumulator

The following notation is used in this table:

Symbol Operation

C Cany/link flag. C-. if the operation produced a carry from the MSB of the operand or result.

Z Zero nag. Z-. if the Jesuit of the opention is zero.

S Sign D... Sal if the MSBof the Jesuit is ODe.

P/V Parity or overDow nag. Parity (P) and cwerflow (V) shale the aame)lag. Lopcal operations affect this n.,
with the parity of the Jesuit while aritbmetic opentions affect this O. with the overflow of the JesuIt. If P/V
hold. parity, r/V-l if the result of the operation is even,P/V-O if result b ocJc1.rfP/V holds cwerDow,P/V-I
if the result of the operation produced an orerflow.

H HaIf-any ..... H-l if the add or lubtnct operation producecll carry into or borrow from into bit 4 of the accumulator.

N Add/SubtrlCt f1q. N-l If the previous operation wu • subtract.

H and N flap are 1IIId in conjunction with the decimalldJust instlUction (DAA) to properly correct the re
sult into packed IICDfonnat faUowin••cklition ar IUbtraetion ualn& operands with packed BCDronnat.

* The flq is affected accordin. to the result of the operation.
• The f1aI is unchanaed by the opention.
o The flll is reset by the operation.
1 The f1aI is let by the operation.
X The f1aI is a "don't care."
V P/V fl., affected accordinl to the overflow result of the operation.
P P/V f1aI affecteciaccordiDato the parity result of the operation.

r Anyone of the CPUnPteD A, I, C, D. E, II.L.
• AlayB-bit location for aUthe ~4re1lin& modes aBowecl for the particular Inltructlon. ,
II Any 16-bit location for aUthe addreuinl model allowed lor that InstNction.
Ii Anyone of the two iDdexreai.tenIX or IV.
.. bfreah counter.
D .b1t "ue iII,aJIIC <Il. 255>
aD 160bltwlue ill,..<0. 65535>
m Any8..btt location for an the addrealn. mode. aDowedfor theparticular instruction.
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TABLE E.2 a-BIT LOAD GROUP

Flap OP-Code No. No. No.
SJlllbolic of otM otT

MnelllOnic Opentioa C Z PIV. S N H 76 543 210 Bytes Cycles Cyc:lel Comments

LOr,r' r-r' ····· • 01 r r' 1 1 4 rt r' R..
LDr,n r-n ····· • 00

r 110 2 2 1 000 B- n - 001 C

LD r,(HL) r-(BL) ····· • 01 r 110 I 2 1 010 D
LD r,(IX+d) r-(lXid) ···· .. . II 011 101 3 S 19 011 E

01 r ItO 100 H- d - 101 L

LD r,(IY+d) r-(IYid) ······ 11 III 101 3 S 19 111 A

01 r 110

- d -
LD (HL),r (HL)-r ····· • 01 110 r I 2 1
LD (lXid), r (1X+d)-r ····.· 11 011 101 3 S 19

01 110 r- d -
LD(lY+d),r (lYid) -r · • ····II 111 101 3 S 19

01 110 r- d -
LD(HL),n (BL)-n ·.··· • 00 llO 110 2 3 10- n -
LD (1X+d),n (1X+d)-n ····· • Oil 011 101 4 S 19

00 110 110- d -- n -
LD (lYid), n (lYid) -n ····.· 11 111 101 4 S 19

00 110 110- d -- n -
LD~(BC) A-(IC) ······ 00 001 010 I 2 7

LD~(DE) A-(DE) ····· • 00 011 010 1 2 7

LDA. (nn) A-(nn) ····· • 00 111 010 3 4 13- n -- n -
LD(BC),A (Be)-A ····· • 00 000 010 1 2 1
LD (DE), A (DE)-A ····· • 00 010 010 1 2 7

LD (nn),A (nn)-A ····· • 00 110 010 3 4 13- n -- n -
LDA.I A-I · * IFF J 0 0 11 101 101 2 2 9

I 01 010 111

LD~R A-R · * IFF * 0 0 0 11 101 101 2 2 9
01 011 111

LDI,A I-A ······ 11 101 101 2 2 9
01 000 III

LDR,A R-A ······ 11 101 101 2 2 9
01 001 111

Notel: r, ( meas .y of the repten A, It C, D, E, H, L

IFF the content of the interrupt enable m~nop (IFF) is copied into the PIVn•

...... Notatioa: • :8 Daa not affected, 0 :8 n. reset, 1 • n. set. X • 0.. is unknown,

t • Oaa is affected accordin. to the result of the operation.
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TABLE E.3 16-BIT LOAD GROUP

1'1. ~ No. No• No..,.... 1\ s ", ", .. ",T....... ~ c z .. H 76 543 210 .,.. (.)c.. ..... c.o.-aa
LOdd .... deI-u ·.·.·.00 ddO 001 3 3 10 del PIir- ft ... 00 Ie- n ... 01 DE
LDIX•• IX-... ·.·.·. II 011 101 4 4 14 10 HL

00 100 001 11 SP

- n -- n -
LOIY.8II IY-u ·.·.·. 11 111 101 4 4 14

00 100 001

- n -- · -
LOHl.(88) H-(....I) ·.·.·. 00 101 010 ) s 16

l-(u) - · -- · ...
LOdd.(..) ~-~+l) ·.·.·. 11 101 101 4 6 20

ddl -(u> 01 ddl 011

- · -- · ...
LOIX.(8II> ax.c -~+l) ·.·.·. 11 011 101 4 6 20

~-(-> 00 101 010- · ...- · ...
LOIY.(..> IYH-(a+l) ·.·.·. 11 III 101 4 6 20

IYl -(a) 00 101 010

- · ...
- II ...

LD(..).Hl (_+I)-H ·.·.·. 00 100 010 J 5 16
(.)-L - n ...- · -

LD(DIl)." (u+l)-'4a ·.·.·. II 101 101 4 6 20
(_)-ddL 01 ddO 011- · ...

- · ...
LD(DIl).IX (....I)-IXa ·.·.·. 11 011 101 .. 6 20

(_)-IXL 00 100 010- · ...
- · ...

1O(ftIl).IY <-+l)-IYH ·.·.·. 11 III 101 .- 6 20

(-)-IYL 00 100 010- II ...- · ...
LDSP.HL sr-HL ·..·.. 11 111 001 1 I 6

1051'. IX Sf-IX ·.·.·. 11 011 101 2 2 10
11 111 001

LDIr.1Y Sf-IY ·.·.·. 1.1 111 101 2 2 10
11 111 001 .. PIir

PUSH" (SP-2)-"L ·..·.. 11 .... 101 1 3 11 00 Be

csP-1)- .... 01 DE

PUSHIX csP-Z)-IXL ·.. ·.. 11 011 101 2 .. 15 10 HL

(SP-I)-txa II 100 101 11 AF

PUSHIY csP-2)-IYL ·.·.·. 11 111 101 2 .. U
(SP-l)-IYH 11 100 101

pop.. .... -(SP+l) ·.. ·.. II '" 001 I 3 10

"L -csP)
JIOPIX 1Xa-(SP+l) ·.. ·.. 11 011 101 2 .. 14

IXL -csP) 11 100 001

JIOI'IY IYH-(SP+I) ·.·.·. II III 101 2 .. 14

IYL -csP) 11 100 001

"0lIl: ..,of pUn ac.DE. HL. sP
1M , of dIlC pUn AF.Ie. DE.8L
(PAiala. (PAIRlt. nf. to hiP order "''''wOlder.111i1Iof ............. Nli*tMly.

£.. ·8CL -C,AFH-A

.... Noca"': • - .._t affect .... 0 - ...-1.1 - X·" II abo...
t .. IIaffect... lClCOIdilll to 1M_II of operatioD.
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TABLE E.4 EXCHANGE GROUP AND BLOCK TRANSFER AND SEARCH GROUP

L)

Fa. Op-Code

"
No. No. No.

S)'IIIbolic 01 olM otT
Mnemollic Operalioa' C Z V S N H 76 543 210 ByI.. Cyc'" Stat. Comment.

I::X DE. HL DE··HL ······ 11 101 011 I I 4

EX AF.AF· AF-.. A.... · ····· 00 001 000 I I 4

EXX

(ID~D ··· ··· II 011 001 1 I 4 Repsler bank and
auxilialYrepster
bank exch......

EX (SP), HL H-(SP+I) ······ 11 100 011 I 5 19

l-(SP)

EX (SP).IX IXH-(SP+I) ······ II 011 101 2 6 23

IXL -(SP) 11 100 011

rx (SP).IY IYH-<SP+l) ······ II III 101 2 6 23
IY

L
-(SP) II 100 011

<D
LDI (OE)- (HL) ·· I · 0 0 II 101 101 2 4 16 Load (HL) into

DE -DE+I 10 100 000 (DE). increment the

HL - HL+I
pointers and
decrement the byte

11(' - 8('·1 counter (BC)

LDIR (DE) - nIl) ·· 0 · 0 0 II 101 101 2 5 21 IfSC"O
DE -OE+I 10 110 000 2 4 16 UBC· 0

HL - IIL+1
Be-8C-1
R"'peat until
8C =0

ICD
tDD CDI::)-(UL) ·· r · o 0 II 101 101 2 4 16

DE-Of-I 10 101 000

HL-HL·I
8('-8('-1

U>OR (DE)-CHU ·· 0 · 0 0 II 101 101 2 5 21 J(SC" 0
DI::-Dt.-I 10 III 000 2 4 16 UBC· 0
ItL-HL-1
8(' - B<~·I

Repeat until
8C -0

1<%lleD
CPI A - (Ht) · t I t I t II 101 101 2 4 16

HL -HL+I 10 100 001

Be - Be-I

all<D
CPIR A-(Hl) · I r t I t II 101 101 2 S 21 If Be .. 0 and A .. (H

HL -HL+I 10 110 001 2 4 16 If Be • 0 or A • (HL)
Be - Be-I
RCP'o'at until
A = (Ul) or·

IS(" = 0

IQ')(D
CPO A-(HL) · I I t I t II 101 101 1 4 16

HL -HL·l 10 101 001
BC-Be·1

i~ CD
ePDR A-(IfL) · t t t I t II 101 101 2 5 21 IfBe .. 0 and A .. (H

HL-HL·I 10 III 001 2 4 16 IfBe • 0 or A • (HL)
Be-BC·I
Repeat until
A· (Ht) or

ac-o

Notes: <D Pi" nal is 0 if rh~ result of IIC-I z O. OIberwUc PIV - I

Q) l n. I~ 1 if A - (HL). otberwi. Z • Q.

1-1. Notalie.: • - flal nOlarr\.octcd. 0 • n. ra:'. I a n. set, X ••na,is unknown,
S • Ilq" affected xaH'din.lo the Ie.... of 1M opera'IOII,
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TABLE E.5 8-BIT ARITHMETIC AND LOGICAL GROUP

or

e.

u,

Flap Op..code

"
No. No. No.

Symbolic: of aiM ofT
Mnemonic Opention C Z V S N H 76 543 210 Bytes Cycles States Comments

ADD·A.r A-A+r S S V * 0 t 10 lQQQ) r I I 4 r Rei·

ADDA.n A-A+n t t V * 0 S II IQQ2J 110 2 2 1 000 B
001 C- n - 010 0

ADD A, (Hl) A .. A+(HL) t t V t 0 t 10 mQQ) 110 1 2 7 011 E
ADD A, (lX+d) A-A + (IX+d) t t V t 0 t II 011 101 3 S 19 100 H

I 10~110
101 l
III A- d -

ADD A.(lY+d) A-A+((Y+d) t t V S 0 t II 111 101 3 S 19

10 IQ22) 110

- d -
ADC A,s A-A+s+CY t t V S 0 t ~ 5 is any of r, n,

SUBs A-A-I t t V t 1 t I2iID (HL). UX+d).

sse A,s A- A -I-CY t V 1 t am UY+d) as ..hown f
1 t AUD instruction

ANDs A-A A I 0 1 P t 0 1 lrnID
ORs A-A V s 0 1 P t 0 0 [ill] The mdi~atcd bits

XORs A-Aes 0 t P t 0 0 [j]I) replace the 000 in
the ADD ~I abov

CPs A-I 1 1 V t I t IIIIJ
INCr r-r+ 1 e t V t 0 1 00 r ITQID I I 4
INC (Hl) (Hl) - (HL)+ I • t V t 0 t 00 110[IQQ] I 3 II
INC (IX+d) (lX+d)- · 1 V t 0 1 II 011 101 1 6 23

(IX+d)+1 on II 0 l'IQQ]. d .
INC (lY+dl (lY+d)- · t V S 0 t II III 101 3 6 23

(lY+d) + I
00 '110 0I!ru
- d .-

DEem m.. m-I · t V t I t lIQI] m is any of r, (H
(lX+d), (lY+d) ....
sho"'n for INC.
Same formiSl and
"t..h.'suINC
R\.·pl~·c Ino with
10 I m 01' code,

Notes: Thr V symbol in the P/V nag column indicates that the P'V nag contain~ the overflow of the I'\:sult of the
operat ior. Similarly the P "ymbol indicat':5 panty. V = I mean, overflow, V • 0 means nOI ovcrnm,.. P = I
means parity of the result is even, P =0 m~3ns panty of thl" rcw" illodd.

f-lq Notation: • =flag not affected, 0:0: nag reset, I =na~ ~'I, X = fial! i~ unknown.
S :0: nag is affecled accordinc to the result of the eperauon.
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TABLE E.6 GENERAL PURPOSE ARITHMETIC AND CPU CONTROL GROUPS

Flap OpoCode

~
No. No. No.

Symbolic of ofM ofT
Mnemonic Operation e Z V S N H 76 543 210 Bytes Cycles States Comments

OAA Converts ace. * * P t · t 00 100 111 1 1 4 Decimal adjust
content into accumulator
packed BCD
following add
or subtract
with packed
BCDoperands

CPL A-X ···· 1 1 00 101 111 1 1 4 Complement
accumulator
{one's complemen

NEG A-O-A * * V t I t 11 101 101 2 2 8 Nelate acc. (two's

01 000 100 complement)

CCF cy-CV * ··· 0 X 00 111 111 1 1 4 Complement
flag

SCF CY-l 1 ··· 0 0 00 110 111 1 1 4 Set carry flag

NOP No operation ······ 00 000 000 1 1 ..
HALT CPUhalted ······ 01 110 110 1 1 ..
01 IFF-O ······ 11 110 011 I 1 ..
EI IFF-l ····· · 11 111 011 1 1 4

IMO Set interrupt ······ 11 101 101 2 2 8
mode 0 01 000 110

IMI Set interrupt ······ 11 101 101 2 2 8
mode 1 01 010 110

1M2 Set interrupt ···.·· 11 101 101 2 2 8
mode 2 01 011 110

Notes: IFF indicates the interrupt enable flip-flop
CY indicates the carry ~nop.

FIaa Notation: •• flag not affected, 0 • flal reset. 1 = flll set, X • flag is unknown.
t • f1a& is affected accordinl to the result of the operation.
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TABLE E.7 16-BIT ARITHMETIC GROUP

Flap Op-Cocle No. No. No.
Symbolic 01 ofM otT

Mnemonic Opentioa ~ Z I',.. S N H 76 543 210 Bytes Cye'" States Comments

ADDHL•• HL-HL+. t ·.. 0 X 00 ..I 001 1 3 11 u Res·
00 Be

ADCHL._ HL-HL+ _ +CY t t V t 0 X II 101 101 2 .. IS 01 DE

01 .1 010
10 HL
11 SP

SBCHL,. HL-HL-..ex t t V t I X II 101 101 2 .. IS
01 aO 010

ADDIX.pp IX-IX+" t ·.. 0 X 11 011 101 2 .. IS pp Rea·
00 ppl 001 00 Be

01 DE
10 IX
11 SP

ADD IY,n IY-IY+rr t ·. • 0 X II 111 101 2 .. IS rr Rei·
00 111 001 00 Be

01 DI:::
10 IY
II SP

INCa .. -a+l ·..·. .00110 011 1 I 6

INC IX IX-IX+ I ·.·.·. II 011 101 2 2 10

00 100 011

INCIY IY-IY+ I ·.·.·. 11 III 101 2 2 10

00 100 011

DEC .. .,-a·1 ·..·.. 00 lSI 011 1 I 6

DEC IX IX-IX·1 ·..·.. 11 011 101 2 2 10

00 101 011

DECIY IY-IY·. ·. • • ·. II III 101 2 2 10

00 101 011

Notes: IS is any of the lePta pm. BC. DE.HL.SP
pp is any of the rqister pain Be, DE. IX, SP
rr is any of the rqister pain Be. DE, IY, SP.

FIq Notation: •• flag not a",,-etect, O· fl. reset, I .. flas set, X It nag is unknown.
S • nag is affected acc:ordinl to the result of the operation.
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TABLE E.8 ROTATE AND SHIFT GROUP

d

Flap Op-Code

~
No. No. No.

Symbolic of ofM ofT
MaenIoIIic ~ C Z V S N H 76 543 210 Bytes Cyel. States Commnu

~
RLCA t · • .00 00 000 111 1 1 4 Rotate left circular

accumulator

RLA ~ t ··· o 0 00 010 111 1 1 4 Rotate left
accumulator

RRCA ~ t ·· • o 0 00 001 111 1 1 4 Rotate right circular
accumulator

RRA ~ t ··· o 0 00 011 111 1 1 4 Rotate right
accumulator

RLCr t t r t 0 0 11 001 011 2 2 8 Rotate left circulu

OO(Q2!)r resister r

RLC(HL) t t P t 0 0 11 001 011 2 4 IS r ...
~

00m22l110 000 B

RLC(IX+d) t t P t 0 0 11 011 101 4 6 23 001 C
010 Dr.cllUdX..... CIY" 11 001 011 011 E- d - 100 H

00(Q2!)1J0 101 L
111 A

RLC(lY+d) t t P t o 0 11 III 101 .. 6 23
11 001 011- d -oo[iii]uo

RLm L&=E3J t t P t o 0 mrn:J Instruction fonnat an
states are as shown.!!r.fHL••• IX ... ).nv....
for RLC,m. To fonn

~ ~
~OP<ode replace

RRCm t t P t o 0 of RLC,m with
•• r.( ..... 'IX..... flV ... ) shown code

RRm ~ t t P t o 0 em
• ill r. fHL ••(IX... ). (Iv ....

SLAm ~ t t P t o 0 Wi]
•• r.(IL'.t1X"').nv~

SRAm ~ t t P t o 0 (lli)
•• r.(HL).(IX"".(IY""

SRLm ~ t t P t o 0 nm
••r.f"').(IX"').(lV"',

RLD .~~ . t P t o 0 11 101 101 2 S 18 Rotate dicit left and

01 101 111 riPt between the
accumulator

.~- ancIlocation (HL)•
RRD • t P t o 0 11 101 101 2 S 18 The content of the

01 100 111 upper half of the
accumulator is
unaffected

...... Notalioa: • • l1a& not aff~tecl, 0 • Oaa reset. 1 • fIac set, X • Oq is unknown.
t • Oq is affected accordinl to tile mult of the operation.
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TABLE E. 9 BIT SET, RESET AND TEST GROUP

Flap ~ode
flIo., No. No.s,... f1I oIM ofT

M.emOllie 0peDtiaa C Z V S N H 76 543 210 By.. Cye. Stata ee-..."
BO'b, r Z-r.. • t

XX o 1 11 001 011 2 2 8 r ....
01 b r 000 B

Brrb,(HL) Z-(HLlat
• I

XX o 1 11 001 011 2 3 12 001 C
010 D

01 b 110 011 E
BO' b, (IX+eI) Z-(lX+eI>t. • t

X X 0 1 11 011 101 4 5 20 100 H
11 001 011 101 L

d
III A- -

01 b 110 b BitT.....
BO' b. (IY+eI) z-il\'+d~ • I

X X o I 11 111 101 4 5 20 000 0
11 001 011 001 I

010 2- d - 011 J
01 b 110 100 4

101 S
110 6
III 7

SETb,r 'b- I ·..... 11 001 011 2 2 8

1m b r
SETb.(HL) (HLlat- 1 ·.·... 11 001 011 2 4 IS

1m b JlO
SET b, (1X+d) (1X+d)b- 1 ·.·. • • II 011 101 4 6 23

II 001 011- d -
IIDb 110

SET b, (1Y+eI) (1Y+d~-1 ·.·.. • II III 101 4 6 23
II 001 011

- d -
[Ij]b 110

RES b, m .. -0 DID To fonn new oP·
mer, (HL), code replace [[]]

of SET b,m with(IX+d). 1m. Flap and time(1Y+d) ltates for SET
instruction

FIlaNOla..: • • ..not afl'ectecl, O· fbi retel, I .. n.lICl. X • ft., is unknown,
t • lie is affected acc:onIinl to the result of the operation.
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TABLE E. 10 JUMP GROUP

Flap ~ocIe
No.

~
No. NG.

Sy.boIic 01 01)1 oIT
Maanoaic ·Operation C Z VS N H 76 543 ZlO Byt. Cycles S.... Com.......

JPnn PC-nn ···· • · II OO(r011 3 3 10- n -- n - cc Condition

JPcc. nn If condition ee · • ···· II ee 010 3 3 10 000 NZnon zero
is true PC -nne - n - 001 Z zero
otherwiJe - n - 010 NCnon carry
continue 011 C carry

100 POparity odd
101 PEparity Pen
110 P sip positiYe

JRe PC-PC+e ···· • · 00 011 000 2 3 12 III M sip neptiYe

- e-2 -
JRC.e IrC-O, ······ 00 111 000 2 2 7 If condition nol mel

conlinue - _-2 -
ICC-I, 2 3 12 If oonclilionis met
PC-PC...

JR NC.e ICC- I, ···· • • 00 110 000 2 2 7 If condition not mel
conlinue - e-2 -
If C-O, 2 3 12 If condition is mel
PC-PC+e

JRZ,_ If z-o ······ 00 101 000 2 2 7 Ifconditiun not met
continue - e-2 -
Irz -I. 2 3 12 If condition ilC met
PC-PC+e

JRNZ,_ If Z-I, ······ 00 100 000 2 2 7 If condition not nw
continue - 0-2 -
IfZ -0, 2 3 12 If condition met
PC-PC+e

JP(HU 11(' -HL ······ II 101 001 I I 4

JP(lX) PC-IX ······ II 011 101 2 2 8
II 101 001

JP (IV) PC-IV ······ II III 101 2 2 8
11 101 001

DJNZ.- 1-8-1 ···· • · 00 010 000 2 2 8 IfB-O
rra- 0,

- e-2 -continue

IfB -0. 2 3 13 IFB#O
PC-PC+e

Nc*I: ........... the exte". is the relathe addresainllDOcle.

• lIa"'" two·, an.plemenl .u...... tile ra. <-126.129>

..2 ia the oJHlOCll proYidelan efl'edift addl.. of pc... u PCit
___ated by 2 .... to tbe additiDa 01..

FIll Notatiaa: • • .. not affected. 0 • n. met" I • n. set. X • all is unknown,
, • filait affected IICCOrdin. to ......suit of the operation.
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TABLE E.11 CALL AND RETURN GROUP

Flap Opeode

~
No. No. No.

Symbolic ~ ~M ~T
MMIDOIIic OperatioB C Z V S N H 76 543 210 Bytes Cye" Sta.. Com....ts

CAllan (SP-I)-PCH ·.·.·· II 001 101 3 5 17

(SP-2)-PCL - n -
PC-nn - n -

CAllcc. an Ifcondition ·• · • • · 11 ee 100 3 3 10 Ifeeis false
ee is ralle - n -continue,
otherwiJe - D .. 3 5 17 Ifee is true

same a
CALLnn

RET PCL-(SP) ······ 11 001 001 I 3 10
PC

H
-(SP+ 1)

RETcc Ifcondition ······ 11 ee 000 1 I 5 Ifee is false
ee is ralle
continue,

1 3 II Ireeis bueotherwie
same as ee CoIIdition
RET 000 NZ non .10

001 Z ..0
010 NC lIOnCUI)'

RETI Retumfrom ··..·· 11 101 101 2 4 14 Oil C carry
interrupt

01 001 101 100 PO puityodd

RETN Retumrrom · 11 101 101 2 4 14
101 PE puity neD

non mutable • ·. • • 110 P lip politiYe
intcnupt 01 000 101 III M "aeptiWl

RSTp (SP.I)-PCH ···• ·· n t III 1 3 11

(SP-2)-PCL

PCH-O
PCL-P

t P
000 OOH
001 OIH
010 10H
Oil 18H
100 208
101 218
110 30R
111 31H

...... Notation: • • fta& not affected, 0 • nil reet, I • n.a sct, x· .... is unknown
t • filais affected accordin. to the result or the opentiOll.
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TABLE E.12 INPUT AND OUTPUT GROUP

Flap Op-Code
No., No. Mo.

Synibolic of 0()I ofT
Mneaaoaic: Operation C Z V S N H 76 54] 110 Byt. Cye" Sta. Comments

IN A, (n) A-(n) ·.·.·. II 011 011 2 ] 11 ntoAo- '"- n - AJ:e to AS - AU
INr.(C) r-(C) · I P I 0 I 11 101 101 2 3 12 CtoAO-A,

ifr· 110 only 01 t 000 BtOAS - AU
the fJapwiU
be affected

CD
INI (HL)-(C) X • X X I X 11 101 101 2 4 16 CtoAO-A7

8-8-1 10 100 010 Bto AS - A15
HL-HL+ I

INIR (HL)-(C) X 1 X X 1 X 11 101 101 2 S 21 Cto AO-'A,
B-8-1 10 110 010 (lf8"0) 8to AS - AIS
HL-HL+ I 1 4 16
Repeat until (lt8-0)
8-0

KL
IND (HL)-(C) X I X X 1 X 11 101 101 2 4 16 Cto AO- A,

B-8-1 10 101 010 8to AS - AU
HL-HL-I

INDR (HL)-(C) X I X X 1 X II 101 101 2 S 21 Ctu AO - A,
8-8-1 10 111 010 (If 8 .. 0) 8 to AS - AIS
HL-HL-I 2 4 16
Repeat until (If 8· 0)
8 s0

OUT (n),A (n)-A · .·.·. 11 010 Oil 2 3 11 n to AO - A,
..- n-. AJ;c to AS - AU

OUT(C),r (C)-r ·.·.·. 11 101 101 2 3 12 Cto AO- A.,
01 r 001 8 to AS - AU

~
OUTI (C)-(HL) X I X X 1 X 11 101 101 2 .. 16 Cto AO - A,

8-B-l 10 100 011 8 '0 Aa- A,S
HL-HL+ I

OTIR (C) -(HL) X I X X 1 X II 101 101 2 S 21 (' '0 Au - A7
8-8-1 10 110 011 (lf8 .. 0)

8 'U AS - AIS
HL-HL + 1

2 .. 16
Repeat until (If 8" 0)
8-0

(D
OUTD (C) -(HL) X I X X I X II 101 101 2 .. 16 ('to AO - A7

8-B-1 10 101011 8 to AS - AU
HL-HL- 1

OTDR (C)-(HL) X I X X I X II 101 101 2 S 21 C to AO - A,

8-8-1 10 111 Oll (If I .. 0)
B to AS - AU

HL-HL-I
2 4 16

Repeat until (lt8-0)
S-O

Notes: <D If tbe rault of B-1 is zero the Z Raa is set, otherwile it is reset .

FIq Notatiaa: • • Oaa not affected. 0 - .... reset, 1 • n.. set. X - Oaa is unkDown.
I - Oal is affected acc:ordinl to the result of the opetation.
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Appendix F

F.l THE PROGRAMS

Sample programs

This appendix contains two relatively simple, but complete
programs. The programs are different in nature and the reasons why
they are both programmed in assembly language are also different.
These programs are intended to give a further insight into the use
of assembly language programming.

The first program is the game of LIFE which was developed by
John Conway of Cambridge University. The game simulates the growth
and decay of colonies of organisms, called cells. A pattern for an
initial colony is entered into the computer by the user. The
colony then grows or decays according to the simple rules of the
game. E~ch generation of the colony is displayed on the screen.

The next generation of the colony is produced by applying the
rules of the game to each cell of the existing generation. This
involves a large amount of processing and the main routines of the
program were written in assembly language in order to give a
reasonable speed of display.

The second program in this appendix is a very simple MAILING
LIST program. While this program includes all the main features
required by a mailing list program, it is relatively unsophisti
cated with little in the way of error-trapping routines.

The main problem with this type of program in BASIC on the ZX8l
is that the size of the program only leaves a limited amount of
space for the data file. The program was therefore written in
assembly language so that the minimum amount of memory is used by
the program. In practice the program when assembled only occupies
700 bytes.

F.2 LIFE

This is a very simple version of the game and it is played on a
24 by 15 grid of cells. Each cell can be either dead or alive; a
dead cell is indicated by a space and a live cell is indicated by
the letter '0'.

The rules for deciding whether a cell will be alive or dead in
the next generation are:
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(a) Any cell with exactly two live neighbours will remain the
same in the next generation.

(b) Any cell, dead or alive, with exactly three live neighbours
will be alive in the next generation.

(c) Any cell with more than three or less than two neighbours
will be dead in the next generation.

As you can see from the listing of the accompanying BASIC
program, the program actually includes four separate assembly
language subroutines. The first subroutine allows the player to
set up the initial colony on the screen. The second subroutine
copies the grid from the screen to memory for processing. The next
subroutine carries out the processing and determines the pattern
of the colony in the next generation. This routine is run in FAST
mode so that one of the index registers may be used. The final
subroutine displays the new generation on the screen. Figure F.I
is a listing of the assembly language subroutines and figure F.2
is the BASIC program.

2
3
4
6
8

10
:12
14
16
18
20
22
2-4-
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
4-0
4.2
4-3
44
4.5
46
4-7
4-8
49
50
51
52
54
56
58
60
6a
64
65
66
67

REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REtf
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REH
REM
REM
REH
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

(

*L :IFE ASSEMBLv PROGRRM
:L1 LO HL.25000
LD B.25
LD C.15
:L2 LO (HL).$FF
INC HL
D'-aINZ .L2
:L3 LD (HLl.$FF
:INC HL
LD 6.24
:L4- LO (HL).0
INC HL
O\-INZ.L4
DEC C
\-IR NZ.L3
LD 5.26
:L5 LD (HL).SFF
INC HL
D"JNZ.L5
: L7 LO HL. (:1.6396)
LD DE.4--:l.2
ROD HL.DE
:L6 CALL L100
PLISH RF
LD A.e
LD (HL).R
POP AF
LO DE.33
CP 112
\-'R Z .LB
CP 113
,JR Z .L9
CP :1.14-
\-tR Z. L10
CP 115
"JR Z.L11
CP 52
\-IR NZ.L12
LD (HL).A
rNC HL
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68
70
72
74
76
78
80
~.~

Oc.

84
86
as
90
Q"~_ c:;

94
96
98

100
102
104
106
108
110
1.1.2
j,j.4.
1:1.6
118
:1.20
122
:1.24
126
1.28
130
132
134
136
:137
140
142
14.3
14-4
14-5
146
148
150
152
154
156
1.56
160
162
164
166
168
170
172
174
176
178
180
182
184.
186
1Sa
190-
192
l.g~

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM

\-IR L6
:L8 sec HL.DE
..JR L6
:L9 ADD HL.DE
\-IR L6
:L10 DEC HL
\-IR L6
:L:l:l INC HL
~JR L6
:L12 CP 54.
\-tR Z.L20
CP 55
\-tR NZ. L6
LD HL. (:16396)
LD DE.:l37
ADD HL.DE
LD C.15
:L:l3 LD B.24
:L14- LD (HLl.0
:INC HL
[)\-INZ • L 14-
LD DE.9
ADO HL.DE
DEC C
•...tR NZ.L:L3
,-IR L 7
:L20 RET
:L:100 LD A.15:l
LD {HLl.A
PLISH Be
PLaSH HL
CALL $266
LD B.H
LD C.L
LD E.C
INC E
\-IR NZ. L101
POP HL
POP Be
LD R.0
LO (HL).R
\-fR L100
:L101 CALL $7BD
LD R. (HL)
PLaSH AF
:L102 CALL $28B
INC L
"JR NZ. L:l.02
POP AF
POP HL
POP Be
RET
-I-5LIB 2
LD DE.25026
LD BC.137
LD HL. (16396)
ADD HL.B-C
LD C.15
: L21 LI> 8-.24.
: L22 LD R. (HL)
CP 52
EX DE.HL
,..IP Z.L23
LO {HLJ.0
".fR L24-
:L23 LD (HLJ.1
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196 REM :L24 EX DEaHL
~aa- ~~~. mE ~t:
202 REM O"JNZ. L22
204 REM INC DE
206 REH DEC C
208 REM ,-fR Z. L26
209 REM LD B.9
210 REH :L25 INC HL
21.2 REM D,-it~Z.L25
2:14- REH ,-IR L2:l
215 REM :L26 RET
216 REM LD IY.25026
218 REM LO HL.37~

220 REM :L27 LD 6.0
222 REM BIT 7. (IY+0)
224 REM JR NZ.L30
226 REM LO A.(IY-~6)

228 REM CRLL L50
230 REM LD A. CIY-2S)
232 REM CALL L50
234 REH LD A.(XY-24)
236 REM CALL L50
238 REM LD A.{IY-~)

240 REM CALL L50
242 REH LD A.(IY+1.)
244 REM CALL L50
246 REM LD A.(XY+24)
24.8 REM CALL L50
250 REM LD A. (IY+25l
252 REM CALL L50
254 REM LD A. (IY· +26)
256 REM CALL L50
258 REM LD A.B
260 REM CP 3
262- REM JR- NZ-..La9
264. REM : L.28 SET 1-.- irY +fil:}
266 REM ,-IR L30
268 REM :L29 CP 2
270 REM JR NZ.L30
272 REH &rr 0. (IY~+0)

27~ REM JR NZ.L28
a76 REM :L30 INC IV
278 REH DEC HL
280 REM LD R.H
282 REM OR L
26~ REM ~R NZ.L27
2SS REK RET
286 REM LO BC.360
2se REM LD HL.(16396)
290 REH LD DE.137
292 REM ADO HL.DE
294. REH E'i( I>E-~-HL

296 REf! LD- HL. 25026
298 REM :L31 BIT 7. (HL)
300 REM .,JR Z. L32
302 REM :INC HL
304- REM PLI5H HL
306 REM LO HL.9
308 REM ADD HL.DE
310 REM EX DE.HL
312 REM POP HL
31~ REM :L32 SRL (HLl
31.6 REM B:rT 0. tHL)
318 REM ~R NZ.L33
320 REM LD A.0
322 REM ,-IR L34.
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3~~ REM :L33 LD A.52
326 REM :L3~ LD (OE).A
328 REM INC DE
330 REM INC HL
332 REM DEC Be
334 REM LD R.B
336 REM OR C
336 REM JR NZ.L31
339 REM LD IY.$4000
340 REM RET
342 REM :L50 Brr ?A
34.4. REM RET NZ
346 REM BI.T 0.R
346 REM RET Z
350 REM :INC B
352 REM RET
354. REM )
400 CLS
405 LET GEN=:l
4:10 PRINT uGA-HE OF LIFE NEU P

ATTERN , a
;

420 RAND USR 25500
4-30 PRINT AT 0,15; uHANl.IRL.i"RltTO"

-' 44-0 IF INKE'l'-$ =U.. THEN GOTO' ~4.0

4se LET A$=INKEV$
460 PRJ:NT AT 0~14;nGENERRTJ:ON N

0" .
470 RAND USR 25657
480 PRINT AT 0,27;SEN
490 LET GEN=GEN+1
500 FAST
S~0 RAND USR 25701
520 SLO".
530 RAND USR 25793
540 IF INKEY$="" THEN GOTO 56£1
550 GOTO SS0
560 IF A$="'A u THEN GOTO 470
570 GOTO 54.0
580 LET B$=INKEY$
590 IF B$=ug.' THEN STOP
600 IFB$-=ICHu THEN LET R$=uHtt
6:1.0 GaTO 470

9000 FAST
9010 :INPUT ZZZ
9020 POKE 326~11INT (ZZZ/256)
903B POKE- 326_48~.ZZZ ~.2.56*-XN'T- tZZZ
ir-"256)
9040 RAND USR 28565
9050 PRINT AT ~:l.l0;"ERROR n;PEEK

32651
9060 SLOt,,1

Figure F.1
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:1. REM ~?~;:?Q COPY 7( CLS Q
COPY 7~/Q 7( CLS $~ NEXT ~~Q COP
Y 7( CLS E£RND)~;LN +? PRINT Y
? LET ) 5 RETURN ?C= RETURN ?C=
RETURN ?C< RETURN ?C> RETURN 04-)
77/<> GOSUS ?/ OR ;/CHR$ F/PEEK
7/SQR RETURN QC1 RETURN R4COS E£
RND)•.: :2J!•...Q 7 ( CLS )~; $4 PAUSE
/~AN YU?VAL FAST LN -??70~ L

PRINT AT Y ?/ FOR LN 4 IF LET
LPRINT AT TAN ) TAB ~ - E£RND~: ? ..
/?Q .,- ~- FOR <7 ( INPUT c$C...._7 (
CLEAR / LPRINT TAN CLEAR 5TAB :5

262 ACS LN POKE 7 CLEAR RETURN
~ CLEAR ACS EXP /- RETURN -4
~ CLEAR ACS 74. LIST CLEAR .. 7F?~
I!JTAN-·?- EeRND) - ; FOR ~E'-cc7RCS=- .; FORLPR INT ACS YAC;:' ?~ Y ./-r
Q> <7"~. STEP CLEAR 5'-- RNDTRN:- RCS
13" "RCS ?B05 • TAN ~ REM- GAME

OF LIFE
:1.5 REM BY A.H.WOODS 1982
20 LET GEN=:1.
30: CLS-
4-0:- PR INT= .. GAME'" DF--L IF.E"S
50:::-PRI~-TA6 --15; nNEtF PH..TS-'S"""ERN=r>:lO u

;

60 RAND USR 16514-
:1.00 PRINT AT 0 .• :15; "MANUAL/AUTO"

.' 11.0 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GOTO 1.1.0
120 LET A$=INKEY$
130 PRINT AT 0 J:14-;"GENERRTION N

0" ;
:1.4-0 RAND USR 16671
142 FAST
:14~ RAND USR 167:1.5
14.6 SLOW
148 RAND USR 16807
150 PRINT AT 0 J27;GEN

:1.55 LET GEN=GEN+:1.
:1.60 IF INKEY$=.... THEN GOTO 180
170 GOTO 200
:180 IF A$="A" THEN GOTO- :1.4-0
:1.90 GOTe:- :1.60
200 _LET - B $= INKE)" $
210 IF B$="Q" THEN STOP
220 IF B$="H" THEN LET-A$="M"
230 IF B$="A" ..,......EN LET A$="R"
24-0 GOTa--:1.4-0
290 FAST
300 FOR I=0 TO 352
310 POKE (:1.65:1.4--+IJ ,PEEK (25500+

I)

320 NEXT I
330 SLOlJ

Figure F.2

The assembly language program was originally assembled into
memory starting at location 25500 and it was then relocated into
the memory starting at location 16514, which is the REM statement
at the start of the program. The statements to carry out the
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relocation are included at the end of the BASIC program shown in
figure F.2, starting at line 290.

When the program is run the initial pattern is set up using the
cursor keys to move a flashing cursor round the grid and a pattern
of live cells is entered using the letter '0' to indicate a live
cell. When the pattern is complete, pressing the letter 'Q' will
continue execution of the program. The program can be run in
either automatic or manual mode, by entering either A or M. When
the program is running the mode can be changed by entering A or M.
To stop the program running press the letter 'Q'.

F.3 MAILING LIST

This is a simple program which shows how assembly language can
save on memory used by the program and leave more space for
information. In the form shown in figures F.3 and F.4, the program
should be able to store approximately 80 names and addresses. The
names and addresses are stored in alphabetic order in the VARS
area of memory. Each name is inserted into its correct alphabetic
order when it is entered.

2 REfJ
4- REM
6 REM
a REM

:1.0 REM
1.2 REM
14 REM
16 REM
1.8 REM
20 REM
22 REM
24. REM
26 REM
28 REM
30 REM
32 REM
34. REM
36 REM
38 REM
4.0 REM
42 REM
4-4 REM
4-6 REM
48 REM
50 REM
52 REM
54- REM
56 REM
58 REM
60 REM
62 REM
64.. REM
66 REM
68 REM
70 REM
72 REM
74- REM
76 REM
78 REM

-Jor-tRILING LIST
{
:L90 NOP
:L9:l. NOP;NOP
: L92 NOP·; NOP
: L 93 ~.OP:; ~~OP
:L94 NOP;NOP
:L9S NOP;NQP*INPLIT FROM MENLI
:Ll CRLL L100;R5T ~0
CP 56; ,-'P Z. L2
CP 38;JP Z.L2.1
CP 4-:li &..IP Z.L4
l-:P 49.; UP Z. L5
CP 53; '-alP Z. L6
CP 4.2; \-IP Z. L 7

'*'LD A. $76.; RST :1.0
LD B.5;LD A.0
: L9 RST 10.; DJNZ. L9
LD H. 36; R~·T 1.0
LD R.4.4-;RST 10
LD A It 38.; RST 10
LD R. 4.6; R-ST 1.0
LO A. 51.~ RST 10
...JR L:l
*5TART NEt~1 FILE
:L2 LD HL.(16400)
LD DE.8;ADD HL.DE
LD (L91) .HL;LD (L92).HL
LD (L95) .HL
LD R.0;LD (L90).A
LD HL.0;LD (L94) .HL
*ADD MORE NAt1ES
:L21. CALL $R2A
LD A.0.; LO B.5
:L22 R5T ~0;D~NZ.L22
LO A.5:l.;RST 1.0
LD A.38;RST 10
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80
82
84.
86
88
90
Q.~_c
94
96
96

100
102
:1.04
1.06
108
1:1.0
1.12
1.1.4.
:l.:L6
1:1.8
1.20
122
124
126
128
130
132
1.34
136
:l38
14-0
142
14-4
:1.4-6
14-8
150
152
154
1.56
156
160
162
164
166
168
179
172
174
176
178
160
182
184
166
188
190
:1.92
194
196
198
200
202
204.
206
208
210
212

REM
REH
REM
REH
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REJ'-'
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REf1
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
ReM
REM
REH
REH
REM
REH
REM

LD A.50;RST 10
LD R.4.2;R5T 1.0
LD A. $76; RST" 10
LD HL. (1.6398)
LD (L93J.HL;LO C.0
* INPLIT NAME
:L23 CALL L100
CP :l5;RET Z
RST :l.0;J:NC C
CP $76:; ,-IR NZ. L23
*ADORESS
LD R.0;LD B.5
:L25 R5T 10;D~NZ.L25
LD A.38.;RST 10
LD R.4.1.;RST :10
LD A.41.;RST j.0
LO A.55;RST 10
LD A.4.2;R5T 10
LO A.56;RST 1"
LD A. 56 ..: RST 1.0
LO A.$76;RST :1.0
*J:NPUT RDDRESS
:L26 CALL L100
CP :lSi ~JR Z.L27
R5T 10; INC C;~R L26
*Et~D OF ADDRESS
:L27 LD A.128;RST 10
:INC C
*LOAD INTO MEMORY
LO HL.(L91l;LD (L9S) .HL
LD B. 0; PLISH Be
LD A. (L90).;OR A
\-IP Z. L33
4COHPARE WITH CURRENT
: L2S LD DE. (L93)
LD A. (DEl; LD B.A
LD HL. (L9S)
LD R. tHL); CP B
JP Z.L30;JP H.L31
*MRKE SPACE
:L32 LD B.0;LD HL. (L92)
LD D.H;LD E.L;RDD HL.BC
PUSH HL;PUSH DE
LO DE. (L9Sl;LD HL. (L92)
SCF;CCF;SBC HL.DE
PLISH HL; POP Be
pop HL;POP DE
LOOR
*TRANSFER FROM SCREEN
: L33 LD DE. (L9S)
LD HL., fL9S)
:L35LD A.(DEl;LD (HL).A
CP $76; \-IR Z. L34.
INC DE; INC HL;JR L35
:L34 INC DE;LD A.(DE)
CP 0; \-IR Z. L34
INC HL;LD (HLl.R
CPo :l.2S;'-'R NZ.L35
~NC HL;LD (L951.HL
*PROGRAH URR~ABLES
LD A. CL90) ; It~C A
LD (L90).A
POP Be
LD HL. (L92);ADD HL.BC
LD tL92).HL
LD HL.(L94);AOD HL.BC
LD (L94.).HL
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214 REH ,-IP L2:1
216 REM *SAHE LETTERS
216 REM :L30 INC HL;INC DE
220 REM LD A.CDE);LD B.A
22a REM LO: R. (HLJ i CP B
224 REM \-IP H.L31; ,,-IP NZ'~L32
226 REM CP $76;JR NZ.L30
228 REM ,"-,P L32
230 REM *CHECK NEXT ITEM
232 REM :L31 LD DE. (L9SJ
234 REM" LD HL. (L91J;SCF;CCF
236 REM sec HL.DE;EX DE.HL
238 REM LD HL.(L94l;SCF;CCF
240 REM SBC HL.DE
242 REM PUSH HL;POP. Be
24~ REM LO A.B;OR c;~p Z.L33
246 REM LD HL.fL95l;LD R.126
248 REM CPIR
250 REM LO (L95).HL;~P L2S
252 REM -:tDELETE N-AHES
254 REM : L4 LD HL .. (L91)
256 REM :L~1 LD CL95l.HL
258 REH CALL L10;CALL L1S
260 REM LD A.~1;RST 10
262 REM LD R.42;RST 10
264 REM LD A.~9;R5T 10
266 REM LD A.42;R5T 10
268 REM LD A.57;RST 10
270 REH LD A. ~2.; RST .10
272 REM LD A.$76;RST i0
274 REM CALL L100
276 REM CP 62;JR Z.L42
276 REM CRLL L15;CALL L150
280 REM CP 62; INC HL;~R Z.L4~
282 REM RET
284 REH *DELETE
286 REM :L42 XNC HL;EX DE.HL
288 REM LD HL. (L92l;SCF;CCF
290 REM SBC HL.DE
292 REM PUSH HL;POP Be
294- REM PLISH DE
296 REM LD HL. (L95l;LDIR
298 REM POP HL;LD DE. CL9S)
300 REM SCF;CCF;SBC HL.DE
302 REM PUSH HL;POP Be
304 REM LD HL. (L94l;SBC HL.BC
306 REM LD (L94) .HL
308 REM LO HL. (L92l;5BC HL.BC
310 REM LD CL92) .HL
312 REM LD A.(L90);DEC R
314 REM LD (L90l.A
316 REM \-IP L41
318 REM *LIST SUBROL~INE
320 REM :L5 LD HL. (L9~)

322 REM :L51 LD iL95).HL
324 REM CALL $A2R;CALL L10
326 REM CALL L15;CRLL L~50
328 REM INC HL
330 REM CP 62;wR Z.L51
-3-32 REM RET554 REM *PRINT SUBROUTINE
336 REM :L6 LD HL.(L91)
338 REM :L61LD (L95).HL
340 REM CRLL $R2A;CALL L~0

342 REM CALL L15
344 REM :L62 LD A.53;RST 10
3~6 REM LD A.55;R5T 10
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348 REM LD A.46;RST 10
350 REM LO A.51;RST 10
352 REM LD A.57;RST 10
354 REM LC B.3;LD ~.0

356 REM : L63 RST :1.0 ..; D.,JNZ. L63
356 REM CALL L100;RST 10
350 REM CP 62;JR NZ.L64
362 REM PLISH HL
364 REM LD HL.(16398);LD DE.9
366 REM SCF;CCF;SBC HL.DE
368 REM LO (16398) .HL
370 REM LD B.9;LD A.0
372 REM :L65 RST 10;D~NZ.L6S
374 REM CALL $669
376 REM POP HL
378 REM :L64 CRLL L15;CALL L150
380 REM INC HL
382 REM CP 62;~P Z.L61
384 REM RET
386 REM *EXIT RQUTINE
ssa REM :L7 LD R.255;LD (L93).A
390 REM RET
392 REM *0 ISPL.AY· CLIRREN:r--.iTEfl.
3-94. REM :- L:1.0 CALL SA2R-
396 REM LD HL.(L95)
398 REM LD B.5;LD A.0
400 REM :L11 R5T 10;D~NZ.L11

402 REM :L12 LD A.(HL)
404- REM CP :128,; RET- Z--
~06 REM RST :1.a
408 REM INC HL;JR L~2

410 REM *POSITION PRINT
412 REM :L15 PUSH HL
4-14 REM LD HL.(16396l;LD DE.76S
416 REM ADD HL.DE;LD (16398).HL
416 REM POP HL;RET
420 REM ~INPUT ROUTrNE
422 REM :Li00 PUSH eC;PUSH HL
424 REM :L101 CALL $2BB
426 REM LO B~H;LO C.L;LD E.C
428 REM INC E;~R Z.L10~

~30 REM CALL $7BD;LD R. (HL)
432 REM PUSH AF
434 REM :L102 CRLL $2BB;INC L
436 REM JR NZ.L102
438 REM POP RF;POP HL;POP Be
4-4-0 REM RET
442 REM *CONTINUE ROUTINE
444 REM :L150 LD A.$76;R5T 10
446 REM LD R.40;RST 10
448 REM LD A.52;R5T 10
450 REM LD R.51;RST 10
452 REM LD A.57;RST 10
45~ REM LD R.~6;RST 10
456 REH LO A.51;RST 10
458 REM LO R.5S;RST 10
460 REM LD A.~2;R5T 10
462 REM LD B.3;LD R.0
~64 REM :L15~ RST 10;D~NZ.L151
466 REM CALL L100;RST ~0
468 REM RET
4-70 REM )

9000 FAST
9010 INPLIT ZZZ
9020 POKE 32641~ZNT (ZZZ/256)
9030 POKE 32640 ..#ZZZ-256*INT CZZZ
w#~256}
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9040 RRND USR 28565
9050 PRINT AT 2:1._ 0.; "ERROR tt.; PEEK

3265:1
-3060 SLOt,!

Figure F.3

1 REM 683 CHRRRCTERS
5 ['"IH AS (8000l

:10 CLS
:1.5 PRII'JT AT 0 .• 10..; alMRILING- LIST

20 PRINT AT 5",5.; "STRRr R NEt,1 F
I:LE U

25 PR INT RT 7 ..5; .. ADD EXTRA t.JRN
ESu

30 PRINT RT 9 J5; raDELETE- NRMES'·
35 PRINT RT :1:1 .•5.; IILJ:ST TliE FILEH
4-0 PRINT FiT :13.15; ··PRINT FROM F

ILE U

4-5 P·RIN-T A-T j.5 J 5; ....EXIT ANi) SRV
E FILE It

50 PR:tNT·· T\.t"pE F :IRST LETTER
OF CHOICE"
55 PRINT uHIT BREAK TO STOP PR

OGRFtM tI

60 RAND USR 16525
70 IF PEEK 16519<>255 THEN GOT

o 10
80 CLS
90 PRINT ··S(,IITCH ON TAPE RECOR

CItER TOu
100 PRINT "RECORD. HIT AN"''' KEY

l"IHEN READ')·" III

11.0 IF :INKE"l.... $= .. •• THEN GOTD .1.1£1
120 SAtJE uMA:IL U

:130 GOTO :1.0
4-90 FAST
500 FOR A=0 TO 683
5:1.0 POKE 165~4+A.PEEK i25000+AJ
520 NEXT R ..
525 ~tLOl",1

530 STOP

Figure F.4

When the program is run for the first time it can be started
normally using the RUN command. Subsequently it must be started by
GOTO 5. If RUN is used the variable area is cleared and all the
saved names and addresses will be lost from memory. Of course,
since the file is saved by using the SAVE command in the program,
the program will start automatically when loaded from tape.

Apart from the main menu the majority of the program consists
of a machine-code subroutine. Figure F.3 is a listing ~f the
assembly language program for this subroutine and figure F.4 is
the BASIC program.

The facilities offered by the program are:
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START A NEW FILE

ADD EXTRA NAMES

DELETE NAMES

LIST THE FILE ON THE DISPLAY

PRINT SELECTED ITEMS ON A PRINTER

SAVE THE PROGRAM AND FILE ON TAPE

When the program is run a menu is displayed and a choice is
made by entering the first letter of the choice. If either of the
first two menu items is chosen, the computer prompts for the name
first, entering NEWLINE indicates end of name and produces the
address prompt. The address is entered in the normal way using as
many lines as are required. When the address has been entered
press the I?' key to enter the name and address to the file. After
the name and address have been written to the file the program
returns to the name prompt. To end the input press the I?' key
after the name prompt. This will return you to the main menu. All
other prompts in the program require a simple Y(es) or N(o) reply.

The program is very unsophisticated and it would be a good
exercise for you to modify the program to suit your own require
ments and to make the program easy to use.
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Answers to exercises

The answers are in exercise number, then chapter number order.
This allows you to read the answer to an exercise without seeing
the answer to the next question.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES NUMBERED 1

1.1 Accumulator used for subtraction.

Flag register indicates result.

3.1 Because the number is converted into an eight digit binary
number.

4 •1 :L1 LD A. 0

ADD A.B

ADD A.C

ADD A.D

ADD A.E

5.1 LD A.$17

:Ll RST 10

CALL $F43

JP Ll

6.1 Accumulator S Z

120 ($78) ? ?

-2 ($FE) 1 0

-2 ($FE) 1 0

o ($00) 0 1

70 ($46) 0 0

-70 ($BA) 1 0
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7.1 255

8.1 LD A.$17

:L2 RST10

DEC C

4 times

24 times

4 times

9.1 It produces a carry and the correct result. The carry can be
ignored.

10.1 $53 in the accumulator and 1 in the carry flag.

11.1 Bit 1 of A is zero therefore the zero flag is set to 1.

12.1 Accumulator Carry

10101011 0

RLA 01010110 1

RLCA 10101100 0

RRA 01010110 0

RRCA 00101011 0

13. 1 Unsigned

Signed

o to 65535

-32768 to +32767

14.1 Replace LD B.10 by LD BC. number of bytes and replace
DJNZ.L1 by the following program segment:

DEC BC

LD A.B

CP 0

JP NZ.L1

LD A.C

CP 0

JP NZ.L1

15.1 01010111B

A.1 $974 is equivalent to 2420

101B is equivalent to 5
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ANSWERS TO EXERCISES NUMBERED 2

1.2 Decimal 16384 Hexadecimal 4000

3.2 LD A.73

SUB 21

ADD A.55

4.2 $2C and +

5.2 A JP instruction uses 3 bytes and a JR instruction uses
2 bytes.

6.2 LD A.($620C)

SUB 10

JP Z.Ll

LD A.O

ADD A.$lC

RST 10

RET

7.2 CALL L200 * INPUT SUBROUTINE

SUB $lC

LD B.A

:Ll LD A.$17

RST 10

DJNZ.Ll

8.2 (i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Implied - the value in the accumulator

Register - the value in register 0

Immediate - the value 50

Extended - the value in the address $6352

9.2 :L5 because a carry is produced.
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10.2 B C Carry

LD B.l1 00001011 (11) ? ?

SRA B 00000101 (5) ? 1

LD C.F8 00000101 (5) 11111000 (-8) 1

SRA C 00000101 (5) 11111100 (-4) 0

11 .2 BIT O.A

JR Z.L1

:L2 SET 7.B

JR L3

:Ll RES 7.B

:L3 RET

12.2 LD A.B

RRCA

OR C

LD ($620C).A

13.2 $06, $68, $09, $00

14.2 LD HL. (16396)

INC HL

LD Be .10

ADD HL.BC

LD D.H

LD E.L

LD HL.$620C

LDDR

RET

15.2 A byte can contain BCD numbers in the range 0 to 99 and
unsigned binary numbers in the range 0 to 255.

A.2 0 and 1
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS NUMBERED 3

1.3 $BO

3.3 LD A.56

SUB 22

LD B.A

ADD A.B

ADD A.B

5.3 $24 (36) and $08 (8)

6.3 LD A.B

ADD A.C

JP M.L1

JP Z.L2

LD A.$35

JP L3

:L1 LD A.$33

JP L3

:L2 LD A.$3F

:L3 RST 10

RET

7.3 LD A.$25

:L1 RST 10

DEC A

CP $lC

JP P Ll

RET

8.3 LD HL. ($620C)

:Ll LD A. (HL)

INC HL

CP $50

JR Z.L2

RST 10

JR Ll

:L2 RET
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9.3 SCF
CCF

10.3 SLA A

LD B.A

SLA A

SLA A

ADD A.B

11.3 The result of the XOR operator is one if the two binary
values to be XORed are different, and zero if they are the
same.

12.3 PARITY

AND $FE 1

SLA A 0

RLA 1

13.3 SCF

CCF

SSC HL.BC

14.3 LD HL. (16396)

INC HL

LD D.H

LD E.L

LD HL.$620C

LD Be.10

:Ll LDI

JP PE.Ll

RET

15.3 00010111

+ 01101001

10000000

+ 0110

10000110

BCD 17

BCD 69

BCD 80 incorrect

BCD 86
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A.3 $9AB3 is equivalent to 1001101010110011B.

110011101111 is equivalent to $CEF.

This question shows the problems of working with binary
numbers.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS NUMBERED 4

1.4 10000001B

3.4 27 or $lB

-27 or $ES

-26 or $E6

6.4 LD A.100

CP B

JP M.L1

JP Z.L2

JP L3

7.4 LD B.9

LD C.A

:L1 ADD A.C

DJNZ.L1

RET

11 .4 A s Z

LD A.$BS 10110101 ? ?

LD C.$FO 10110101 ? ?

AND $lF 00010101 0 0

OR C 11110101 1 0

XOR $CC 00111001 0 0

CPL 11000110 0 0

XOR A 00000000 0 1
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12.4 :L10 BIT O.B

JP Z.L1

AND $FF

JP PO.L2

JP L3

:L1 AND $FF

JP PE.L2

:L3 LD C.1

JP L4

:L2 LD C.O

:L4 RET

13.4 Replace the ADC instruction by a SBC instruction.

14.4 LD HL.$620C

LD DE.$640C

LD BC.400

:L1 LDI

LD A. (HL)

CP 0

JP NZ.L1

RET

15.4 10000010 BCD 82

- 01010110 BCD 56

00101100

0110

00100110 BCD 26

A.4 $C7BA 01101101B

- $9FF8 + 01011110B

$272C 11OOlOllB
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS NUMBERED 5

1.5 INC B

3.5 (i) $35 or 53

(ii) 79 or $4F

7.5 A B C D E SP

LD A.$OA OA ? ? ? ? ?

LD B.$OB OA OB ? ? ? ?

LD C.$OC OA OB OC ? ? ?

LD D.$OD OA OB OC OD ? ?

LD E.$OE OA OB OC OD OE ?

LD SP.$7000 OA OB OC OD OE $7000

PUSH AF OA OB OC OD OE $6FFE

PUSH Be OA OB OC OD OE $6FFC

PUSH DE OA OB OC OD OE $6FFA

POP Be OA OD OE OD OE $6FFC
pop DE OA OD OE OB OC $6FFE

14.5 LD HL.20499
LD DE.20599

LD Be.500

LDDR

15.5 A

LD A.$43 $43

LD B.$28 $43

ADD A.B $6B

DM $71

A.5 Unsigned numbers can be in the range 0 to 1111111111111111B,
which is $FFFF or 65535.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS NUMBERED 6

14.6 Replace all the instructions after and including CPIR by the
following:

:L1 CPI

JP PO.L2

JR NZ.L1

LD A.C

ADD A.$lC

RST 10

LD A.O

JR L1

:L2 RET

A.6 (a) 11000100 -60

+ 01000110 + +70

(1) 00001010 +10

(b) 11101001 -23

+ 11010010 + -46

(1) 10111011 -69

(c) 01010101 +85

- 01100000 - +96

(1) 11110101 -11
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Assembly Language Assembled for the Sinclair ZX8l

The Macmillan Press have made arrangements with BUG-BYTE Software
to supply on cassette both the ZXAS assembler and the ZXDB dis
assembler programs which this book has been designed to accompany.

(Please note that the 16K RAM pack is required.)

Cassette ISBN 0 333 34589 4

Available through all major bookshops •••
but in case of difficulty order direct from

Globe Book Services
Canada Road
Byfleet
Surrey KTl4 7JL

£10.00 plus VAT
(for both programs)
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